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ABSTRACT
Cross modal aspects of attention were investigated in normal individuals and in
those with multiple sclerosis. For clarity, the thesis is divided into two sections.
In the normative section two main issues are addressed:
(1) Are the mechanisms responsible for the control of attention in vision and
audition functionally independent?
(2) Is attention covertly oriented in the auditory modality in the same manner as
in the visual modality?
A modification of Posner's cue validity paradigm (Posner, 1978; 1980) was
employed. Five experiments were conducted with normal subjects which
systematically varied the following factors: the modality of presentation of the
cue and of the target (visual or auditory); the congruence of the cue (valid or
invalid); the nature of the cue type (spatial or semantic) and the predictive
value of the cue ( low or high predictability). Manual reaction time was the
dependant variable in all of the experiments.
The results provided preliminary evidence in favour of the hypothesis that there
may be functionally independent mechanisms for the control of attention in
vision and audition. It was also demonstrated that the auditory modality was
capable of covert shifts of attention but this effect was fragile and sensitive both
to the nature and predictability of the cue.

In the clinical section two further issues are addressed:
(1) What is the nature of impaired and
with multiple sclerosis (MS)?

intact attentional abilities in patients

(2) Do MS patients show the same cueing effect within
paradigm as normal subjects?

the cross modal

The Test of Everyday Attention (Robertson et al., 1994) was employed to
investigate patients' global attentional abilities. Contrary to what was expected,
all of the MS patients showed preserved ability on measures of sustained
attention, while their performance on measures of divided attention was
impaired.
While the pattern of their performance on the cross modal paradigm did not
directly mirror that of normal subjects, an interesting benefit in favour of cross
modal trials by comparison to within modality trials was reported. The findings
again supported a modality specific rather then a supramodal view of attention.
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THE NORMATIVE SECTION

AN INVESTIGATION OF CROSS MODAL ASPECTS OF
ATTENTION IN NORMAL INDIVIDUALS
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CHAPTER 1

A Review of the Literature
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1.1 ATTENTION: An introduction
Attention is a complex psychological construct. At a fundamental level
its primary function is to allow the individual
information in the environment

in need

information which can await execution.

to differentiate between

of immediate processing from

It is a multi-functional system, in

that it regulates the quantity of available resources in response to the needs
of the individual and the demands of the task.

Attention also operates as a multi-component system; the execution of
any task relies on the integrity of multiple cognitive processes. Specific
components of attention include: focused, selective, directed, divided,
sustained,

effortful, controlled, automatic and voluntary attention. Other

related processes include concentration, vigilance, orientation, executive
control, intention and search.

Experiential states

such as consciousness

and awareness are also considered to be part of our attentional reservoir.
Attention,

therefore,

refers to a host of cognitive and behavioural

phenomena which operate as a unified system but cannot be described at a
unitary level.

Attention is a subjective cognitive experience and is part of our
everyday vocabulary. We are all familiar with the behaviour associated with
paying attention.

We are confident in our ability to access it and exert

conscious control over it. Indeed, the composite operation of an intact
attentional system is critical for the performance of all intelligent behaviour.

The complexity of attention is evident in the numerous hypotheses,
models

and

theories

which

have

been

proposed

to

increase

our

understanding of the mechanisms underlying it. Unfortunately, in many
instances,

its complexity has marred any conceptual clarity and for this
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reason attention has often been considered to be theoretically incoherent.
Paradoxically, it is this same complexity which continues to make research
on attention one of the most challenging and interesting area of scientific
inquiry.

This thesis investigates cross modal aspects of attention in normal
individuals and in those with multiple sclerosis. For clarity it is divided into
two sections; the normative section and the clinical section. Each section
opens with a review of the relevant literature.
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1.2 RESEARCH ON ATTENTION : A REVIEW
1.2.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
For over a century the concept of attention has entertained a fluctuating
status among the research interests of psychologists and philosophers. The
first golden era

was around the end of the 19th century when James,

Titchener, Wundt and Pillsbury commented at length on the subject of
attention. For such avid thinkers their mission was to make clearer the contents
of consciousness. As James (1890) comments;

"Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession o f the
mind, in clear and vivid form, o f one out o f what seem several
simultaneously possible objects or trains o f thought. Thought,
focalization, concentration, and consciousness are o f its essence. It
implies withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with
others. "
-cited in Gregory (1987) p. 59

One of the greatest empirical findings of this era was the observation
that when people were presented with two simultaneous events, the one to
which attention was directed was responded to more effectively than the other.
For many years to come the concept of attention was spoken of
synonymous with

consciousness,

concentration

and

subjects'

as being
general

awareness of events taking place around them.

Attention as a suitable research topic was destined to fall with the rise of
behaviourism from about the 1920's onward. Relegated to the status of a
mental function, all such hypothetical constructs were treated with suspicion by
behaviourists who considered them an inappropriate research topic of almost
no experimental value. For the next thirty years research on attention virtually
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disappeared from the texts and indexes of books and journals.

The resurrection of attention followed the publication of Broadbent's
book "Perception and Communication." in 1958.

Central to this renewed

interest in research on attention lay an inherent attempt to solve practical
behavioural

dilemmas,

such

as

the

design

of

control

towers

and

communication networks during the Second World War. For example, a
controller might find him/herself in a situation where several messages from
different aircraft and ships may arrive at once, and s/he (with only two ears)
would be required to make the correct and appropriate response to each. In
attempting to understand how humans behaved in such situations, it became
fashionable again for psychologists to study attention. This time is now
recognised as the beginning of the information processing system approach to
understanding attentional abilities in the organism.

Experimental work at this time was greatly assisted by the recent
advances made in technology. The invention of the tape recorder allowed for
the ready control and replicability of speech signals and the phenomenon of
stereophony provided a way of varying the content and amount of information
in competing messages. Cherry (1953) was among the earlier pioneers to
highlight peoples'
conversations

ability to carry out a conversation

being

conducted

in the

background.

despite

Cherry

set

several
about

experimentally examining these circumstances (better known as the "cocktail
party effect") of presenting a listener with two simultaneous messages. Cherry
observed that if two messages were presented in the same voice to both ears
at once, listeners found it extremely difficult to separate out the two messages
on the bases of meaning alone.

The experimental technique of speech

shadowing (i.e. requiring a subject to repeat back aloud a prose message in
the presence of one or more distracting messages) allowed Cherry to examine
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the fate of unattended messages. His central finding was that subjects had
little knowledge of the information content of the unattended message, and
almost scarcely noticed whether the unattended message had been presented
in a foreign language or even in reversed speech. However the insertion of a
pure tone was almost always detected. Cherry concluded that unattended
auditory information was totally unprocessed. Moray (1969) provided further
support for this finding when he found that subjects had no memory recall for
words on the unattended message, even when they were presented 35 times
each.

Within the decade of 1953-63 a

number of theories were proposed

which attempted to explain the findings of Cherry and others and to understand
how the

brain coped with the information overload caused by having many

sense organs receiving information at the same time. Broadbent (1958)
proposed that there is

in the brain a single central information channel, of

which the rate of information is limited. According to Broadbent, the channel
could select only one sensory input at a time and could not switch more than
twice a second between input channels. Broadbent called the selection
mechanism the "filter".

Empirical evidence in favour of Broadbent's

theory was derived from

split-span experiments. In these experiments, three digits were read out at a
rate of two per second to the left ear of a subject, and another three to the right
ear so that the subject received three synchronous pairs. The results showed
that subjects always preferred to recall the digits ear by ear rather than pair by
pair. Broadbent interpreted these findings to mean that the subject attended to
one ear first and then switched to the memory trace of the second ear at the
recall stage of the experiment. Experiments which measured the fastest rate at
which subjects could repeat the digits as pairs led Broadbent to conclude that
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he could measure the fastest rate of switching of auditory attention.

In accordance with Cherry's finding, Broadbent's theory gained further
support: inputs rejected by the filter would be processed only in terms of their
physical characteristics, and hence the messages would have no memory trace
for meaning. However the later experiments of Gray and Wedderburn (1960);
Von Wright et al. (1975) and Underwood (1977)

rejected the findings of

Broadbent and claimed instead that far more of the meaning of the unattended
message (i.e. processing without awareness) was processed than had initially
been suggested.

Nevertheless, Broadbent's theory was conceptually very rich and is still
a landmark in attention research. As Cohen (1993) comments "Broadbent
provided a compelling argument for the need to consider mentalistic (or
computational)

phenomena

and

summarised

a variety

of

methods

to

experimentally test such models" (p.22). However his information processing
approach became the topic of much criticism. By the beginning of the Sixties
the search for the locus of the bottleneck became a central topic of research in
cognitive psychology. Deutsch and Deutsch (1963) and Triesman (1964) were
dissatisfied with Broadbent's claim that the bottleneck occurred early in the
processing stage. Instead,

Triesman suggested that the location of the

bottleneck was more flexible. She proposed that stimulus analysis proceeds in
a systematic hierarchical

fashion starting with analysis based on physical

characteristics, syllabic pattern and specific words followed by an analysis
based on individual words grammatical structure and finally an analysis based
on meaning. Treisman claimed that if there was an insufficient capacity to
permit a full stimulus analysis then tasks toward the top of the hierarchy were
omitted. Many variations of theories on focused attention followed, (Shiffrin and
Schneider 1977; Johnston and Heinz 1978; see Eysenck 1990 for review) but
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despite these variations a single channel information processing system was
central to much research for the next twenty years.

By the beginning of the Seventies Moray (1969) had identified at least
six different meanings for the term attention in the current psychological
literature. Posner et al. (1971) published a paper which favoured the division of
attention into components such as "alertness", "selective", and "divided
attention". He proposed looking

at attention as a complete

system and

frowned on attempts to devise a unitary theory to explain all the findings. The
distinction between focused and divided attention then became a fashionable
topic of research during the mid-Seventies and researchers examined the type
of physical variables which affected task performance.

Using a dual task

methodology subjects' performance was thought to be drastically affected by
variables such as (1) task similarity; (Allport at si. 1972; Wickens 1984; and
McLeod, 1977) (2) practice; (Neisser, 1976 and Broadbent, 1982) and (3) task
difficulty (Norman and Bobrow, 1975 and Duncan, 1979).

By the late Seventies investigations into the neurophysiological bases
of attention were already in progress. For example, the "expectancy wave"
was discovered in electroencephalographic records; a change in electrical
brain activity which appears when the observer is concentrating on the
imminent arrival of a signal which the subject knows is likely to be presented.
According to Picton at at. (1978), " The study of event related potentials
recorded from the human scalp provided evidence about the neurophysiology
of selective information processing that can improve our understanding of
human attention" (p.429). But to date our understanding of the physiological
bases of attention is a long way behind behavioural research.

The richness of the research of the Seventies witnessed yet another
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twist in how the term attention was conceptualised.

By the beginning of the

Eighties "Attention came to be seen as acting in a variety of ways, at a variety
of levels and on a variety of operations in the nervous system" (Gregory, 1987,
p.60).

Posner (1982) proposed at least three different levels

by which

attentional theory should be approached. He identified the level of performance
which concerned a subject's ability to deal with more than one task at a time
and the level of subjective experience, which he defined as involving the
separation of conscious from unconscious events and more specifically how
two complex events could be shared. Thirdly, he complemented the approach
which examined the connections between aspects of conscious attention and
the neural systems which underlie them ( Posner, 1982, p. 169).

The notion that attention could only be accounted for in terms of a
central resource system did arouse some concern around the beginning of the
Eighties.

Interest

neuropsychologists

in

modularity

(Fodor,

1983)

among

cognitive

meant that several complex cognitive functions (e.g.

reading) required several specific processing mechanisms and many research
scientists were less inclined to believe that a multi-purpose information
processing system was capable of carrying out all functions independently.
This new way of thinking about how cognitive functions were organised in the
brain

also influenced how attention was conceptualised. From here onward

attention was conceived in an executive type role and a number of models were
proposed within this framework.

Baddeley (1986) proposed that working memory involved a central
executive component and two slave systems; namely the articulatory loop and
the visuo-spatial scratch pad. In distinguishing between automatic and partially
automatic processes, Norman and Shallice (1980) proposed two separate
control mechanisms; a contention scheduler involved with the execution of
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tasks which require little conscious awareness, and a supervisory attentional
system which is involved with decision making and tasks which require a lot of
conscious awareness. Shallice provides evidence in favour of this approach
from studies of neurologically impaired patients (Shallice, 1982) . At the top of
the hierarchy is a central processor which is primarily involved in the co
ordination and control of behaviour. Below this level are specific processing
mechanisms which are capable of operating relatively independently of each
other. This approach certainly seems to be more theoretically plausible since
evidence from neuropsychology, now on the increase, supports this type of
approach (see Shallice, 1988 for review) However, a full specification of the
nature of these functional modules has yet to be documented.

In addition, neuroanatomical correlates seem to specify different general
regions for the operation of different attentional procedures ( this will be dealt
with more extensively in a later section ). As Morris (1989a)comments; attention
represents a higher cortical function which is diffusely distributed and
subserved by different regions of the cortex for different tasks. The most recent
work on attention has been concerned with the internal mechanisms involved in
attention processing and the anatomical areas responsible for the operation
and control of these mechanisms. The next section presents a more detailed
review of these issues.
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1.3 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL AND NEUROANATOMICAL ASPECTS OF
ATTENTION.
So far,

it is evident that over the years the research on attention has

evolved to produce a much clearer picture depicting its primary characteristics
and component parts. But even today our knowledge of an attention system
with a full specification of its operations and anatomical correlates is
incomplete. New developments in neuroscience since the beginning of the
Seventies (Hillyard & Picton, 1987; Raichle, 1983 and Wurtz et a/., 1980) have
attempted to combine the evidence from the various fields, and specify the
different anatomical sites operational during attentional processing. According
to Posner et al. (1990) "The importance of attention is its unique role in
connecting the mental level of description of processes used in cognitive
science with the anatomical level common in neuroscience" (p.25). Posner
suggests that the only way of exploring the casual control of brain systems and
mental states is by understanding how "voluntary control is exerted over more
automatic

brain systems" (p.25). This he claims can only be achieved by

"understanding the human attentional system at the level of both cognitive
operations and neuronal activity" (p.26).

Initial attempts to localise attentional components in the human brain
were based on clinical assessments of neurological patients with attentional
difficulties. It was assumed that the lesion sites of such patients housed the
attentional components responsible for their impairments. In the clinical
literature the frontal lobes and the parietal lobes consistently produced deficits
of attention. Frontal lobe damaged patients were typically restless, were easily
distracted and were unable to maintain concentration for any great periods of
time. Patients with damage to the parietal lobes typically manifested a disorder
characterised by an unawareness and subsequent failure to orient or respond
to events in the contralesional hemi-space, which cannot be explained by a
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primary sensory or motor deficit. Two other lesion sites which typically result in
attentional difficulties are the thalamus and brain stem structures.

Based on

these anatomical sites Mesulam (1981; 1985) proposed a hypothetical model
which described how attention was distributed in the extrapersonal world.

Mesulam proposed that one such representation, centred on the
posterior parietal cortex contained a sensory template of the extrapersonal
world. The frontal eye fields and the adjacent polymodal cortex contains a
motor map for the distribution of orienting and exploratory movements within
extra persona I space. A third representation, centred on the cingulate cortex
contains a map for the distribution of expectancy and relevance. He suggested
that each of the three representations received a set of reticular inputs which
provide a matrix for the distribution of attention. According to this hypothetical
system, the effective distribution of attention within the extrapersonal space
requires a flexible interaction among these three representations.

But the behavioural manifestation of frontal lobe damage and parietal
lobe injury are more than a coincidental pattern of deficits. The recent work of
Posner et al. 1987; 1990; 1994) have supported the division of attention into
two distinct systems; the anterior system and the posterior system. Posner at
si. (1994)

define the posterior system (supported by the superior parietal

cortex, pulvinar and superior colliculus) as responsible for "selecting one
stimulus location among many and for shifting from one stimulus to the next" (p.
76). The anterior system (supported by the anterior cingulate cortex and basal
ganglia) assumes a more executive role and "is involved in the attentional
recruitment and control of brain areas to perform complex

cognitive tasks"

(p.76).

An elaboration of this work led Posner at si. (1990) to favour the division
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of attention into three sub-systems which specify independent but interrelated
functions and which, according to research, also have anatomically separate
but interrelated

connections. Posner comments

that the attention system

"interacts with many other areas of the brain but maintains its own identity. It is
neither the property of a single centre nor a general function of the brain
operating as a whole" (Posner et al., 1990, p. 27).

Posner identifies these three sub-systems in view of the most recent
cognitive accounts of attentional functions. These are (1) orienting to sensory
events: (2) detecting signals for focal (conscious) processing, and (3)
maintaining a vigilant or alert state.
identified for these three systems.

Specific anatomical areas have been

For example,

in animals three particular

areas which have been active during the orienting response include:
posterior parietal lobe (Mountcastle, 1978; Wurtz at ai. 1980);

the

the lateral

pulvinar nucleus of the posterolateral thalamus (Petersen at a!., 1987); and the
superior colliculus. Petersen at ai. (1988b) have obtained parallel effects in
normals using positron emission tomography (PET.).

Neuropsychological investigations of brain damaged patients support
these findings, wherein damage to the posterior parietal lobe causes a deficit in
the ability to shift attention covertly (Posner at a!., 1988).

However a

spectacular finding by Posner is that each individual site seems to produce an
inherently different type of orienting deficit. Damage to the posterior parietal
lobe causes difficulty in a patients' ability to "disengage from an attentional
focus" to a target presented in the contralesional side . Damage to the superior
colliculus and/or surrounding areas results in a marked decrease or slowness
in the ability to shift attention. Posner suggests that the " computation involved
in moving attention is impaired" (p. 28). Patients with this type of damage also
exhibit a tendency to return to former target locations as readily as to fresh
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locations that have not recently been

attended to. However results from

studies of normals and patients with parietal lobe and other cortical lesions
show a reduced probability in returning attention to an already examined
location. (Posner et al., 1988; Posner et al., 1984). Posner et al. (1990) firmly
acclaims that both these deficits appear to be closely tied to the mechanism
involved

in saccadic eye movements. Finally, patients with thalamic lesions

and reversible chemical lesions in the lateral pulvinar
covert orienting

area show difficulty in

(Petersen et al., 1987; Posner et al., 1988). Their biggest

difficulty seems to be in engaging attention to a target located in the
contralesional side so as to avoid being distracted by events at other locations.

These findings support the hypothesis that anatomical areas carry out
specific independent operations. They also support the tentative supposition
that a circuitry of anatomical sites is involved in the cognitive operation of
covert attentional shifts to visual locations.

It appears that the parietal lobe

first disengages attention from its present focus, then the mid-brain area acts
to move the focus of attention to the area of the target and the pulvinar is
involved in reading out data from indexed locations. Specific anatomical
correlates have

also been documented as being responsible for target

detection operations and for operations involved in maintaining an alert state
as well hemispheric differences in the organisation of the human attentional
system (see Posner et al., 1990, for a detailed review).

So

far

the

historical

background

and

the

more

current

neuropsychological and neuroanatomical aspects of attention have been
discussed. Research on aspects of attention which remain specifically relevant
to experiments in this project will be dealt with separately for each experiment.
The next section focuses on the experimental techniques and methodological
issues relevant to this project. Posner has developed a very simple but
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powerful

paradigm which

has

been

used

extensively

in

experimental

psychology for studies exploring the mechanisms underlying covert orienting
of attention. Since this paradigm is to be further employed in this project, a
review of the procedures and findings of this paradigm will next be presented.
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1.4 EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGM
There are two main issues being addressed in the normative section of
this thesis. The first is whether the auditory modality is capable of covert shifts
of attention. The second issue attempts to more fully understand the nature of
cross modal function, within the context of attentional processing.

In the last two decades an extensive body of research has evolved
investigating

the factors which

influence

and

control

visual

attention.

Surprisingly, auditory attention has failed to attract such interest and our
understanding of the contribution made by the auditory modality in the
execution of joint modality tasks is poorly understood.

The working hypothesis of this project is that there are independent
mechanisms for the control of attention in the visual and auditory modalities.
The nature of cross modal processing

between the visual and auditory

modalities, as well as the nature of within modality processing, is also being
examined. It is unclear from the existing literature on intersensory processing
whether the mechanisms responsible

are general intersensory functions or

whether they may be organised in a modality specific way.

To investigate these issues,

the cue validity reaction time paradigm

devised by Posner (1978; 1980) is to be employed. The paradigm has a
commendable reputation in experimental work of this kind and will serve as an
established theoretical framework in which these issues can be investigated.
The nature of this paradigm will be discussed in the next section.

1.4.1 POSNER’S PARADIGM
In studies of visual attention, there has been considerable controversy
as to whether orienting and detecting targets in visual space is dependent on
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appropriate eye movements or not. (See Klein, 1980 for further discussion).
Studies by Rizzolatti et a/.,(j98^; Fisher, (l9 8 ^ Fisher and Breitmeyer, ^ 9 8 ^
Fisher and Ramsperger, (Î984) have all confirmed that there is indeed a close
relationship with target detection in visual space and appropriate eye
movements. While Posner remains in agreement with these results he
proposes that an attentional system is in operation which allows attention to be
oriented toward a spatial location in the visual field independently of head and
eye movement. Posner (1980) comments "Attention is not intrinsically tied to
the fovea I structure of the visual system nor slaved to the overt movements of
the eye" (p.22). This system Posner refers to as the covert
system.

visual attention

In normal subjects, it has been shown that covert shifts of attention

can occur independently of overt movements of the head and eyes (Posner
1980; 1984) and patient populations suffering from progressive supranuclear
palsy (psp) and right parietal lesions (Posner at a i, 1982; 1984) produce
effects upon covert spatial orienting.

The task used by Posner involves a simple detection task requiring a
subject to keep his/her eyes fixated in the centre of a visual screen and press a
key whenever a target appears. Reaction time (RT) to this target is the
dependent variable. The target typically occurs at a location equidistant to the
left or right of fixation with equal probability. Prior to the appearance of a target,
a cue is presented to attract attention to either the right or the left side of the
visual display. The cue may be an arrow

or word introduced at fixation (a

central cue), which informs the person where the target is most likely to occur
(Posner, 1980), or it may be a sensory change (e.g. the brightening of a box )
introduced 10 degrees right /left of the central fixation point (a peripheral cue).
The cue may either be valid or invalid; valid when it correctly identifies the
location where the target will appear and invalid when it directs the subject's
attention to the side of the visual array opposite to the side where the target
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will appear. There are absolutely no eye movements in this paradigm and a
simple motor response is the same in all conditions. Hence any difference in
reaction time across cue conditions must be an index of movements of covert
attention. The results produce an overwhelming advantage of cued over the
uncued condition and these results have been replicated a number of times
(Hughes and Zimba,

1987; Jonides and Mack, 1984; Posner, 1980; 1982;

Posner and Cohen, 1984).

Posner (1980) explains the findings by analysing the mental operations
involved in responding to validly and invalidly cued targets. Covert orienting,
he comments, involves directional engagement of attention; reorienting after an
invalid cue involves disengagement, shifting and re-engagement of attention.
In

support of the evidence that these interrelated but somewhat separate

mental operations are involved in covertly orienting visual attention, a number
of recent studies have identified particular anatomical locations

associated

with these functions, (Brain lesion studies, Posner et al. (1982) and single cell
recording in alert monkeys, Mountcastle, 1978; Wurtz at a!., 1980).

Petersen at ai. (1985) propose that the posterior parietal lobe has been
linked to

the disengagement of attention and areas of the midbrain and

thalamus to the covert movement and engagement of attention. Various
manipulations of specific aspects of the paradigm have been pursued and an
exhaustive body of literature is available documenting relevant findings. For
example, Tsai (1983) investigated the speed of covert attention by varying the
time interval between the presentation of the cue and the target (otherwise
know as the stimulus-onset asynchrony); Yantis at ai. (1990) investigated the
sensitivity of the cue to attentional capture by varying either the cue stimulus
duration or the cue's predictive value. Others have focused on issues such as
the effects of sleep deprivation on covert orienting of attention, (Sanders at a/.,
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1982).

The apparent theoretical complexity of the paradigm has not prevented it
being used in clinical populations. In fact, Posner et al. f i 984) comment that
this specific task is particularly useful for studying clinical populations since it
enables measurement of the component act of orienting, maintaining

and

shifting of visual attention in space in the absence of muscular movement of
the eyes and head.

Since its inception the paradigm has been extensively

employed with neurological patients. In addition to the studies already reported
Cremona-Meteyard at a/. (1992) employed the cue validity paradigm with a
cohort of closed head injury patients. They reported that relative to controls, the
closed head injury group showed normal cost to invalid trials but little benefit
when they were correctly cued to a specific visual location.

Others such as

Bennett at a/. (1995) have investigated covert visuo-spatial attentional
mechanisms in Parkinson's disease They reported that

the Parkinson's

patients reported in this study were not impaired in their ability to shift attention
covertly.

Posner's paradigm will be replicated and extended (a dual modality
analogue will be developed) in this project for two main reasons. The first is
because covert shifts of attention take place independently of overt shifts of
the head and eyes. This makes it a suitable paradigm for assessing

covert

shifts of attention in the auditory modality. Secondly, the cross modal paradigm
to be developed in the normative section of this thesis is to be employed with
patients with multiple sclerosis. In this sense, the simple motor response
required as the dependent variable makes it suitable to be used for use with
disabled patients.

The paradigm will, of course, need to be altered

appropriately to meet the design and experimental specification of these
studies but variations will be discussed in association with the relevant
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experiments.

1.5 INTRODUCTION TO THE NORMATIVE STUDIES
Attention and the control of attention are fundamental aspects of human
performance. Attention represents the mechanism utilised by the central
nervous system to discriminate between stimuli which need immediate
processing from those which can await execution. The criteria for this selection
of stimuli are known to be influenced by various characteristics, but the location
of the stimulus in visual space has aroused much interest in recent years.
(Hughes and Zimba, 1987;

Posner, 1980; Posner et a i, 1982; 1984; 1987;

Rizzolatti et al., 1987).

Much of this research has employed the cue validity reaction time
paradigm devised by Posner (1978; 1980). As already explained in an earlier
section the paradigm is based on the idea that spatial cues modify the
detection of a target stimulus presumably because the cue controls the
direction of attention. As expected, reaction times are faster when targets
appear at cued locations. The most intriguing aspect of this paradigm is that
attentional shifts in visual space tend to occur independently of head and eye
movements.

Posner (1980) has identified the covert attention system as

responsible for these covert attentional shifts.

He uses the spot of

light

metaphor of attention to explain these activities. Covert orienting he explains
can be conceived of as a spotlight moving in a analogue fashion across the
visual field, the spotlight being mainly directed to the position where a signal is
expected.

Today our knowledge of visual attention and visual stimulus processing
has been greatly enhanced by the work of Posner and his associates.

The

functional mechanisms and anatomical correlates underlying covert orienting
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are relatively well understood (Posner and Petersen, 1990). Much less secure
however, is our understanding of how efficient the auditory modality

is in

shifting attention covertly, or how the visual and auditory modalities might
interact in situations which require covert orienting of attention. It is a research
topic of considerable theoretical concern for modern neuropsychology.

The purposes of this normative section are twofold. The first is to
examine the nature of cross modal processing in attention

within the

theoretical framework of Posner's paradigm. An investigation of whether the
auditory modality is capable of covert shifts of attention in a manner similar to
that of the visual modality will also be investigated. The general hypothesis is
that there are independent mechanisms for the control of attention in the visual
and auditory modalities.

The idea for this work developed from a single case research project
conducted with a patient with unilateral visual neglect. (Beaton and McCarthy,
1993; 1995). A series of experiments were conducted to investigate the nature
of covert awareness for stimuli neglected (or extinguished) in the auditory
modality. The purpose of the investigation was to investigate whether patients
with unilateral visual neglect also demonstrated a neglect for stimuli in other
modalities. The results obtained showed that the patient demonstrated covert
recognition for words which were not overtly reported in the initial stage of the
study. The patient was not thought to have a true auditory neglect. In a
subsequent study the patient was requested to perform a visual cancellation
task while simultaneously

performing an auditory word localisation and

identification task. The patient continued to neglect the left half of space on the
visual cancellation task but correctly localised and identified words presented
in the left hemi-aural space. The findings were interpreted as evidence
supporting the dissociation of neglect in the visual and auditory modalities.
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(Dissociations between auditory and visual neglect had also been reported by
Barbieri et al., 1989). However it was considered that since neglect is
frequently explained as a pathology of attention, a logical extension of these
findings might be to speculate that the mechanism underlying the control of
attention in vision and audition may in fact be functionally different.

This was

the starting point for this thesis. Very little indeed has been published in the
area of cross modal attention. A discussion of these findings will be presented
in a later section.

The remainder of this section will address the literature relevant to this
research area.

Some research

on intersensory processing has been

documented. Such research has focused on the speed of reaction time to
target events when the target is preceded by an auditory cue of no informative
value.

Though this research has not specifically concentrated on covert

orienting of attention per se, a review of the findings will be presented in the
next section as they may be relevant to how the findings of the normative
studies will be interpreted
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1.6 CROSS MODAL PROCESSING
Research on intersensory processing has been weakly supported since
the pioneering work of Todd (1912; cited in

Gregory, 1987). His general

finding was that reaction to a stimulus reduces when that stimulus is
accompanied by an accessory.

The response is usually given to a visual

stimulus, while the accessory is non-informative implying that the subject need
not attend to it in order to execute the RT task. Numerous hypotheses have
been suggested to account for these results.

Historically the oldest one is the energy-summation hypothesis. It
suggests that energy from the accessory combines in some way with the
energy from the imperative

stimulus, leading to more processing in the earlier

stages and hence to earlier arrival times. In this account, no suggestion of the
nature of the processes underlying this combination of energy, or indeed how it
speeds reaction time, is presented. For this reason the energy summation
account is no longer taken seriously. Others have explained the results by
highlighting

inadequacies

in

the

methodologies

of these

experiments.

Apparently, the earliest findings were based on paradigms without catch trials;
catch trials being a situation where the accessory was presented on its own
and the subjects were instructed to withhold their response. Though Nickerson
(1973) and Posner (1978) cited a preference for designs which included catch
trials, their inclusion remained problematic for two reasons.

Firstly, Nickerson (1973) comments that RT to vision alone when such
trials are embedded within a series of other kinds of trials (e.g. catch trials and
vision and accessory trials) is usually inflated somewhat reflecting the old idea
that RT is not so much a function of the particular stimulus that was presented,
but of that stimulus in relation to other possible stimulus events. A second
difficulty is that subjects have reported using different strategies in experiments
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with and without catch trials. In accounting for the speeded intersensory
responses, Raab (1962) has argued that "the facilitation of RT is based on the
subject using that modality, which for a particular trial happens to provide the
earliest indication that some stimulus was presented" (see Gielen, 1983,
p. 162). However, Gielen et al. (1983) demonstrated that even by using a
modified paradigm to correct for Raab's "statistical facilitation

hypothesis",

some form of intersensory facilitation, yielding faster RT, was still occurring.
They hypothesised "that if the combined imperative-plus-accessory RT can be
shown to be shorter than the reaction to the imperative stimulus alone, with
corrections for statistical facilitation using a modification of Raab's procedures
then a stronger basis for "true" intersensory facilitation of RT would be
provided" (p. 166). Their results showed that for every subject," the response to
the combined stimulus events were more rapid than could be predicted by the
statistical facilitation model" ( p. 166).

Ittyerah and Broota (1983) have suggested that the speeded reaction
times do not result from intersensory processing but depend on the amount of
practice that each modality has in executing that task. For example they
suggests that " haptic perception is not intrinsically fragile though it appears to
be so due to the inexperience of sighted subjects on haptic tasks" (p.508). In a
series of experiments using all combinations of tactile and visual sets, Itterah
found that all conditions which involved the visual modality were faster. This,
she interpreted as evidence in support of her hypothesis, since sighted
subjects often utilise the visual modality for most transactions

with the

environment.

To date, the riddle of intersensory facilitation remains

unresolved.

Bernstein (1973) and Nickerson (1973) have argued in favour of a preparation-
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enhancement model. Here, the accessory stimulus is assumed to provide an
"alerting"

or arousing role on the many stages of processing, so that the

affected stages are terminated more quickly and the response comes earlier.
Posner (1978) in agreement with the preparation enhancement model suggests
a more specific alerting hypothesis; in this view, the accessory stimulus causes
the subject to respond earlier to the build up of information in a stage involving
stimulus identification. Posner's view differs from the preparation enhancement
view of Nickerson in that the locus of the effect

seems limited to stimulus

identification, whereas it can be located in any of a number of later stages in
Nickerson's view (See Schmidt et al. 1984 for review).

In more recent research the trend seems to be directed toward looking
at the processes being activated when a subject is engaged in visual reaction
time tasks. Letourneau at si. (1986) attributed the benefit to visual reaction
when preceded with an auditory accessory as due to changes in the subject's
level of alertness.

In agreement with Posner (1978) they" explain the

phenomenon of visual dominance on the assumption that visual inputs have a
weaker capacity than auditory inputs to alert the organism" (p. 671). Sanders
(1990) suggests that an auditory stimulus of a certain intensity level (75 dB)
produces a short cut activation of the motor adjustment process. However,
Keuss at si. (1990) found that visual reactions were faster with increasing
intensity of the auditory stimulus. This decrement amounted to 15 msec for an
intensity range of 40 to 80 dB; above 80 dB, a decrement in performance was
cited for a choice reaction time paradigm though simple RT tasks continued to
benefit. In conclusion, these study suggest that an auditory accessory
facilitates motor reactions, due to some activating or alerting mechanism which
short cuts motor processes and thereby reduces response times. This is the
most recent account of why an auditory accessory speeds reaction to a visual
stimulus.
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Since this time the direction of research on intersensory processing has
changed course and more recent

papers have been concerned with cross

modal matching ability. Squire et al. (1993) examined cross modal matching
ability ("the ability to identify a stimulus in one sensory modality on the basis
of information presented in a different modality" (p.375) in amnesiac patients . ^
Their results indicated that severe memory impairment could occur without
disrupting cross modal performance.

Other concurrent work has focused on the anatomical locus of cross
modal associations.

Salazar et al. (1993)

conducted a study with rats in

which cross modal transfer was examined following visual and auditory cortical
ablations. Cross modal transfer of information was unaffected by the ablation
and Salazar et al.

concluded that some sub-cortical structures (such as the

amygdala , superior colliculus or reticular formation) might be responsible for
the transfer of information cross modally.
(1993^ with

However the work of Nahm et al.

neurological patients has dismissed that the amygdala is the site

of cross modal processing in humans. So far,

agreement on

the locus of

multi-sensory and cross modal processing has not been reached. Until the
nature of cross modal processing in normal individuals is more fully understood
it will be difficult to localise the precise area of anatomical involvement.

In the present study what is important is whether valid cueing will lead
to faster reaction times in the cross modal as well

as in the within-modality

conditions and whether the modality of cue produces any variance. So far only
one such study has addressed this issue. Buchtel and Butter (1988) examined
the effects of spatial cues on the speed of reaction to target stimuli in the same
and different modalities using a modification of Posner's paradigm.

The

relevant details of this study will be elaborated given its similarity to the
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present project. Their study consisted of two experiments. The first compared
the effect of visual and auditory spatial cues on reaction time to visual stimuli;
the second compared the effect of the same spatial cues on reaction times to
auditory stimuli. In their experiments the visual cue consisted of four red light
emitting diodes (LEDs), arranged in a square pattern around each of the visual
targets. The auditory cue provided was a burst of white noise from two small
loud speakers located behind the visual stimuli. The results from experiment
one confirmed their hypothesis that

a non-visuospatial cue, in this case an

auditory cue, could be as effective as a visuospatial cue in shifting attention.

However,

the results were not quite as appealing in the second

experiment where the exact same cues were used but

the target

was

substituted with an auditory target. Here their finding was that the same visual
and auditory cues that led to costs and benefits when the target was visual
were totally ineffective when the target was

replaced with an auditory one.

Buchtel and Butter interpret these findings to mean that visual stimuli, unlike
auditory stimuli, evoke orienting head and eye movements that improve
stimulus identification because the foveal region of the retina can be brought
to bear on stimuli needing fine analysis.

According to this view,

when the task requires responses

to visual

targets, as in experiment one, attention will shift covertly irrespective of the cue
modality, because the cues are linked to a system that controls orienting
movements for improving identification to the target stimulus;

with auditory

targets, no covert orienting would be evoked by the same visual and auditory
cues effective in experiment one, because there was no orienting movements
of the auditory system that serves to improve identification of auditory stimuli.
However Posner (1980) suggests in his studies using visual cues and visual
targets that

orienting to cued and uncued locations in visual space occurs
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independently of eye and head movements.
used various

Secondly, Buchtel and Butter

cue to target onset intervals, ranging from 50 - 1000 msecs.

According to Posner the benefit and cost of valid and invalid cueing is more
pronounced when the cue to target onset interval is between 50 -150 msecs.
Buchtel and Butter failed to consider this, and did not analyse the main effects
of cue separately for all the various intervals.

A somewhat interesting effect in both these experiments is that the
validity effect of auditory cues was consistently larger than those of visual cues.
Buchtel and Butter explain this effect as being due to a difference in the
intensity or salience of the cue rather than a genuine modality difference in the
attentional properties of the two cues. Another finding specific to experiment
one was that reaction times associated with the auditory cues were faster than
those associated with the visual cues. This they commented resulted either
because auditory cues have a greater alerting effect than visual cues or
alternatively they suggested that the finding might reflect a reaction time
advantage when the cue modality differs from the target stimulus.

It will be interesting to see if the results of this present project support
the findings of Buchtel and Butter. Though the general hypothesis and
paradigm employed are quite similar, the methodology and cue and target type
are different. Catch trials are not employed in this experiment unlike that of
Buchtel and Butter, as previous research on intersensory facilitation

has

suggested that subjects use different response strategies in trials involving
catch trials and in those without (Nickerson, 1973). Also, unlike the objectives
of the present project, Buchtel and Butter were interested to see whether the
field of presentation of the cue or the cue to target onset interval introduced
any variation in their findings.

The present study concentrates more

specifically on how the modality of the cue and target interact and whether the
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congruence of the cue is influential in all cases of the cue/target combinations.

The final section addresses issues concerning the practical value and
theoretical implications of this kind of research.

1.7 IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH
A better understanding of cross modal aspects of attention has
implications both for theory and for practice. While considerable effort has
been committed to understanding specific components of attention (e.g.
sustained, selective and divided attention) much less effort has been directed
towards enhancing our understanding of the organisation of the attentional
system as a whole (i.e. whether attention is organised in a modality specific or
supra-modal way).

For a system as complex as attention which is not

amenable to fractionation in the way other cognitive systems are (e.g. object
recognition), a more refined understanding of the way in which it is organised
is critical to many areas of contemporary neuropsychology .

At a clinical level,

a better understanding of

the normal processes

underlying attentional function has implications both for assessment and for
rehabilitation.

There is a noticeable paucity of research available on the

amelioration of attentional deficits. This has occurred for two main reasons.
The first is because the accurate assessment of any neuropsychological deficit
is critically dependent on an accurate description of the processes involved in
normal function. Subsequently, in the absence of a refined understanding of
normal processes

there has been no formal assessment tool specifically

designed to be sensitive to specific components of attention (Since this project
began the Test o f Everyday Attention,

(Robertson et al. 1994) has been

developed and this will be discussed in the clinical section).
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In a chapter devoted to the rehabilitation of attentional deficits Posner
and Rafal (1987)

comment that the cue validity paradigm can "pick up deficits

in patients who would not be diagnosed as having any residual neglect or
extinction" (p. 198). Hence sensitively of assessment is increased but there is
little advice as how this might translate into a program to reduce the severity of
neglect in the everyday functioning of a patient's life. Fortunately,

the more

recent work of Robertson et al. (1992) has developed strategies which can be
readily applied in the rehabilitation of unilateral neglect. Still, the amelioration
of other attentional disorders from neurological injury is poorly understood.

In the current practice of neuro-rehabilitation attention is often viewed
as a supra-modal function. If it can be demonstrated that specific aspects of
attention are in fact organised in a modality specific way them it might be
possible to ameliorate the severity of attentional impairments by capitalising on
the abilities of the intact modality.

More specifically,

the research on cross

modal cueing should prove to be particularly beneficial if it can be established
that

the presence or absence of a spatial or semantic cue can assist the

detection of a target stimulus in the same or another modality. This should at
least give us some useful guidelines in the care and management of modality
specific attentional problems. A more elaborate discussion will be presented in
the clinical section.
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CHAPTER 2
Spatial Cueing in the Visual and Auditory Modalities
using Semantically Relevant and Spatially Relevant
Cues
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EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2

Spatial Cueing in the Visual and Auditory Modalities
using a Semantically Relevant Cue
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2.1 METHOD
2.1.1 SUBJECTS
Thirty two university students between the ages of 18 and 44
volunteered as subjects for this experiment. In all, thirteen males and nineteen
females participated. No subjects reported hearing loss or problems in viewing
with corrected vision.
Also, please refer to page 59(a)
2.1.2 APPARATUS
Five video tapes were used which had each condition and a practice
session pre-recorded on them. A computer was programmed to record
experimental condition, the reaction time and the accuracy of

the

the subjects'

response on each trial. The computer was linked to a TV monitor which
displayed the stimuli and to a conventional three-button reaction time box
which was used by the subjects to make their responses. Subjects wore
headphones for all conditions which included auditory stimuli.

2.1.3 MAKING THE VIDEO TAPES
Five video tapes were used for the presentation of all experimental
stimuli. Each video tape contained the recordings of one experimental
condition. In all there were four conditions, these were;
1. Visual - Visual (W )\
2. Visual - Auditory (VA);
3. Auditory - Visual

(AV);

4. Auditory - Auditory (AA)\

The fifth tape consisted of a practice session of ten trials, which included
all possible combinations from the above conditions. In all conditions a cue
preceded the presentation of the target stimulus by 100msec. The cue was the
word 'RIGHT' or 'LEFT' presented at a central fixation point in the case of the
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The mean age of subjects in experiments 1 and 2 was 24 years. All subjects
volunteered to participate and so were not paid.
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all possible combinations from the above conditions. In all conditions a cue
preceded the presentation of the target stimulus by 100msec. The cue was the
word 'RIGHT' or 'LEFT' presented at a central fixation point in the case of the
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Visual cue conditions ( W & VA) and binauraily

presented via stereophonic

headphones in the case of auditory cue conditions (AA & AV). In both
modalities the cue was presented for 240msec. (This was the minimum time
period in which the word "right" and "left" could be simulated aurally). In the
visual target conditions ( W & AV) the visual target consisted of a square which
occupied 0.5 degrees of a visual angle located 10 degrees laterally from the
central fixation point. In the auditory target conditions (VA & AA) the auditory
target consisted of a bleep tone which was directed monaurally via either the
right or left headphone. The target to cue onset was approximately four
seconds. This was to allow subjects to respond. In each condition the cue
appeared on the same side as the target on 50% of the trials (the valid trials)
and on the other 50% of the trials the cue appeared on the side opposite to
that of the target ( the invalid trials). Of these valid and invalid trials, an equal
division of right and left side presentations was maintained.

In summary this

means that for each condition there were ten right and ten left valid and invalid
trial presentations, (i.e. forty trials in all ). The arrangement of these trials per
condition was random. The presentation order of these four conditions was in
accordance with the principles of the Latin square complex design matrix.

2.1.4 DESIGN
This is a repeated measure design with three within subject factors.
These were;
Factor 1: The modality of the cue (visual or auditory);
Factor 2: The modality of the target (visual or auditory);
Factor 3: The congruence of the cue (valid or invalid).

2.1.5 PROCEDURE FOR TESTING IN EXPERIMENT 1
All subjects were tested individually and a testing session lasted
approximately half an hour per condition. Subjects were seated in a darkened
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room one metre from the screen. Their task was to attend to a cue which was
presented either visually or aurally and to press a button in response to the
target stimulus which followed the cue stimulus (cue to target onset equal to
100msec). Their instructions were to press the button which corresponded to
the side on which the target stimulus was presented. Subjects only used the
index finger of their preferred hand and the importance of returning to the home
key

immediately

emphasised. All

(positioned

centrally)

following

their

response

was

subjects were given instructions which emphasised the

importance of maintaining both speed and accuracy of responses. In order to
help them to do this , subjects were told to fixate on a central point which
appeared on the screen for ten seconds at the beginning of each condition. At
this point subjects pressed the home key button with the index finger of their
preferred hand and prepared to attend to the cue stimulus and respond to the
target stimulus.

Subjects were instructed

to maintain a central fixation

throughout the experiment. This was monitored carefully by the experimenter
and subjects were reminded when necessary to re-focus on the centre of the
screen.
I
The following events took place on each trial:

Also, please refer to page 61 (a)

In the W condition , the subject was informed that the visual cue (the word
"Right" or "Left" ) would appear in the centre of the screen followed by a visual
target stimulus. As well as maintaining a central fixation at all times the subject
was repeatedly instructed of the importance of attending to the cue and advised
to respond as quickly as possible to the target. All subjects were informed of
the nature of the condition prior to beginning, (whether W , VA, AV, or AA) and
given an example of what the condition would consist.

Subjects received a

ten trial practice session in advance of each experimental condition or until
such time as the subject performed five correct trials consecutively. Reaction
times were measured from the time at which the target stimulus appeared on
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Eye movements were not directly measured in the experiments presented in
this thesis. A number of factors influenced the decision not to formally monitor
subjects' eye movements. Firstly, given the very nature of the paradigm
involved, the spatial cueing effect is expected to take place independently of
whether subjects move their eyes or not. The presence of a validity effect
would therefore be sufficient in its own right to confirm that the specified cue
was sensitive enough to elicit covert orienting of attention. Secondly, there
were no formal methods available to record eye movement. While some
published documents have often resorted to direct observational measures
(such as watching the subjects' eyes) in situations where subjects' eye
movements were critical to the objectives of the study, it was not considered
to be directly relevant for the purposes of the current study. Thirdly, given the
large number of trials in all of the experiments to be conducted in this thesis,
it would be completely impractical

to measure eye movements.

It is

necessary to point out that subjects in both the normative and clinical
sections of this thesis were given explicit instructions to maintain a central
fixation all times. To assist subjects to maintain a central fixation at all times,
a central stimulus (a shaded circle) was presented once subjects' responses
to each target trial had been emitted.
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the screen or headphone to the point at which a response was registered. A
null trial was registered in circumstances where a subject did not respond
within four seconds. Brief rest periods were given at the end of each condition.

2.1.6 PROCEDURE FOR TESTING IN EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment two followed the exact same format as that of experiment one apart
from one additional clause. In this experiment subjects were instructed to say
aloud whether the target had appeared on the same side as the cue had
indicated, (i.e. they replied "YES" if the cue appeared on the same side as the
target and "NO" if not). Although the robust effect of spatial cueing using this
technique has been attributed to covert shifts of attention,

which obviously

would occur independently of any overt control, the second experiment was
conducted to ensure that even when subjects were forced to attend to the cue
that the same result was obtained. All conditions followed the same order for
each subject as they had in the first experiment. Subjects verbal responses
were recorded manually. Brief rest periods were again given to subjects
between conditions .
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2.2 PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS
A mean valid and invalid result per condition was calculated for each
subject in each experiment. Response times -/+ 2.5 s.d. were omitted from all
further analysis as were all error trials.

An error trial was registered when a

subject failed to respond within the first four seconds after the target stimulus
had been presented, or pressed the incorrect

right or left button key in

response to the target stimulus. The percentage of errors made in both
experiments was very small (less than 2% overall).

To

satisfy

the

assumption

of

normality

logarithmic

(base

10)

transformations were carried out on reaction time data. Table 1 and Table 2
present the original raw mean scores, the standard deviations for valid and
invalid trials in each condition, together with the logarithmic transform and the
relevant anti-logarithmic values. The logarithmic transform values were used
specifically for the purpose of statistical analysis. The anti-logarithmic values of
the logged means were used for the interpretation of any statistically significant
effects. A multivariate analysis was performed to examine the effects of target
(visual or auditory), cue (visual or auditory), and cue validity (valid or invalid).
For clarity the results of

each experiment will be presented separately.

All analyses were conducted using the SPSS (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences) for Windows software. Unless otherwise stated SPSS for
Windows will be continued to be employed for all further experimental
analysed in both the normative and clinical sections.
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TABLE 1
Presents the mean and standard deviation RT values (in msec) for the raw data
of experiment 1. The logarithmic transform values of the raw mean scores, and
the anti-logarithmic values of these means are also reported.

COND

MEAN

S.D.

N

LOG

A-LOG

N

Wv

452

90

32

2.648

445

31

Wi

484

125

31

2.673

471

31

VAv

494

136

32

2.680

479

31

VAi

543

133

32

2.727

533

31

AVv

438

90

32

2.633

430

31

AVi

460

104

32

2.653

450

31

AAv

455

112

32

2.648

445

31

AAi

518

127

32

2.704

506

31

VALID =

'V'

INVALID = Ï
NOTE: To meet the specification o f parametric analysis, subjects with missing
data on any condition were omitted totally from the final statistical procedure
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TABLE 2
Presents the mean and standard deviation RT values (in msec)for the raw data
of experiment 2. The logarithmic transform values of the raw mean scores, and
the anti-logarithmic values are also reported.

COND

MEAN

S.D.

N

LOG

A-LOG

N

Wv

434

81

32

2.634

440

31

Wi

528

111

32

2.718

522

31

VAv

485

94

31

2.678

476

31

VAi

608

134

31

2.774

594

31

AVv

461

102

32

2.654

450

31

AVi

498

112

32

2.688

488

31

AAv

466

103

31

2.658

454

31

AAi

618

170

31

2.774

594

31

VALID = V
INVALID = T
NOTE: To meet the specifications

of

parametric analysis, subjects with

missing data on any condition were omitted from the final statistical procedure.
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2,3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT 1
(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end o f this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 1)

The significant main effects of experiment 1 were as follows:
An overall advantage of valid over invalid trials was reported,

(F (1,30) =

36.96, p<0.001). The finding is consistent with previous research in this area
investigating the effect of visual valid and invalid spatial cueing (Posner,
1978:1980).

It is remarkable however that the

validity effect is maintained across

modalities as Buchtel and Butter (1988) failed to demonstrate an effect of
spatial orienting in the auditory modality. This effect occurred despite
employing the same visual and auditory spatial cues which produced an effect
upon spatial orienting when the target was a visual one.

However there

appears to be a number of reasons why Buchtel et al. failed to demonstrate an
effect upon spatial orienting in the auditory modality.

Firstly they used catch

trials and neutral cues in addition to their spatial cues. Recent research on
intersensory processing has suggested that subjects use different response
strategies for

conditions involving catch trials than for those without

(Nickerson, 1973). No catch trials were employed in any of the conditions of
this experiment for this reason. Instead a second experiment was conducted
which required the same subjects to perform the same conditions again but to
verbally report whether the cue has correctly indicated the location of the target
or not. Experiment one was repeated with this additional requirement to ensure
that subjects were not totally ignoring the cue and simply attending to the
target.

The results of experiment two will be discussed in the next section.

Another concern of the Buchtel and Butter study was their choice of auditory
cue and target type. Both of these consisted of bursts of white noise presented
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laterally from loudspeakers. This must have made discriminating between the
cue and target quite difficult for subjects. In this experiment the cue was the
word 'right' or 'left' presented dichotically via headphones which the subject
wore and the target was a bleep tone presented laterally in either headphone.
Any arguments which suggests that the semantic properties of the cue may
have been the determining factors in eliciting spatial orienting in the auditory
modality will be discussed further in a later section. A final point worth
mentioning with regard to the Buchtel and Butter study is that their cue to target
onset intervals ranged from 50 - 1000 msecs. Posner (1980) suggests that the
effect of covert orienting of attention is most effective when the cue to target
onset interval is approximately between 50 -150 msecs.

In the present study

the interval was a consistent lOOmsecs.

A very interesting finding in the present study was that trials involving
auditory cues produced significantly faster reaction times than did trials which
used visual cues, ( F (1,30) = 36.62, p<0.001). This is surprisingly consistent
with the findings of Buchtel and Butter (1988) . They report that this finding
might reflect a more alerting effect produced by auditory stimuli than by visual
stimuli. Perhaps the preparation stage of processing is more greatly enhanced
when the stimulus is an auditory one. Evidence in favour of this suggestion
comes from the work of Sanders (1990).

Sanders suggests that an auditory

stimulus of a certain intensity level {75dB) produces a short cut activation of the
motor adjustment processes therefore yielding faster reaction times.

The

assumption is in line with Sanders' previous work, demonstrating that muscle
tension directly related to motor adjustment, did interact with an accessory in a
simple reaction time task (Sanders et al., 1982). It is important to mention at
this stage that most intersensory studies use cues which are of no informative
value. The extend to which meaningful words presented aurally, and providing
spatial information, produce the same effect needs to be further investigated.
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Another significant main effect of this experiment was the finding that
trials involving visual targets yielded faster reaction times than did trials
involving auditory targets, ( F (1,30) = 9.95, p<0.005). This of course is to be
expected given that far more of our daily events involve the use of visual
processing than the processing facilities of any other modality. The finding is
consistent with

some previous studies in this area of research. Itterah and

Broota (1983) commented that in experiments involving the interaction of
processing among modalities, the speed of reaction time largely depends on
the amount of practice that each modality has in executing the particular task.
In their experiment using variations of tactile and visual stimuli, all tasks
involving the visual modality were faster.

So far the significant main findings of this study have been discussed.
Briefly these report that; visual targets were responded to faster than auditory
targets; auditory cues led to faster reaction times than did visual cues; and
finally, an outstanding advantage of valid over invalid trials is reported (Refer to
Figure 1 for a graphical representation of these main effects). It is now
necessary to consider the interactions bdween these variables.

The only observed

significant interaction was between target and

validity, (F (1,30) = 11.84, p<0.005).

The interaction of these two variables

makes clear the fact that while an overall advantage of valid cueing is
demonstrated, the magnitude of effect is influenced by whether the target is a
visual or an auditory one, (refer to Figure 2). The interaction is a significant
one as it seems that the effect of miscuing (i.e. on invalid trials) seems to
produce a more hazardous effect when the target is an auditory one (compare
conditions 'VAi' & 'AAi' with conditions' 'AVi' & W i' in Table 1). In essence
this suggests that while an invalid spatial cue slows down processing overall.
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the auditory modality is less competent in re-engaging attention at the
alternative focus

than the visual modality.

This is demonstrated in the

difference between valid and invalid trials when individually compared in the
visual and auditory modality. It is worth mentioning that the effect occurs
independently of whether the cue type is visual or auditory. No significant
interaction between cue x target or cue x validity was observed. This is
important as it suggests that the effect of validity occurs independently of
whether the cue and target are visual and auditory. What matters seems to be
whether the cue is valid or invalid. It is interesting to speculate whether the
efficiency of the auditory modality in dealing with invalid spatial cues could be
improved by varying the ratio of valid to invalid trials. This will be investigated
in some later experiments.

2.3.1 SUMMARY
In conclusion the results of this experiment

1 suggest that the best

possible combination might be a valid auditory cue paired with a visual target.
Condition 'AVv' did result in the fastest reaction time overall in experiment 1 but
the difference was not large enough to merit statistical significance, (refer to
Table 1) Comparatively the slowest response times were reported in condition
'VAi' in experiment 1. The results and discussion of experiment 2 will be
presented next, followed by a more general discussion of how these results
ought to be interpreted in the light of the experimental hypothesis being
proposed.
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Figure 1: Experim ent 1: S ignificant Main Experim ental
Effects
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Figure 2: Experiment 1: Target x Validity
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2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT 2
(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end o f this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 2)

A comparison between Table 1 and Table 2 shows the reaction times of
experiment 2 to be generally longer than those of experiment 1. This is not
surprising given that subjects had to perform the additional judgement task of
whether the cue had correctly identified the location of the target or not, and
subsequently provide verbal confirmation. This would no doubt have slowed
down the speed of

information processing and hence reaction time overall.

What matters, of course, in the statistical analysis of this experiment is whether
the significant main effects are the same as those of

experiment one.

Conveniently an overall significant main effect of valid over invalid trials was
maintained in experiment two, (F (1,30) = 212.71, p<0.001). Likewise visual
target trials continued to yield faster reaction times than trials involving auditory
targets, (F (1,30) = 67.86, p<0.001). What is remarkable is that the significant
main effect of cue reported in experiment one is absent in this experiment. It
may be recalled from experiment one that auditory cues led to faster reaction
times than did trials involving visual cues.

In agreement with Buchtel et al.

(1988) it is assumed that this might reflect a more alerting effect produced by
auditory stimuli than by visual stimuli. Whatever the reason the effect is not
statistically significant in experiment 2. It is likely to be the case that when a
subject is preparing to make a verbal response the phonological processes
involved interfere with the mental operations involved in preparing to attend to
an auditory cue. The ultimate effect is that the observed advantage of auditory
over visual cues

in terms of speed of processing

is

reduced, hence the

significance of the effect is lost, (refer to Figure 3 for the main experimental
effects of experiment 2).
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As in experiment 1, a significant interaction of target x validity, (F (1,30)
= 29.97, p<0.001) was observed. In experiment one the interaction resulted
because the effect of miscuing seemed to be more hazardous when the target
was in the auditory modality. In this experiment the interaction is significant for
the same reason, (refer to Figure 4). It appears even when paying conscious
attention to the cue and reporting and providing a verbal response to it, the
auditory modality still seems less efficient than the visual modality at shifting
attention covertly to an alternative focus if it has been falsely cued.

Unlike experiment one, a significant interaction of cue x validity was
reported in experiment two, (F (1, 30) = 4.31, p<0.05). The significance of this
interaction seems to be grounded in the fact that while there is scarcely any
difference between auditory and visual cues when they are both either valid or
invalid,

trials involving an auditory cue appeared faster overall,

(refer to

Figure 5) There may be a number of processes responsible for this interaction.
Firstly there is the main effect of validity. The effect of invalidity is marginally
larger if the cue is a visual one. Secondly there is the effect of cue as
demonstrated in experiment 1; auditory cues led to significantly faster reaction
times than did visual cues. In experiment 2, although auditory cueing did
appear to lead to faster reaction times overall, the effect was not large enough
to merit being statistically significant.

Finally a significant interaction of cue x target x validity was also
observed (F (1, 30) = 20.30 , p<0.001). Again this interaction is only reported in
experiment two and was not a significant effect in experiment 1. There seem
to be a number of separate effects interacting here which need to be analysed
independently. First the effect of target x validity was analysed separately for
visual and auditory cues using a 2x2 analysis of variance for each of the two
variables. The results confirm that the target x validity interaction is not
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significant when combined with a visual cue but is significant when combined
with an auditory cue ( F (1,30) = 34.76, p<0.001). Similarly if the cue x validity
interaction is investigated separately for visual and auditory targets, the results
demonstrate that the interaction was highly significant for visual targets, (F
(1,31) = 21.59, p<0.001 ), but only marginally significant for auditory targets, ( F
(1,30) = 4.64,

p<0.05). The net result is a function of two significant

interactions already reported: cue x validity and target x validity.

The results of both experiment 1 and 2 therefore suggest that using a
valid auditory cue with a visual target is generally better (refer to Table 2).
From Table 2 it is evident that the condition 'AVv' is indeed one of the fastest
conditions, though condition 'W v ' does actually appear to be the fastest
overall.

The reason why this has not become statistically significant

is that

visual cues overall were not faster than auditory cues though individually some
conditions involving a visual cue may have been faster.

Comparatively , the

worst possible combination seems to be a combination of an invalid cue with an
auditory target. In this situation neither the visual or auditory cue takes
precedence; both can be equally hazardous in increasing the overall reaction
time response, (refer to Table 2, especially to conditions 'VAi' and 'AAi').

2.4.1 SUMMARY
In conclusion the results of experiment 2 seem in many ways to
resemble the main effects of the first experim ent. Any differences must be due
to the interference effects produced by requiring subjects to report verbally
whether the cue had correctly indicated the location of the target or not. This
manifested itself not only in increasing the speed of reaction time overall, but
also in reducing the magnitude of significance of one the main effects found in
experiment one. Nevertheless the main effects of validity and target found in
experiment one were maintained in experiment two. Valid cues were always
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faster than invalid cues and visual targets led to consistently faster reaction
times than did auditory targets. The main effect of cue found in the first
experiment was lost in the second experiment. Though overall auditory cues
were generally faster than visual cues, the difference was not large enough to
reach a level of statistical significance. This has been attributed to the
interference effect produced by requiring subjects to attend to an auditory cue
as well as preparing to make a verbal response.

Finally when attempting to highlight the best possible cue target
combination, it appears that in experiment one the best possible combination is
an auditory valid cue paired with a visual target. Intuitively, the worst possible
combination is the reverse, (i.e. an invalid visual cue and an auditory target).
While the fastest combination of cue

and target in experiment two is

statistically the same as in experiment one, the overall fastest reaction times
came from the condition with a valid visual cue and visual target. The worst
was when the cue was invalid and the target was auditory.
discussion of the results of experiment 1 and 2

A

general

and how they relate to the

hypothesis being addressed in this study will be presented in the next section.
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Figure 3: Experim ent 2: S ign ifica nt Main Experim ental
Effects
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Figure 4: Experiment 2: Target x Validity
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Figure 5: Experiment 2: Cue x Validity
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2.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS OF EXPERIMENTS 1 & 2

The present study was designed to address two empirical questions;
(1) Is the auditory modality capable of covert shifts of attention in a manner
similar to that of the visual modality?
(2) What is the nature of cross modal processing when the task demands
attention to be unified across modalities?

For convenience each of these issues will be considered separately.
Since

experiment two was conducted primarily as a control study, and a

contrast between the results of both experiments has already been presented,
reference will

only be made to experiment one in considering these issues

unless the results of experiment two are directly relevant.

Consistent with previous research in this area a significant main effect
of valid in preference to invalid cueing resulted. This was true of all conditions
and occurred independently of whether the cue was a visual or an auditory
one. Unlike the findings of Buchtel et al. (1988) this would seem to suggest
that the auditory modality is as responsive to valid spatial cueing as the visual
modality (refer to Table 1). However the effect of miscuing (as in trials with an
invalid cue) was far more pronounced in the auditory modality than in the visual
modality. This suggests that when the cue was valid the auditory modality is
just as efficient at shifting attention covertly; but when the cue

misdirects

attention, the act of disengaging attention from the present focus and moving to
an alternative location is a more effortful task for the auditory modality This
was especially noticeable in conditions involving an auditory target, and seems
to occur irrespective of whether the cue was visual or auditory one, (refer to
Table 1; compare conditions VAv' & 'VAi'

and 'AAv' & 'AAi').

While these
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findings

tend to support the proposition that

there are independent

mechanisms for the control of attention in both of these modalities, the results
are really insufficient to draw any firm conclusion. However if one is to argue
for the alternative hypothesis and assume that the covert shifting of attention is
a general function of a less specialised attentional system rather than an
unique property of specific modalities, then one would hardly expect any
differences between any conditions at all. This is clearly not the finding of the
present study and only further investigation will help to clarify the issues.

When the nature of spatial orienting across modalities is addressed a
rather intriguing result emerges (refer to conditions 'VAv', 'VAi', 'AVv' and
'AVi', Table 1). Though an overall beneficial effect of valid over invalid cueing
was maintained, the speed of response was highly sensitive to the nature of
the cue and target type involved (i.e. visual or auditory). Circumstances seem
optimal when the cue is an auditory one and the target is a visual one. This of
statistically significant: visual targets yielded significantly faster reaction times
than did auditory targets and trials involving auditory cues were significantly
faster than those involving visual cues.

This effect is neatly reversed

by

switching the order and type of cue and target such that conditions involving a
visual cue and an auditory target now yield the slowest response. This is true
even when compared with the within modality conditions and remains constant
despite changes to the congruence of the cue. This is a very surprising result.
If one agrees with the proposition that visual targets are faster because the
visual modality is more practised in these sort of tasks than other modalities,
then why are visual cues not as fast as other types of cue trials? Similarly, if
auditory cues are faster then why do the same principles not apply when the
target is auditory? It would be premature to believe that a single property of
either modality could be solely responsible for this effect. Instead it seems that
the relationship of the cue and target type to other cognitive systems might
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need to be explored further.

One might speculate, for example, that when the spatial relevance of
cue is dictated via the semantic content of a word, it is likely that the visual and
auditory system utilise different

(though not necessarily separate) access

procedures to this information. At present there is no research to substantiate
this claim, but one possible suggestion for the present study might be to
change the nature of how the spatial information is presented, while keeping all
other variables constant.

One option might be to present a semantically

irrelevant word in a spatial location which could either be valid or invalid and
compare the results with the findings of the present study. This is the choice for
the next experiment. The exact experimental specifications will be discussed in
the method section of experiment 3. It will be interesting to see whether any
alteration in the nature of the cue will make a difference to the

pattern of

results already obtained.

2.5.1 SUMMARY
In conclusion the results of this study would seem to suggest that there may
indeed be independent mechanisms for the control of attention in the visual
and auditory modalities. However, the results are insufficient to draw any firm
conclusions. When considering the nature of cross modal processing it
appears that

the cue and target type produce different effects within both

modalities. It has been suggested that the nature of the cue type might be
responsible and this is being investigated in the next experiment. Only further
investigation will shed more light on this issue.
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EXPERIMENT 3

Spatial Cueing in the Visual and Auditory Modalities
using a Spatially Relevant Cue
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2.6 METHOD
2.6.1 SUBJECTS
Thirty two subjects between the ages of 17 and 40 participated in this
experiment.

Though some of the subjects had previously been subjects for

experiment 1 and 2 it was generally the case that most of the subjects had not
previously participated. Again no subject reported hearing loss or problems in
viewing with corrected vision.
Also, please refer to page 83(a)
2.6.2 EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
The equipment used in this experiment was very similar to that of
experiment 1. However, instead of video tapes a PC was programmed to
control for the presentation of all experimental stimuli, as well as for recording
the experimental

condition, the reaction time, and the accuracy of each

response on each trial. The computer was linked to a monitor which displayed
the stimuli and to a conventional three button reaction time box which was used
by subjects to make their responses.

All experimental specifications such as the cue to target onset and the
length of presentation of the cue and target

are the same as those of

experiment one. The one alteration that was made was to the nature of the cue
type. Instead of using the word 'right* and 'le ft' presented centrally in the case
of the visual conditions and dichotically in the case of all auditory trials,

the

word down' was now presented in the right and left visual field or in the right
or left headphone. This means that the information about the possible location
of the target was now going to be presented by varying the spatial location of
the cue rather than presenting a semantic cue centrally, specifying a spatial
location.

This

experiment was

designed

to

investigate whether

the

presentation of a spatial cue of no semantic value would produce the same
effect as when the spatial information about a cue was presented with a
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The mean age

of subjects in this experiment was 26 years.

All subjects

recruited were invited to participate but were not offered any payment for
doing so.
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semantic like cue.

PROCEDURE FOR TESTING IN EXPERIMENT 3
The procedure for subjects followed the same format as that of
experiment 1. As with the previous experiment four conditions were employed.
The same design and within subjects factors are employed.

2.7 PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS
The preliminary data analysis followed the same procedure as that of
experiments 1 and 2. The mean, standard deviation, logarithmic transform and
anti-logarithmic transform values for experiment 3 are presented below.
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TABLE 3
Presents the mean and standard deviation RT values (in msec) for the raw
data of experiment 3. The logarithmic transform values and the corresponding
anti-logarithmic values are also reported.

COND

MEAN

S.D.

N

LOG

A-LOG

N

Wv

454

95

32

2.65

446

31

Wi

483

92

32

2.68

478

31

VAv

458

105

32

2.65

446

31

VAi

508

114

32

2.70

501

31

AVv

405

94

32

2.60

398

31

AVi

402

102

32

2.59

389

31

AAv

457

151

31

2.64

436

31

AAi

441

108

32

2.63

426

31

VALID = V
INVALID = T

NOTE: To meet the specification o f parametric analysis, subjects with missing
data on any o f the conditions were omitted totally from the final statistical
procedure
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2.8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT 3
(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end o f this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 3)

The overall main effects of experiment 3 are identical to those of
experiment one. Valid trials were faster than invalid trials overall and this was
statistically significant (F (1,30) = 7.5, p<0.01). This effect does not seem to
be as robust as the validity effect witnessed in experiment one. The reasons
will be discussed when the significant interactions among variables are being
reported. As in experiment one, trials involving a visual target were faster than
those involving an auditory target, (F (1,30) = 16.43, p<0.001) . Finally, trials
with auditory cues were significantly faster than those with visual cues and this
was significant at (F (1,30) = 35.55, p<0.001). (Figure 6 presents the main
experimental effects of experiment 3).

Two further significant interactions were observed. The first was a
significant interaction of cue

x validity (F (1,30) = 25.93, p<0.001). This

interaction was not significant in the first experiment. This significant interaction
of cue X validity in experiment three is a very curious one (see Figure 7). It
appears that while there was an overall main effect of validity, this effect was
different in visual and auditory trials. In fact, from the appearance of Figure 7,
it looks as if there was very little effect of validity at all when the trial involved
an auditory cue, while an beneficial effect of valid over invalid trials was
maintained when the cue was visual. This loss of effect in auditory trials
explains why

the overall main effect of validity was less powerful in this

experiment than it was in the previous two studies.
unexpected finding and is open to interpretation

Nevertheless it is an
at two levels. The first

supports the findings of Buchtel and Butter (1988) who reported that the
auditory modality was unable to shift attention covertly when the same visual
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and auditory cues which allowed attention to be shifted covertly in the visual
modality were employed.

This Is unlikely to be the correct interpretation since

we already know from experiment one that the auditory modality was extremely
sensitive to spatial cueing and

a highly significant advantage of valid over

invalid trials was reported. The second interpretation therefore is to say that
while the auditory modality is as sensitive to spatial cueing as is the visual
modality, the cue type seems to be critical in eliciting this effect in the auditory
modality.

Further investigation will have to be conducted to determine the

exact characteristics of the nature of the cue capable of eliciting this effect in
the auditory modality, and this will be discussed in the final section.

A further mildly significant interaction of cue x target is also reported in
this present experiment

(F (1,30) = 7.20 , p= 0.012).

The interaction

represents a more general significance of cue and of target individually, (as
reported in the main experimental effects) rather than being a robust effect in
itself

(refer to Figure 8 ). Basically there are two ways of interpreting the

interaction. The first is to say that auditory cues were faster than visual cues
overall but this was significantly different for visual and auditory targets. From
Figure 8 we can see that this effect was greater if paired with a visual target
than if paired with an auditory target. Alternatively one might like to think of
the interaction being significant because visual targets are faster than auditory
targets overall and this effect was different for visual and auditory cues. Again it
appears that this effect is significantly greater for auditory cues. Hence, the
overall interpretation of this finding seems to be that when an auditory cue is
paired with an visual target, it results in a significantly faster response time
than any of the other cue target combinations. This result replicates that of
experiment 1 though

there was also

an effect of validity in experiment 1

indicating that this effect was even more pronounced for valid than for invalid
trials. Likewise in the first experiment the worst possible cue target combination
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was an invalid visual cue paired with an auditory target. This effect was again
replicated in this experiment, (refer to Table 3).

Hence, if we compare the results of experiment one and experiment
three it appears that the only difference seems to be with the effect of valid and
invalid cueing when an auditory cue is used as compared with when a visual
cue is used. This effect unlike that of Buchtel et al.

(1988) occurs

independently of whether the target is a visual or an auditory one. Therefore it
seems obvious that the critical difference between these experiments seems to
be in the nature of the cue. This issue will be further investigated in the next
experiment.

2.8.1 SUMMARY
The results of experiment 3 are similar in many ways to those of
experiment 1. In fact the significant experimental main effects are identical.
Visual targets were significantly faster than auditory targets and auditory cues
were significantly faster than visual cues. An overall significant advantage of
valid over invalid trials is also reported though this effect is not as robust that
reported in the first experiment. A more general discussion of the results of
experiment 3 as applied to the hypothesis being addressed in this study will be
presented in the next section.
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Figure 6: Experiment 3: S ignificant Main Experim ental
Effects
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Figure 7: Experiment 3: Cue x Validity
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Figure 8: Experiment 3: Cue x Target
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2.9 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS OF
EXPERIMENT 3
As with experiment 1 and 2, this third experiment was conducted to
further investigate the two main empirical questions being addressed in this
first section of the study.

(1) Is the auditory modality capable of covert shifts of attention in a manner
similar to that of the visual modality?

(2) What is the nature of cross modal processing when the task demands
covert shifts of attention across modalities?

From the results of experiment 1 we concluded that the auditory modality
does seem capable of covert shifts of attention in a manner similar to that of the
visual modality. The auditory modality responded well to valid cueing
independently of whether the cue was a visual or auditory one, though
responses to trials involving an invalid cue seemed more effortful for the
auditory modality than for the visual modality. These results were interpreted as
providing preliminary evidence in favour of the hypothesis that there may
indeed be independent mechanisms for the control of attention in the auditory
and visual modalities. However, the results were considered insufficient at this
stage to draw any firm conclusions. Unfortunately the results of experiment 3
failed to provide further convincing evidence in support of this hypothesis. The
visual modality responded to valid and invalid cueing mimicking the pattern of
results reported in experiment 1, but there was virtually no difference between
valid and invalid cueing when the cue was auditory. This finding would
therefore seem to support the findings of Buchtel and Butter (1988) rather than
shed any light on the working hypothesis of this present study. Indeed one
might be inclined to agree with Buchtel and Butter, that an inability to respond
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to spatial cueing might indeed be characteristic of the auditory modality, were it
not for the results already reported from experiment 1.

It therefore seems

sensible to conclude from both the results of experiment 1 and 3 together, that
the auditory modality is capable of producing an effect upon spatial orienting,
but the nature of the cue employed is critical in eliciting this effect. Indeed, the
variance between the results of the visual and auditory modality in experiment
3 might be suggestive of independent mechanisms being responsible for their
operations. Only further studies will help clarify these issues.

With reference to the nature of cross modal processing, the results of
experiment 3 are very similar to that of experiment 1. A significant main effect
of cue type and target type is also reported in this study; trials with auditory
cues were significantly faster than the same trials using a

visual cue, and

visual targets displayed faster reaction times than did auditory targets
irrespective of the cue type they were combined with (refer to Table 3 ) This
result is definitely a very intriguing one. It is curious that the visual modality is
faster than the auditory modality when the stimulus is a target but not when it is
a cue. The same is true of the auditory modality when the stimulus is a cue. It is
unlikely that these results will be fully understood until we know exactly what
the mechanisms underlying covert shifts of attention or indeed how a covert
attentional system might be organised.
investigation and examine the

Experiment 4 and 5 will extend this

cue characteristics

including the cue

predictability, responsible for producing an effect upon spatial orienting in the
visual and auditory modalities.

2.9.1 SUMMARY
In conclusion , the results of experiment 3 suggest that the auditory
modality is not at all responsive to spatial cueing when the cue employed is a
spatially relevant one. We already know from experiment 1 that the auditory
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modality does produce an effect upon spatial orienting when the cue is
semantically relevant. It is concluded therefore that the cue type is critical if one
is to demonstrate that the auditory modality is capable of covert attentional
shifts. The results pertinent to the discussion of cross modal processing
replicate those of experiment 1. The results are curious because the speed with
which

the auditory and visual modality respond to a particular stimulus in

cross modal conditions, is greatly influenced by which stimulus comes first. It is
concluded that until such time as we know how the covert attentional system
might be organised with respect to specific modalities, it is unlikely that these
results could be adequately understood All these issues will be continued to
be explored in this study.
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CHAPTER 3

Investigating the Cue Characteristics, inciuding the
Cue Predictabiiity, Responsible for Producing an Effect
upon Spatiai Orienting in the Visuai and Auditory
Modaiities
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3.1 INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTS 4 & 5
Two experiments are presented in this chapter which specifically
investigated the cue characteristics responsible for producing an effect upon
spatial orienting in the visual and auditory modalities.
examine the nature of the cue type stems from the

The idea to further

findings of Experiments 1,

2 & 3. A resume of these experiments will be presented before elaborating
further on the experimental specifications of

Experiments

4 & 5.

In Experiment 1, the word 'RIG HT or 'L E F T was presented centrally
followed by a target in either the right or left side of space. In this experiment
the cue predicted the location of the target stimulus on 50% of the trials. The
rationale behind this design was to examine spatial cueing in the visual and
auditory modalities, by presenting a cue which specified the probable spatial
location

of the target stimulus via the semantic representation of the word.

The results of this study demonstrated an overwhelming advantage of cued to
uncued locations in both modalities. However, a curious significant interaction
of target by validity revealed that the effect of miscuing seemed to produce a
more hazardous effect when the target was in the auditory modality than when
it was presented in the visual modality. In essence, it suggested that while an
invalid spatial cue slows down the speed of response time overall, the auditory
modality seems less competent at re-engaging attention at an alternative focus,
once it has been miscued, than the visual modality. This effect was considered
to be an important one as we are unsure whether the efficiency of the auditory
modality in dealing with the invalid trials might be differentially influenced by
the predictive value of the cue. This issue is the subject matter of one of the
experiments presented in this chapter. The exact experimental specifications
will be presented in a later section.
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Experiment 2 was

conducted to ensure that subjects were in fact

processing the cue prior to the presentation of the target and not simply
ignoring the cue and waiting for the target to be presented before responding.
The format remained the same as in experiment 1 with one exception; subjects
had to verbally report whether the cue had accurately indicated where the
target was presented. The significant main effects remained the same as
experiment 1, hence providing reassurance that the cue was being processed
even in circumstances in which it was redundant.

Experiment 3 sought to further examine the characteristics of the cue
within this cross-modal paradigm. In this experiment
'DOWN' which
spatial

the cue was the word

was presented unilaterally in one of the

visual or auditory

hemifields. Information about the possible location of the target was

now presented by varying the spatial location of the cue rather than presenting
a semantic cue centrally which specified a spatial location. The experiment
was specifically designed to investigate whether the presentation of a spatial
cue of no semantic value would produce the same effect as when the spatial
information about the location of the target stimulus was presented with a
semantic cue. A significant main effect of validity was reported but the finding
was not as robust

as the validity effect of experiment 1. A significant

interaction of cue x validity demonstrated that while a significant main effect of
validity prevailed, the effect appeared to be different for auditory target trials
and for visual target trials. The effect appeared to demonstrate that while the
auditory modality appeared to be capable of shifting attention covertly (as in
Experiment 1), the effect seemed highly sensitive to the nature of the cue type.
In essence, hearing the word 'down' and having to localise it appeared to be
a more difficult task than hearing the word 'left' or 'right' presented binaurally.
This effect is further pursued in the experiments presented in this chapter.
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Experiments 4 and 5 have, therefore, been designed to further test the
characteristics of the cue under two different probability levels of predictability.
The paradigm is an amalgamation of experiments 1 and 3. In all situations the
cue was the word "RIGHT" or "LEFT" which was valid or invalid with respect
to spatial and semantic dimensions, (e.g. The word "right" is presented on the
left, but the target stimulus is presented on the right). In this situation the cue
would be valid for semantic content but invalid for spatial location.

The

rationale behind this design was to investigate whether specific comparisons
can be made between groups within the same experiments when subjects
attend to only one dimension of the cue. In this way, experiments 1, 2 and 3
provided control data necessary for the within

experiment between subjects

comparisons.

The same design and procedure were employed in both experiments 4
and 5. In experiment 4, the predictive value of the cue remained the same as
previous experiments; the cue accurately predict the location of the target on
50% of the trials. In experiment 5, the predictive value of the cue was increased
so that 80% of all trials were valid for the cue state being attended to. The
experimental specifications of these studies will be presented in more detail in
the section which follows.

The studies presented in this chapter help to refine our understanding of
the characteristics of the cue which are more potent
upon spatial orienting in the

in producing an effect

visual and auditory modalities. A clearer

understanding of the nature of covert orienting across the modalities should
result. Finally, it is hypothesised that when the predictive value of the cue is
increased, there is a greater benefit to valid trials and a greater cost to invalid
trials, than when the cue is presented with an equal probability of validity.
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EXPERIMENT 4

Investigating the Cue Characteristics Responsible for
producing an Effect upon Spatial Orienting in the
Visual and Auditory Modalities
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3.2 METHOD
3.2.1 SUBJECTS
Forty subjects with no record of neurological

damage were recruited

from the staff of the Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability. In total 15 males and
25 females participated. No subjects reported

hearing loss or problems in

viewing with corrected vision.
Also, please refer to page 100(a)
3.2.2 APPARATUS
A PC was linked to a Orchid sound board which readily allowed for the
presentation of all auditory stimuli. All computer software necessary for the
execution of the experiment was produced in Turbo Pascal. A three button
reaction time system

(i.e. a left key, a home key and a right key) was

constructed to allow subjects to make their responses. Subjects' responses
were held in a temporary file and printed out on a conventional printer as each
subject completed the session. Subjects wore headphones for all conditions
presenting auditory stimuli.

3.2.3 DESIGN
A

mixed design with four within subject factors

and one between

subject factor was employed.
The within subject factors were as follows;
Factor 1. The modality of the cue ( visual or auditory);
Factor 2. The modality of the target (visual or auditory);
F a c to rs . The congruence of the spatial location of the cue (valid or invalid);
Factor 4. The congruence of the semantic content of the cue (valid or invalid).

The single between subjects factor was the nature of the instructions,
i.e. subjects were instructed to attend to either the spatial location or to the
semantic content of the cue.
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Many of the subjects recruited for this experiment volunteered to participate
following publicity of research within the hospital (e.g. via the hospital
newsletter and through strategically placed posters). All subjects were
informed that there was no payment for their participation. Subject's ages
ranged from 22 to 48 years of age with a mean age of 28 years.
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3.2.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
As with previous experiments in this study, there were four conditions:

Modality of Cue

- Modality of Target

1. Visual

-

Visual (W );

2 .Visual

-

Auditory (VA);

3. Auditory

-

Visual (AV);

4. Auditory

-

Auditory (AA).

In all conditions a cue preceded the presentation of the target stimulus
by 100msec.

In this experiment the cue was the word "RIGHT" or "LEFT"

which was valid or invalid for either spatial location or semantic content (or
both) in all of the presentations. This implies that for each condition the cue
represented one of four states. These were as follows:

1. Spatial Location (valid),

Semantic Content (valid),

(LVCV);

2. Spatial Location (invalid).

Semantic Content (invalid),

(LICI);

3. Spatial Location (invalid).

Semantic Content (valid),

(LICV);

4. Spatial Location (valid),

Semantic Content (invalid),

(LVCI).

A tabulated version of each of these specific cue states can been seen
at the end of this section. An example of these cue states follows directly.

In all cases the cue was presented to either the right or left side of the
computer monitor in the case of the visual conditions ( W & VA), and in either
the right or left headphone in the case of the auditory conditions (AV & AA). In
both modalities, the cue was presented for 240msec, followed by a 100msec
interval prior to the presentation of the target for a further 100msec. Like
previous experiments in this project, the visual target in conditions W & AV
consisted of a square which occupied .05 degrees of a visual angle located 10
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degrees laterally from the central fixation point. In the auditory conditions VA &
AA, the auditory target consisted of a bleep

tone which was directed

monaurally via the right or left headphone. A central fixation point appeared on
the centre of the screen once subjects had emitted a response to the preceding
trial. Subjects fixated on this central point throughout all of the experimental
conditions. The predictive value of the cue was set at 50%. This implied that on
50% of the trials the cue accurately predicted the location at which the target
stimulus would be presented, and on the other 50% of the trials the target
appeared in the location opposite to that indicated by the cue. Subjects were
instructed to attend to either the spatial location of the cue or to the semantic
content

of the cue. Hence at any one time subjects attended to only one

dimension and were instructed to ignore the irrelevant dimension. An equal
presentation of right and left trials was maintained. In all, there were 160 trials
per condition; 40 per cue state, implying
experimental session.

a total of 640 responses per

Error trials (i.e. when subjects either pressed the

incorrect response key or when subjects failed to respond within the first three
seconds from the offset of the target presentation) were automatically repeated
at the end of each condition. Trial generation was random in this experiment.
This controlled

for subjects developing internal strategies for predicting the

location of the target. The presentation order of the four conditions was in
accordance with the principles of the Latin Square complex design matrix.

All subjects completed a practice trial before commencing each
experimental condition.

The practice session consisted of a minimum of 8

trials, each cue state represented by 2 trials. Subjects continued with the
session until 8 correct responses were produced.
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Table of cue states in experiments 4 and 5
Field of Presentation
Right
Left

1

Characteristics of the Cue
Location
Content

Cue:
"right"
target

target

2

valid

valid

invalid

invalid

valid

invalid

invalid

valid

valid

valid

invalid

invalid

valid

invalid

invalid

valid

Cue:
"right"

target

target

3

Cue:
"left"

target

target

4

Cue;
"left"

target

target
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Right Space

Left Space

CONDITION: VISUAL-VISUAL (W )

LVCV

LICI

---- \
t|iii^Siiii
liTrr
m
i
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\\

l

LVCI

B
Z=5
:iP
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M
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^

LICV

:a
M

■11

NOTE: Cue and target stimuli are both shown although in the experiments
they are presented sequentially
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3.2.5 PROCEDURE FOR EXPERIMENT 4
Subjects were assigned to either group A (representing the group which
were instructed to attend to the spatial location of the cue) or to group B
(representing the group which were instructed to attend to the semantic content
of the cue). All subjects were tested individually and a testing session lasted
approximately half an hour. Subjects were seated one metre from the screen.
Their task was to attend to a cue which was presented either visually or aurally
and to press a button in response to the location of the target stimulus. Their
instructions were to press the button (right or left) which corresponded to the
side on which the target stimulus was presented.

Subjects used the index finger of their preferred hand and the
importance of returning to the home key immediately (positioned centrally) was
emphasised. This was necessary both to ensure that subjects always started
the response movement from the same location as well as being critical in
mechanically initiating the next trial of the program.

Subjects maintained a

central fixation throughout the entire experiment. All subjects were

given

instructions which emphasised the importance of maintaining both speed and
accuracy of responses. Reaction times were measured from the time of off-set
of the target stimulus to the point at which a response was registered.
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3.3 PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS
A mean score for each cue state (i.e. LVCV, LICI, LICV & LVCI) within
each condition (W , VA, AV & AA) was calculated for Group A (spatial location
instructions) and Group B

(semantic content instructions)

response times +/- 2.5 s.d.'s

separately. All

of the raw means, were omitted from this

calculation.

To

satisfy

the

assumption

of

normality,

logarithmic

(base

10)

transformations were carried out on all reaction time data. Tables 4(a) and 4(b)
present the original raw mean scores for each cue state within each condition,
the standard deviation, the logarithmic transform value and the corresponding
anti-logarithmic values. The logarithmic transform values were used specifically
for the purpose of statistical analysis. The anti-logarithmic values of the logged
means were used to aid the interpretation of all further significant interactions.

A multivariate analysis of variance was conducted to examine the effects
of target (visual or auditory), cue (visual or auditory), location (valid or invalid)
and content (valid or invalid) for individual groups under each set of
instructions. The results from each group will first be presented independently
and then followed by a joint discussion.
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TABLE 4 (a)
SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
Presents the mean, standard deviations, logarithmic transform values and antilogarithmic values.
COND

MEAN

S.D.

NUMBER

LOG

A-LOG

NUMBER

W LvC v

511

113

20

2.699

500

20

W L iC i

538

108

20

2.723

528

20

W L iC v

525

106

20

2.712

515

20

W LvC i

528

129

20

2.711

514

20

VALvCv

517

151

20

2.698

499

20

VALiCi

562

171

20

2.731

538

20

VALiCv

534

148

20

2.711

514

20

VALvCi

542

184

20

2.712

515

20

AVLvCv

452

109

20

2.644

440

20

AVLiCi

465

94

20

2.660

457

20

AVLiCv

468

124

20

2.658

455

20

AVLvCi

485

127

20

2.674

472

20

AALvCv

559

109

20

2.738

548

20

AALiCi

562

111

20

2.740

549

20

AALiCv

551

113

20

2.732

540

20

AALvCi

569

138

20

2.743

553

20

VV = Visual
Visual
VA = Visual
Auditory
AV = Auditory - Visual
AA = Auditory - Auditory

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCI

= Location (valid) Content (valid)
= Location (invalid) Content (invalid)
= Location (invalid) Content (valid)
= Location (valid) Content (invalid)
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TABLE 4 (b ) SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
Presents the mean, standard deviations, logarithmic transform values
and anti-logarithmic values.
COND

MEAN

S.D.

NUMBER

LOG

A-LOG

NUMBER

W L vC v

515

94

20

2.705

507

20

W L iC i

541

148

20

2.719

524

20

W L iC v

501

171

20

2.654

451

20

W L vC i

551

148

20

2.729

536

20

VALvCv

442

84

20

2.638

434

20

VALiCi

529

127

20

2.711

514

20

VALiCv

473

100

20

2.665

462

20

VALvCi

514

114

20

2.701

502

20

AVLvCv

425

98

20

2.618

415

20

AVLiCi

458

116

20

2.649

446

20

AVLiCv

427

100

20

2.620

417

20

AVLvCi

466

132

20

2.654

450

20

AALvCv

538

144

20

2.717

521

20

AALiCi

546

154

20

2.721

526

20

AALiCv

547

174

20

2.718

522

20

AALvCi

591

150

20

2.758

573

20

VV = Visual
Visual
VA = Visual
Auditory
AV = Auditory - Visual
AA = Auditory - Auditory

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCI

= Location (valid) Content (valid)
= Location (invalid) Content (invalid)
= Location (invalid) Content (valid)
= Location (valid) Content (invalid)
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3.4 RESULTS (Experiment 4, Spatial Location Version)
(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end o f this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 4)

A significant main effect of target

and content was observed in this

experiment. Supporting the findings of previous experiments in this project,
visual targets led to significantly faster responses than did trials involving
auditory targets (F (1, 19) = 9.07, p<0.01).

No significant effect of cue was

reported though response to auditory cues tended to be faster than visual cues
overall. This trend supports the findings of the three previous experiments. As
already mentioned a significant main effect of content was also reported, (F
(1, 19) = 20.69, p<0.001). This effect was unexpected as the instruction in this
experiment was to attend to the spatial location of the cue.
significance of this effect indicates that

However, the

trials which were valid for content

(LiCv, LvCv), yielded faster reaction times than trials where the semantic
content of the cue was not valid, (LiCi, LvCi). A more detailed discussion of
these effects will be addressed in a later section. Finally, it is interesting that
no significant main effect of location was reported. This is surprising given that
subjects were instructed to attend to the spatial location of the cue. Although
there appeared to be a trend in favour of valid trials being faster than invalid
trials, the difference in response times was not sufficient to reach statistical
significance. Figure 9

presents the main effects of Experiment 4

(Spatial

Location Version).

One further significant interaction was observed, that being a significant
interaction of target and cue (F (1, 19) = 17.25,

p=0.001). The interaction

highlights a differential response pattern to visual and auditory targets as a
function of the cue type. Essentially, response times to visual and auditory
targets remain equal when the cue is in the visual modality. However, when
the cue was in the auditory modality response times were significantly faster
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when the target which followed was in the visual modality than when it was an
auditory target. A comparison between the W conditions and the AV conditions
also shows that response times to visual targets are significantly enhanced by
the presence of a preceding auditory cue. Figure 10 demonstrates
this effect.
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Figure 9: Experiment 4 (Spatial Location Version):
Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 10: Experim eit 4 (Spatial Location Version):
Target x Cue
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3.5 RESULTS (Experiment 4, Semantic Content Version)
(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end o f this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 5)

An overall significant main effect of content was observed in this
experiment, (F (1, 19) = 20.67, p<0.001). Trials where the cue was valid for
content were significantly faster than those where content was invalid . No
other significant main effects were revealed. Though visual targets appeared
to yield

marginally faster reaction times than auditory targets, and auditory

cues were responded to slightly faster than

visual cues, the differences

in

either were not adequate to merit being statistically significant.

Similarly, though responses on trials which were valid

for location

appeared marginally faster than trials which were invalid for location, the
difference was not statistically significant. It might be relevant to note that a
similar pattern was observed for the semantic content dimension of the trials in
the first part of this experiment where subjects were being instructed to attend
to the spatial location of the cue. Figure 11 presents a graphical representation
of these effects.

Finally, a significant interaction of target x cue was obtained (F (1, 19)
= 29.07,
study.

p < 0.001). The effect mimics that reported in experiment 1 of this

Response times to visual targets were greatly enhanced if preceded by

an auditory cue. Closer inspection reveals that there was a greater difference
between visual and auditory targets within the auditory cue trials (AV & AA)
than on the visual cue trials (VA & W ). Though it appears to be the case that
cross modal trials were responded to faster than within modality trials in both
experiments it would be premature to draw any firm conclusions at this stage
of the study (refer to Figure 12).
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Figure 11: Experiment 4 (Semantic Content Version):
Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 12: Experiment 4 (Semantic Content Version) :
Target x Cue
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3.6 DISCUSSION - EXPERIMENT 4
The purpose of experiment 4 was to further investigate the cue
characteristics responsible for producing an effect upon spatial orienting in the
visual

and

auditory modalities.

The

idea was

prompted

by

previous

experiments where an overwhelming advantage of spatially cued over uncued
trials was demonstrated. This effect, however, appeared sensitive to the nature
of the cue. The idea in experiment 4 was to amalgamate the cue characteristics
of experiments 1, 2 & 3 and to hold all other variables constant. This allowed
for the presentation of a cue which was either valid or invalid with respect to a
spatial and a semantic dimension, only one of which was attended to by the
subjects. For clarity the results of each section of experiment 4
location version and the semantic content version) will

(the spatial

be presented

separately, followed by a more general discussion of the findings overall.

3.6.1 SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
An overall main effect of target was reported

supporting previous

findings in this study that visual target trials yielded significantly faster
responses than auditory target trials. No significant main effect of cue

was

reported. This is in contrast to all previous experiments in this study where
auditory cues were consistently found to yield faster reaction times than similar
visual cues. Rather surprisingly, no main effect of location was reported. This is
unexpected as subjects were specifically instructed to attend to the spatial
location of the word and to ignore the meaning of the word. This being the
case, we might have expected

trials which were valid for location

to be

significantly faster than trials which were invalid for location. This would have
supported the findings from experiment 3 as well as previous work in this area
where the initial stimulus source would have

been expected to engage

subjects' attention making all further processing at that location faster than to
stimuli presented at any alternative location.
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Furthermore, the absence of

a significant effect for location was

complicated by the finding of a significant main effect of content. This finding
suggests that trials where the semantic content of the cue was valid (i.e. the
meaning of the word rather than the spatial location of the word accurately
indicated the location of the target to be presented) were significantly faster
than trials where the semantic content of the cue was misleading.

One might

be tempted to explain this effect by proposing that subjects found it too difficult
to block out the semantic content of the cue. Hence, the validity effect
previously reported in studies of spatial cueing was simply overtaken by the
presence of a distracter cue. While there might be an element of truth in this
explanation, it is unlikely to be the whole story. Spatial cueing studies have
proposed that the advantages of cued over uncued location results because
attention moves like a spotlight to a particular spatial location, making further
stimulus processing at that location faster. The reason why this robust effect
may have been masked by the presence of an incongruent semantic cue might
therefore be more complex than the simple effect of subjects being distracted
by the semantic content of the cue. Hence, the finding of no effect for location
and a significant main effect for content may have resulted from the combined
interference effects of two factors:
(1) Interference from the presence of a semantically related cue;
(2) The predictive level of accuracy of the cue remained at 50%, despite the
increased complexity of the nature of the cue (simultaneously relevant and
irrelevant with respect to two dimensions as opposed to just one as in
experiments 1, 2 & 3).

For clarity, each of these will be discussed separately.

If we are to advocate that the lack of significance for location and
significant main effect for content results from an interference between the
processing of the semantic properties and the location properties of the cue
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in parallel, then we need to question what the nature of this interference is.
Consider the similarity between the nature of the task in the present experiment
with that of the Stroop task. The Stroop interference effect has been
demonstrated several times in situations where subjects are required to name
the colour of the colour words printed in a non-corresponding ink colour ( e.g.
the word "blue" printed in green ink), (See Dyer, 1973 for review). Despite the
instruction to ignore the word ifs presence typically results in a strong increase
in colour-naming latency. Another variant of the Stroop, is the colour - colour
version in which two colours are presented, one of which is the to-be-named
colour and the distracter colour which appeared at different locations in the
visual display. Heijden (1981) reported that the naming of a colour was
hampered

by the

simultaneous

presentation

elsewhere in the visual display. Likewise,

of an

incongruent colour

in a series of studies investigating

the presentation of a noise letter upon the identification of a target letter,
Eriksen and Eriksen (1974) reported that when subjects are required to identify
a target letter that is presented directly above the point of fixation and to ignore
flanking distracter letters, the reaction to the targets is hampered by
incompatible distracters and facilitated by compatible distracters. The similarity
between these studies and the present experiment is two fold:
(1) Subjects were required to ignore the semantic properties of the cue
although it bore a strong resemblance to the attended dimension (both
represent spatial locations ’right' and 'left');
(2) Subjects pressed a button on the identification of the location of the target
stimulus which was presented in either the right or the left hemispace with
respect to the attended dimension, but

only with a 50% predictive level of

validity.

It is conceivable, therefore, given the similarity of the to-be-ignored and
attended

dimensions that some interference might have occurred. The

question is: what type? Consider explanations of Stroop-like inhibition. Glaser
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& Glaser (1982; 1989) comment "a Stroop-like inhibition occurs if the distracter
activates nodes or links that are closely connected in semantic memory; for
example when two pictures are related

(e.g. both animals or both colours).

They clearly predict that in situations where both stimulus components are
semantically related interference will be obtained if both stimulus components
are processed in parallel. In a later study Glaser et al. (1989) emphasise that
the interference will only be demonstrated if the subject is unable to eliminate
the distracter in the visual field. This rationale for a Stroop-like inhibition
seems particularly applicable to the findings of the present study. The ultimate
task for the subject was to retrieve the spatial location of the word irrespective
of what the word said or meant and this supposedly would be indicative of the
potential location of the target stimulus to be presented.
even if subjects

It is quite likely that

correctly localised the cue but then had to inhibit the

processing from an incompatible

word, that the advantage of cued over

uncued location trials would have been lost. This might be one explanation of
why no main effect for location was reported.

Another possible explanation is that the locus of the interference effects
was not at the level of semantic representations or the pathways leading to
them, but later in the processing at the stage where internal verbal labels of
location are to be accessed.

Carefully consider an important difference

between the processes which underlie the reading of a word or the procedures
underlying the processing of a spoken word, and those underlying the task of
identifying the particular location of a word. In many models of word processing
it is often assumed that the presentation of a word may automatically activate
the semantic representation of the word, whereas localising a word requires
the prior semantic activation of the location to be retrieved

before a verbal

label indicating the spatial location is attached. A straight-forward explanation
of this is to say that mere presentation of a written or spoken word will
automatically activate the semantic representation

of the word whereas
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localising a written or spoken word needs an indirect access to the semantic
system followed by the additional name-labelling procedure necessary to
localise it.

Given that the presence of a semantically similar word (subjects

were attempting to localise a word in the 'right' or 'left' hemispace and inhibit
the words 'right' and 'left') most probably interfered with this localising
procedure, the net result was a main effect for content but not for location.
Specific evidence

favouring this proposition would be a finding that under

circumstances in which subjects attended to the semantic content of a cue, a
main effect of content would be reported with no effect for location (since
localisation would not be automatic and hence fail to cause any interference).
This will be considered in a later stage of this study.

A final possible reason as to why a main effect

of location was not

reported might reflect the unreliability of the predictive value of the cue
combined with the semantic interference effects described above. A recent
paper by Garcia-Ogueta

(1993) investigated the effects of predictability,

complexity and practice on internal switching of attention. A significant
interaction of predictability by complexity showed that task predictability
facilitated internal switching of attention in situations of high complexity more
than in situations of low complexity. This study is only weakly related to the
present experiment, but it forces us to question whether the predictability of
the cue may have influenced the nature of the results obtained. If this is the
case then we ought to see a change in the pattern of results once the
predictive value of the cue is increased. It would be premature to speculate
what this exact change might be, but the idea has prompted

further

investigations which will be systematically addressed in experiment 5.

A final significant interaction of target x cue was reported. This effect is
specific to the nature of cross modal processing and will be re-addressed in the
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general discussion of experiment 4 following the discussion of the semantic
content version.

3.6.1.1 CONCLUSIONS (Spatial Location Version)
In conclusion, therefore, the results from the spatial location version of
experiment 4 have presented us with a main effect for cue content in the
absence of a main effect for location. The incompatibility of these findings with
respect to the attended dimension of the experiment has been explained as a
cumulative result of two effects:
(1) Interference from the presence of the incongruent semantic dimension of
the cue;
(2) Interference from the low reliability of the predictive value of the cue.

A significant effect of target was reported

as was a significant

interaction of target and cue. While visual targets were significantly faster than
auditory targets overall, the effect appeared to be greatly facilitated by the
presence of a preceding auditory cue. The implications of these effects are to
be addressed in a later section.
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3.6.2 SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
An overwhelming effect of content was reported in this study implying
that trials which were valid for content were significantly faster than trials where
the content of the cue was not valid. This was to be expected given that
subjects were instructed to attend to the semantic content of the cue and to
ignore the location (hemispace) of the word. In practice, the implication of this
finding supports the rationale of experiment 4 (spatial location version) where
the meaning of the presented words appeared to have outweighed the
expected advantages of a spatial cue. The argument which developed from this
finding proposed that the simultaneous presentation of a spatial and semantic
stimulus caused a Stroop-like interference effect. It was suggested that this
interference resulted from the automatic activation of a written or spoken word
in the semantic system which interfered with the processes underlying the
localisation of the word. Additionally it was argued that since the meaning of
the cue and the spatial location of the cue were both residents of the same
semantic categories (both spatial locations 'right' and 'left'), interference at this
level of processing might also have occurred if both properties of the stimulus
were processed in parallel.

It therefore appears from experiment 4 that the presence of a semantic
cue can impede the processing of a spatial cue but no evidence exists in the
contrary situation. Presumably, spatial cueing in itself is attentional and
subjects therefore do not automatically label the location to which they are
attending. This is why a spatial orienting effect in vision can be demonstrated
with cues such as peripheral sensory brightness

changes

or

the central

arrows specifying the potential spatial location of the target stimulus.

One final significant main effect was reported in this experiment and this
is a significant interaction of target and cue. This interaction has been
consistent throughout all the experiments in this study so far and appears to
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indicate that the pattern of responses to visual and auditory targets is critically
influenced by the preceding cue. Given the consistency of this finding in all
previous experiments, the discussion of the findings will be postponed until the
results of experiment 5 have been reported.

3.6.2.1 CONCLUSIONS (Semantic Content Version)
In conclusion, a main effect of content was reported in this experiment
independent of any other significant main effects. The finding is thought to
support the rationale proposed in previous experiments where the expected
effects of a spatial cue were outweighed by the interference effects produced
by the simultaneous presentation of a semantic cue. A significant interaction of
target by cue was also reported and will be discussed in greater detail in a later
section.
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3.7 GENERAL DISCUSSION
EXPERIMENT 4 (Spatial Location and Semantic Content Versions)

Experiment 4 was conducted for two main reasons:
(1) To investigate the specificity with which cue characteristics produce an
effect upon spatial orienting in the visual and auditory modalities;

(2) To refine our understanding of the nature of cross modal processing.

The results of experiment 4 point to a clear influence of cue characteristics with
respect to spatial orienting in the visual and auditory modalities. The findings
demonstrate that spatial orienting can be produced by cues which indicate a
spatial location and not simply by sensory changes occurring at specified
locations. This effect has been borne out by all experiments so far: experiment
1, where a central cue specifying a spatial location was presented (i.e. the
words 'right' and 'left' presented centrally); experiment 3, where a spatial cue (a
word of no semantic value) was presented which indicated the location of the
target stimulus on 50% of the trials (i.e. the word 'down' was presented in either
the right or left hemispace); and here in experiment 4 where subjects attended
to the semantic content of a directional cue. The evidence from the study so far
demonstrates that the auditory modality is capable of orienting
covertly; that semantic cues are as effective as spatial cues in

attention
shifting

attention covertly; that the processes underlying spatial cueing are sensitive
and can be impeded by the simultaneous presentation of a related semantic
cue. It appears that while a spatial cue or a directional cue can in isolation
produce an effect upon spatial orienting in the visual and auditory modalities,
the amalgamation of both these cues

produces a higher level interference

effect comparable in ways to the inhibition effect witnessed in Stroop like tasks.
The results appear to suggest that while the semantic properties of the cue
interfere with the processes underlying the localisation of a spatial cue, the
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converse does not follow. It has been speculated that this effect in Experiment
4 results from the combined effect of the following:
(1) Interference from the simultaneous presentation of a related semantic cue;
This is explained by the fact that a written or spoken word is automatically
activated in the semantic system while the localisation of a word is a more task
driven exercise.
(2) Despite the increasing complexity of the cue, the predictive value of the cue
remained at 50%.

The possibility has been expressed that the predictive value of the cue
is quite critical

in eliciting

the

spatial

orienting

effect,

especially

in

circumstances where interference from other variables is present. The issue is
to be further pursued in experiment 5 where a replica of the present experiment
is conducted and the predictive value of the cue is increased.

Finally, a consistent significant effect of target x cue was reported. This
effect is specific to issues addressing the nature of cross modal processing
and will be discussed in more detail once the results of experiment 5 have been
presented. The effect primarily demonstrates that a visual target yields a faster
response if paired with an auditory cue. Curiously the reverse effect doesn't
emerge indicating that the audio-visual route is somewhat different from the
visuo-audio route. In essence it suggests that cross modal links might be
functionally separate, otherwise we would expect to find a similar response
pattern for both sets of cross modal trials. This issue will be re-addressed in the
general discussion of both experiments once the findings of experiment 5 have
been reported.

3.7.1 CONCLUSIONS
Some clear evidence has been provided in favour of the fact that the
auditory modality is capable of shifting attention covertly in a manner similar to
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that of the visual modality. However it appears this effect is sensitive to the
nature of the cue and the presence of a semantically relevant cue can impede
an overall spatial cueing effect from taking place. It has also been highlighted
that the predictive value of the cue becomes a more critical variable as the
complexity of the paradigm increases. The predictive value of the cue

is

therefore considered to be a critical factor and will be further addressed in the
next experiment.
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EXPERIMENT 5

Investigating the Effects of Cue Predictability on
Spatial Orienting in the Visual and Auditory Modalities
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3.8 METHOD
The subject sample, experimental apparatus, design and procedure for
subjects followed the same format as experiment 4.

All variables

remained

identical with the exception of the predictive value of the cue. In this
experiment, the proportion of valid trials was increased to 80%, the other 20%
being invalid trials.
Also, please refer to page 128(a)
3.9 PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS
All preliminary data procedures were identical in form to experiment 4.
The raw mean scores with the accompanying

logarithmic transform scores

and anti-logarithmic values are presented in Tables 5(a) and (b).
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The procedure for recruiting subjects for experiment 5 was identical to that of
experiment 4. Forty subjects were recruited from the staff

of the Royal

Hospital for Neuro-disability. Subjects' ages ranged from 19 to 58 years of
age with a

mean age of 28 years. In all 22 females and 18 males

participated. All subjects were volunteers and were not paid for their
participation. No subjects reported hearing loss or problems in viewing with
corrected vision.
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TABLE 5 (a) SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
Presents the raw mean, standard deviations, logarithmic transform values and
anti-logarithmic values.
COND

MEAN

S.D.

NUMBER

LOG

A-LOG

NUMBER

W L vC v

493

111

20

2.863

427

20

W L iC i

651

212

20

2.794

622

20

W L iC v

581

119

20

2.756

582

20

W L vC i

517

101

20

2.705

507

20

VALvCv

450

108

20

2.642

438

20

VALiCi

544

124

20

2.725

531

20

VALiCv

549

154

20

2.724

530

20

VALvOi

470

120

20

2.658

455

20

AVLvCv

416

109

20

2.605

403

20

AVLiCi

494

127

20

2.681

480

20

AVLiOv

452

113

20

2.642

439

20

AVLvCi

444

113

20

2.633

430

20

AALvCv

506

128

20

2.691

491

20

AALiCi

560

127

20

2.738

547

20

AALiCv

518

105

20

2.706

508

20

AALvCi

528

117

20

2.738

547

20

VV
VA
AV
AA

= Visual
Visual
= Visual
Auditory
= Auditory - Visual
= Auditory - Auditory

LVOV = Location (valid) Content (valid)
L/C/ = Location (invalid Content(invalid)
LICV = Location (invalid) Content (valid)
LVCI = Location (valid) Content (invalid)
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TABLE 5(b) SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
Presents the mean, standard deviations, logarithmic transform values and antilogarithmic values.
COND

MEAN

S.D.

NUMBER

LOG

A-LOG

NUMBER

W L vC v

485

94

20

2.678

476

20

W L iC i

557

106

20

2.738

547

20

W L iC v

466

118

20

2.643

440

20

W LvC i

568

131

20

2.744

555

20

VALvCv

449

103

20

2.642

439

20

VALiCi

545

145

20

2.722

527

20

VALiCv

466

124

20

2.654

451

20

VALvCi

538

132

20

2.720

525

20

AVLvCv

398

94

20

2.589

388

20

AVLiCi

487

115

20

2.676

474

20

AVLiCv

399

88

20

2.591

390

20

AVLvCi

507

137

20

2.691

491

20

AALvCv

496

97

20

2.687

486

20

AALiCi

561

137

20

2.736

545

20

AALiCv

485

102

20

2.676

474

20

AALvCi

636

154

20

2.790

616

20

VV
VA
AV
AA

= Visual
Visual
- Visual Auditory
= Auditory - Visual
= Auditory - Auditory

LVOV = Location (valid) Content (valid)
L/C/ = Location (invalid Content(invalid)
LICV = Location (invalid) Content (valid)
LVCI = Location (valid) Content (invalid)
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3.10 RESULTS

(Experiments - Spatial Location Version)

(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end o f this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 6)

A significant main effect of location was reported (F (1, 19) = 26.37, p <
0.001). Trials where the cue was valid for location

were significantly faster

than those where the location of the cue was not valid. Curiously, a significant
main effect of content was also reported, (F (1, 19) = 14.00 , p < 0.001). Again
trials which were valid for content were significantly faster than trials which
were invalid for content. The result is an interesting one, since subjects were
instructed to attend only to the spatial location of the cue. (A significant effect
of content was also reported in the spatial location version of experiment 4). In
physical terms this means that when the target appeared in the location in
which the semantic properties of the cue had indicated irrespective of the
location of that cue, (e.g. the word "right" appeared on either the right or left
and the target came on the right) response times were faster than when the
word "right" appeared on the left followed by a target presented on the left.
The relevance of this result will be given more attention in a later section.

A significant effect of cue was also documented, (F (1,19) = 6.52 , p<
0.01). Auditory cues were significantly faster than visual cues. This supports
previous findings from experiments 1, 2

and

3

where response times to

targets preceded by auditory cues led to significantly faster response times. A
main effect of cue was not reported in experiment 4. Although it is still unclear
why this effect disappeared from the results of experiment 4 it is thought to be
a consequence of the fact that the predictive value of the cue was lower in
experiment 4.
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No significant main effect of target was reported in this experiment. In
keeping with the significant main effects of previous experiments,

visual

targets did appear to be marginally faster than auditory targets but this
difference was not large enough to reach a level of statistical significance.
Figure 13 presents the main effects of experiment 5 (Spatial Location Version)

Two significant interaction effects were observed.

Supporting the

evidence of experiment 4, a significant interaction of target x cue was also
reported in this experiment, (F (1,19) = 34.30, p<0. 001). The significance of
the interaction results from a greater difference in

the latency of response

times to visual and auditory targets when the target is preceded by a auditory
cue than when it is preceded by a visual cue. In sum, response times benefit
most from the combination of an auditory cue and a visual target (see Figure
14).

A final significant interaction of cue x location was revealed, (F (1,19) =
8.86,

p<0.01).

The effect results from the interaction of two main effects

(namely an effect of location and of cue) both of which have already been
discussed. Basically the interaction demonstrates that cues which are valid for
location are significantly faster than equivalent invalid trials irrespective of
whether the cue was presented in the visual or auditory modality. However
when trials are invalid for location, auditory cue trial responses led to faster
response times than did visual cue trials. This effect has already been
discussed as a main effect (see Figure 15).
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Figure 13: Experiment 5 (Spatial Location Version):
Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 14: Experiment 5 (Spatial Location
Version):Target x Cue
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Figure 15: Experiment 5 (Spatial Location Version):
Cue X Location
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3.11 RESULTS

(Experiment 5, Semantic Content Version)

(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end of this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 7)

A significant main effect of content was reported, ( F (1,19) = 48.08,
p<0.001). As expected trials which were valid for content (i.e. when the cue
was the word "right" presented on either the right or left side and the target
was then presented on the right) elicited faster reaction times than did

the

same trials where the content of the cue was invalid . A significant main effect
of target was also reported, (F

(1,19) = 6.20,

p<0.025).

Supporting the

evidence from the previous experiments, visual targets yielded faster reaction
times than auditory target trials. No significant main effect of cue or location
was demonstrated. The main effects of experiment 5 (Semantic Content
Version) are presented in Figure 16.

A significant interaction of target x cue was revealed, (F (1,19) = 23.56,
p<0.001). As in previous experiments in this study, the pattern of response
times changed as a function of the preceding cue. It appears that there is
scarcely any difference in response times to visual and auditory targets when
the cue is in the visual modality. However, when the cue is auditory, it tends to
lead to faster response times in the case of visual targets and longer response
times if the target is auditory, (see Figure 17).

Two further significant interactions were observed.

First, a significant

interaction of target x cue x location was demonstrated (F (1,19) = 6.14,
0.025). This interaction appears rather curiously to

p<

reflect a reduction in

response times when the location of the target was invalid (i.e. when the cue
was presented on the side opposite to the side on which the target follows).
From Figures 18(a) & 18 (b) it is clear that this effect was not hugely significant.
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Finally, a significant interaction of cue

x location x content was

observed (F (1,19) = 6.62, p<0.025). The significance of this interaction stems
from there being a different pattern of response when the cue content was
either valid or invalid. The interaction was the result of a well- developed
significant main effect of content which has already been reported. On
comparison of both sets of data, response times were faster overall

when

content was valid and this effect occurred independently of any main effect of
cue, target or location. Close inspection of this interaction reveals that cue
trials which were invalid for location and were auditory led to faster response
times than all other location x modality interactions. This effect results
independently of whether content is valid or invalid. It is difficult to extract a
pure explanation for this finding since trials which were valid/invalid with
respect to location were simultaneously valid/invalid with respect to the
semantic content properties of the cue. This would undoubtedly

have

contaminated any pure effect of location and in any case a main effect of
location was not reported (See Figures 19(a) & 19(b)).
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Figure 16: Experiment 5 (Semantic Content Version):
Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 17: Experiment 5 (Semantic Content Version):
Target x Cue
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Figure 18(a): Experiment 5 (Semantic Content
Version): Target x Cue x Location (Valid)
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Figure 18(b): Experiment 5 (Semantic Content
Version): Target x Cue x Location (Invalid)
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Figure 19(a): Experiment 5 (Semantic Content
Version): Cue x Location x Content (Valid)
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Figure 19(b): Experiment 5 ( Semantic Content
Version): Cue x Location x Content (Invalid)
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3.12 DISCUSSION - EXPERIMENT 5
Experiment 5 was a direct replication of experiment 4 with the exception
of the predictive value of the cue which was increased to 80%. The implication
of this increase in cue validity was that on 80% of the trials, the cue accurately
indicated where the target would be presented. Experiment 5 was designed to
investigate whether manipulation of this variable might be influential in
producing an effect upon spatial orienting in the visual and auditory modalities.
As before, subjects attended to either the spatial location or semantic content
of the cue. Each result set will be discussed separately followed by a more
general discussion of the implication of the findings.

3.12.1 SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
A

main effect for location was reported; Trials which were valid for

location were significantly faster than trials where the location of the target was
not validly predicted by the cue. This contrasts to the findings of experiment 4
and is therefore thought to result

directly

from the manipulation of the

predictive level of accuracy of the cue. It supports the rationale proposed to
explain the absence of a main effect for location in experiment 4, as due to the
unreliability of the cue despite the increased complexity of the paradigm.
Supporting the findings of experiment 4, a main effect of content was reported,
strengthening the earlier proposition that a written or spoken word results in the
automatic activation of that word in the semantic system, whereas localising a
word is a more voluntary procedure and only achieved if directly required by
the task being performed. This is clearly demonstrated in experiment 5
(semantic content version) where no main effect of location was reported. The
finding also favours the results of experiment 4 (spatial location version) where
the absence of a main effect for location was explained as resulting from the
interference

caused by the competing activation

of both the semantic and

spatial properties of the cue being processed in parallel. The reason why a
main effect for location was reported

in this experiment (spatial location
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version) is therefore thought to be the result of the increased reliability of the
cue in predicting the location of the target.

In keeping with the tradition of previous experiments in this study, a
main effect for cue was reported. In short, auditory cues led to faster response
times than did visual cue trials. A number of explanations have been
volunteered at different stages of the study as to why this occurred. The most
convincing one remains that auditory cues appear to alert the mechanisms
responsible for

covert orienting more competently

then comparable visual

cues. This finding has been consistent throughout all of the experiments within
this study and of course has implications for how the finding will be translated
into implications for rehabilitation.

No significant effect of target was reported in isolation,

though a

target x cue interaction was significant. This is another consistent effect
emerging from these studies, which

implies that visual and auditory target

trials in the cross-modal conditions yield a differential response pattern
consequent upon the modality of the preceding cue. It appears that pairing an
auditory cue with a visual target yields a faster reaction time than a similar
visual cue with an auditory target. This effect has been discussed in previous
experiments within the context of intersensory processing and has been
attributed primarily to the alerting effect produced by the auditory cue, thereby
speeding reaction time to the visual stimulus.

Finally, a significant interaction of cue

x location was reported. The

effect highlights a differential response pattern among the visual and auditory
cue trials in response to the locational properties of the cue. From Table 5(a) it
is apparent that

trials which were valid for the location were faster than

comparable invalid trials. However this validity effect is more pronounced in
trials where the cue was presented in the visual modality than trials where the
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cue was an auditory one. In fact on closer inspection of these mean values it
appears that among the trials where the cue was auditory, while valid location
trials were faster than invalid location trials, the fastest reaction times were
yielded by trials where the cue was valid for content. The finding therefore is
indicative of the fact while the auditory modality is capable of orienting attention
covertly in response to spatial cues, trials where the semantic content of the
cue is satisfied appear to be more efficient in eliciting this effect. This result has
important implications

for theory and clinical practice.(i.e. a relevant word

might be more effective than a bleep in capturing auditory attention).

3.12.1.1 CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the results of experiment 5 (spatial location version) point to
a clear validity effect for spatial cues in both the visual and auditory modalities.
The significant main effect for location reported in this experiment has been
attributed to the increased reliability with which the cue predicted the location
of the target stimulus. A significant main effect for content was reported and
this was explained as resulting from the fact that written and spoken words are
activated more automatically

in the semantic system than are the spatial

locations of those same words. A significant interaction of target x cue and cue
X location were also reported. The target x cue interaction highlighted a
preferential response pattern to visual targets when preceded by an auditory
cue in contrast to a comparable visual one.

The cue x location interaction

highlighted the fact that eliciting a validity effect is best produced in the visual
modality by the use of spatial cues and by employing semantically relevant
cues in the auditory modality.
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3.12.2 SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
A significant effect of content was reported. This supports the findings of
experiment 4 where trials which were valid for content (the attended dimension)
were significantly faster than trials where the semantic content of the cue was
not valid. The finding strengthens the earlier suggestion that a semantic cue
is capable of shifting attention covertly in a manner similar to that of a spatial
cue. In agreement with earlier findings, a main effect for location was not
reported. This substantiates the claim that localising a word emerges primarily
as a task requirement, and not, as in the case of the semantic content of the
cue, as an automatic process. A significant main effect of target supported
earlier findings that trials where the target presented was in the visual modality
led to faster reaction times than did equivalent trials where the modality of the
target was auditory. In fact,

a significant interaction of cue x target was

reported which reinforces the earlier discussions of cue target combinations
being best facilitated by the combination of auditory cues and visual target.

Two further significant interactions were reported which merit discussion.
A significant interaction of target

x cue x location was demonstrated. This

result reflected a rather strange effect of the enhancement (reduced speed of
processing) in trials where the cue was invalid for location. In physical terms
trials which were invalid for location would have been trials where:
(1) Content was invalid and location was invalid (CILI);
In this situation we might have expected longer overall response times.
However the second variation of invalid location trials might disentangle why
the effect occurred.
(2) Content was valid but location was invalid (CVLI);
The effect might be a consequence of the increased speed with which
trials which were valid for content were responded to. The effect has therefore
been confounded by the fact that 50% of all invalid location trials had been
paired with valid content trials. Since subjects were attending to content, and a
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main effect for content was reported, the mean response time for invalid
location trials has been reduced. It is perhaps relevant to note that this effect
was not hugely significant in any case.

This suggestion is supported by the final significant interaction of cue x
location x content. The finding highlighted a robust effect of validity for trials
which were valid for content and the effect persisted above additional effect of
cue, target and location. However a curious effect among invalid auditory cue
trials appeared to be that trials which were invalid for location appeared
marginally faster than trials which were valid for location. The finding results
very much from an artefact in how the content and location were combined in
the paradigm. One must remember that trials which were invalid for location
were simultaneously valid and invalid for content. This may have contaminated
the way in which the validity effect for location may have been expressed. It
ought to be pointed out that a main effect for location was not reported in this
experiment.

3.12.2.1 CONCLUSIONS (Semantic Content Version)
A main effect for content was reported. This was to be expected given
that subjects were attending to the semantic content of the cue. In agreement
with the semantic content version of experiment 4, no main effect of location
was reported, which was pleasing given that subjects were instructed to ignore
the location of the word.

Visual targets won the advantage

over

auditory

targets in terms of speed of response and a significant interaction of cue x
target indicated a differential response pattern

to visual targets when the

preceding cue was visual as opposed to when it was auditory. Various other
significant interactions were reported which strengthen the argument that the
auditory modality is capable of orienting attention covertly and that eliciting a
validity effect in the auditory modality is best produced by employing
semantically relevant cues.
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3.13 RESULTS

(Experiment 5 - Post-Hoc Analysis: Spatial Location and

Semantic Content combined)

(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end of this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 8)

A post-hoc analysis of experiment 5 (spatial location version and
semantic content version) was performed to investigate whether collapsing the
data across both dimensionsrevealed any differences under statistical analysis
which failed to emerge from the analysis of each data set in isolation

A main effect of cue (F (1, 38) = 7.76, p<0.01); target (F,(1, 38) = 6.23,
p<0.025); location (F (1,38) = 11.25, p<0.005) and of content (F (1,38) = 60,08,
p<0.001), were revealed. A significant interaction of target x cue (F (1,38) =
57.17, p<0.001); cue x location (F (1, 38) = 7.98, p<0.025) and cue x location
X

content (F (1, 38) = 4.68, p<0.05) evolved from the combined analysis. As all

of these results simply reflect an amalgamation of the significant effects
already revealed from the independent analysis of each data set, they will not
be given any further discussion here. Refer to the results of experiment 5
(spatial location version - section 3.10) and (semantic content version - section
3.11).

Two further significant interactions of condition x location (F (1,38) =
29.71, p<0.001) and condition x content
revealed.

(F (1, 38) = 17.47, p<0.001) were

(Refer to Figures 20 & 21). It appears from Figure 20, that when

subjects were

attending to the spatial location dimension of the cue, trials

which were valid for location were significantly faster than trials which were
invalid for location. It also appears that when subjects were attending to the
content dimensions

of the cue (in this case the irrelevant dimension) trials

which were invalid for location appear marginally faster than trials which were
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valid for location. To investigate whether this effect was significant, a t-test was
conducted on the relevant data. The result was not significant, (t (159) =1.31,
p=0.192). This result supports the findings of the individual analysis of the data
of subjects attending to the location of cue (refer to results - spatial location
version, section 3.10).

With reference to the condition x content interaction represented in
Figure 21, it appears that trials which are valid for content were significantly
faster than trials where the content of the cue was not valid, and this was true
irrespective of whether subjects were attending to the content or location of the
cue. However, the overall validity effect was more pronounced when subjects
were attending the content properties of the cue. A t-test was performed to
investigate whether the difference between valid and invalid content trials was
significant even when subjects were attending to the location of the cue. The
result was significant (t (159) = 2.93, p<0.005). The implication of this result is
that the semantic value of the cue word presented appeared to influence
response times even though it may not be overtly attended to at the time of
processing.
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Figure 20: Experiment 5: Post Hoc Analysis (Spatial
Location and Semantic Content Versions Combined):
Condition x Location
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Figure 21: Experiment 5: Post Hoc Analysis (Spatial
Location And Semantic Content Versions Combined)
Condition x Content
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3.14 DISCUSSION

(Post-Hoc Analysis: Experiment 5: Spatial location and

Semantic Content Versions)

A post-hoc analysis of the data of experiment 5 (spatial location and
semantic content versions) was conducted to investigate whether any
significant effects were revealed which were not readily evident from the
independent analyses. The majority of the significant findings of this analysis
mirrored the findings already reported in the individual statistical investigations.

The significant interactions of condition x location and condition x
content reported from the combined analysis, reiterated findings already
reported from the independent analysis. The significant interaction of condition
X location highlights the differential pattern of responses to trials which were
valid and invalid for location, when attending to either the spatial location or
semantic content properties of the cue. The results revealed a main validity
effect for the attended dimension. By contrast when subjects were attending to
the semantic content of the cue, trials which were valid for location appeared
marginally slower than comparable invalid trials. Initially this was a somewhat
surprising finding, but it emerged that the reason why trials which were invalid
for location might have appeared to be faster was because 50% of all location
invalid trials had been paired with trials which were invalid for content. Since
subjects were attending to content and an overwhelming effect of validity for
content was reported, it was therefore not surprising that the raw mean values
of such trials would have been sufficiently slow thereby increasing the
significance of invalid location trials, (refer to Figures 20 & 21).

The condition x content

effect demonstrates

an overwhelming

advantage of validly cued over invalidly cued content trials irrespective of the
dimension (spatial or semantic) being attended to, but the benefit to valid trials
was far greater in situations where the semantic content was the attended
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dimension. However, it is also quite interesting to observe that even when
subjects were not attending to the semantic content of the cue, trials which
were valid for content were still significantly faster. This strengthens the earlier
propositions that the presence of a semantically relevant cue facilitates spatial
cueing even when it is not directly attended to.
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3.15 GENERAL DISCUSSION

(Spatial Location and Semantic Content

Versions)

The purpose of experiment 5 was to investigate whether covert orienting
in the visual and auditory modalities was influenced by the predictive level of
accuracy of the cue. The experiment replicated that of experiment 4 where the
sensitivity of covert orienting to spatial and semantic cues was examined. As
part of the on-going investigation into covert orienting in the auditory modality,
and the nature of cross- modal processing, experiment 5 was also conducted to
refine our understanding of these conceptual issues.

Experiment 5 documented an overwhelming advantage of cued over
uncued trials for the attended dimensions (i.e. when subjects attended to the
spatial location of the cue, trials which were valid for location were significantly
faster than trials where the validity of the trials was not correct; a similar pattern
of results was reported for the semantic content version of experiment 5). An
effect of validity for both attended dimensions is in direct contrast to the
findings of experiment 4 where no main effect of location was reported (even
when subjects were instructed to attend the spatial location of the word and to
ignore the meaning of the word). This robust validity effect for the attended
dimension is therefore being attributed to the increased reliability with which
the cue predicted the location of the target stimulus.

A significant interaction of target x location

(experiment 5 - spatial

location version) indicates a differential response pattern to visual and auditory
targets for valid and invalid location trials. It emerged from the raw mean scores
that the significance of this interaction resulted because a valid effect for
location was demonstrated in all conditions, except the auditory-auditory (AA)
condition. In this condition it appeared that the validity effect produced was
largely in favour of trials where the cue was valid for content. This suggests
that semantic cues are preferential in shifting attention covertly in the auditory
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modality by comparison to spatial cues of no semantic relevance. This is an
important finding which was not evident in experiment 4 where the predictability
of the cue was lower. This provides direct support for the hypothesis that when
the predictability of the cue is high there is a greater benefit to valid trials and
a greater cost to invalid trials

A number of consistent effects of cue, target and target x cue were also
reported in experiment 5 which support previous findings in this study. The
empirical basis and theoretical implications of these effects will be discussed in
the concluding discussion. The post-hoc analysis of experiment 5 reinforces
the earlier findings of a robust validity effect for the attended dimension.
Curiously, it appeared that even when subjects were attending to the locational
properties of the cue, trials which were valid for content were still significantly
faster than comparable invalid trials. However, the validity effects were
considerably more pronounced

if

semantic content was the attended

dimension.

3.15.1 CONCLUSIONS
In summary, it appears reasonable to conclude that the increased
reliability with which the cue predicted the location of the target stimulus
produced a facilitatory effect for both data sets. A main effect for location was
reported in experiment 5 which was not apparent in experiment 4. The main
effect of content was also highly significant.

A post-hoc analysis of both experiments 4 & 5 will be presented in the
next section to identify the exact differences between them.
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3 .1 6 POST HOC ANALYSIS (EXPERIMENT 4 & 5)
A post-hoc analysis of the data from experiments 4 & 5 was performed to
investigate whether any additional significant effects existed which were not
revealed from the independent analyses. The results were as follows:

3.16.1 EXPERIMENTS 4 & 5 Combined, (Spatial Location Version)

(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end of this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 9)

In general, the results reported from this combined analysis mirror the
findings reported in each the individual analysis. A significant main effect of
cue, (F (1,38) = 7.51 p=0.009); target, (F (1,38) = 8.23, p<0.025); location , (F
(1,38) = 23.96, p<0.001) and
observed

content,

(F (1, 38) = 27.09, p<0.001), was

(See Figure 22 for a graphical presentation of these main effects). A

significant interaction of target x cue, (F (1,38), = 50.68, p<0.001) and cue x
location, (F (1,38) = 12.72, p<0.001) also emerged from this combined analysis
of experiments 4 & 5 for the spatial location version. So far all of these findings
have

been discussed within the context of the individual analysis of

experiments 4 & 5. (Refer to the results section of experiments 4 & 5
respectively). One further significant interaction of experiment x location was
found in this analysis, (F (1,38) = 15.53, p<0.001). This result occurred since
there were differential validity effects in experiments 4 & 5. We recall from the
findings of experiment 4 that no significant main effect of location was reported.
In essence this implied that trials which were valid for location were not
significantly faster than trials where the location of the cue was invalid.
However, in experiment 5 an overwhelming advantage of cued over uncued
trials for location was reported. The interaction of experiment x location is
therefore a reflection of both these individual results. In essence a greater
validity effect for location was manifest in experiment 5. This effect is thought to
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have been influenced by the ratio of valid to invalid trials being proportionately
greater in experiment 5, (the valid and invalid trials were presented with equal
probability in experiment 4). This effect is represented graphically in Figure 23.
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Figure 22: Experiments 4 & 5: Post Hoc Analysis
(Spatial Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 23: Experiments 4 & 5: Post Hoc Analysis
(Spatial Location Version): Experiment x Location
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3.16.2 EXPERIMENTS 4 & 5 COMBINED (Semantic Content version)

(Please note: Relevant graphs will be presented at the end o f this results
section: Summary tables for relevant effects can be found in Appendix 10)

Significant main effects of target, (F

(1,38) = 10.05, p<0.005)

and content, (F (1, 38) = 66.73, p<0.001) ware reported from this combined
analysis. They indicate that visual targets led to faster reaction times than did
auditory target trials and a huge effect of validity for content was demonstrated.
As these results reflect the findings of the individual analyses of these studies
they will not be further elaborated at this time. However, the main effects of
the combined analysis are represented graphically in Figure 24.

A significant interaction of target x cue, (F (1, 38) = 52.56 , p<0.001);
target x cue x location, (F (1, 38) = 9.69, p<0.005); and target x cue x content
(F (1, 38) = 6.65 , p<0.025) was also observed. These results simply replicate
the findings already reported in the individual results section of experiments 4
&5.

Analogous to the combined analysis of experiments 4 & 5 for spatial
location, a significant interaction of experiment x content was also reported in
the combined analysis of experiment 4 & 5

(content version), (F

(1, 38) =

8.80, p<0.005). The result highlights a greater benefit of valid over invalid trials
in experiment 5 (when the predictive value of the cue was high) by comparison
with experiment 4 where valid and invalid trials were presented with equal
probability, although a main effect of content was still revealed. The effect
basically points to a greater effect of validity in

experiment 5 (refer to Figure

25).
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Figure 24: Experiment 4 & 5: Post Hoc Analysis
(Semantic Content Version): Experimental Main
Effects
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Figure 25: Experiments 4 & 5: Post Hoc Analysis
(Semantic Content Version): Experiment x Content
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3.17 DISCUSSION - Post-Hoc Analysis; Experiments 4 & 5
A post -hoc analysis was conducted on the data of experiments 4
& 5 for spatial location and semantic content

dimensions separately to

investigate whether collapsing the data across experiments revealed any
differences in the findings which were not readily revealed by the independent
analyses.

A significant interaction of experiment x location highlighted

that

the validity effect was differentially present in each of the experiments. While
no main effect of location was reported in experiment 4,

the increased

reliability with which the cue predicted the location of the target in experiment
5, was associated with a significant main effect for location in experiment 5.
The increased ratio of valid to invalid trials in experiment 5 also produced a
differential response pattern in the semantic content trials. An experiment x
content interaction was reported as significant. This result highlighted a greater
benefit to valid trials and a greater cost to invalid trials when the predictability
of the cue was higher.

3.17.1 CONCLUSIONS
The results from the post - hoc analysis of experiments 4 & 5
confirm that the predictability of the cue was influential in producing an effect
on spatial orienting in the visual and auditory modalities.

More notably it

indicated that in situations where subjects attended to the semantic content of
the cue, there was a greater benefit to valid trials and a greater cost to invalid
trials by comparison with the findings of experiment 4.
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3.18 DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS 4 & 5 (/\ General Perspective)

Experiments 4 & 5 were designed for three reasons:
(1) To refine our understanding of the cue characteristics responsible for
producing an effect upon spatial orienting in the visual and auditory modalities;
(2) To provide a clearer understanding of the nature of covert orienting across
the modalities;
(3) To investigate whether the predictive level of accuracy of the cue was
influential in producing this covert orienting effect.

For clarity, all three assumptions will be individually addressed. The
findings of experiments 4 & 5 will be referred to in a more generalised fashion
since the relevance of specific results have already been discussed in previous
sections.

3.18.1 TESTING THE CUE VALIDITY
Posner (1978) introduced the cue validity paradigm and proposed that
attention could be oriented to a specified peripheral location independently of
head and eye movements, and thereby improve the processing of further
stimuli presented at that location. Several studies have investigated variables
within the paradigm in the visual modality and reported the same consistent
effects (see Chapter 1 for relevant references). Much less success has been
found when attempting to replicate the covert orienting effect in the auditory
modality. In these studies that have addressed covert orienting in audition,
there has been little consistency in the findings. Furthermore, few have been
confident about the equivalence of an auditory version of the original visuospatial paradigm.

Posner (1978) failed to produce a cueing effect for auditory targets
following the presentation of informative central cues. Scharf, Quiley et el.
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(1987) failed to identify any advantages for the detection of sounds coming
from unexpected versus expected locations. While Buchtel & Butter (1988)
confirmed that an auditory spatial cue could be as effective as a visual cue in
shifting attention covertly in response to a visual target, the converse (using the
same cues to shift attention covertly to an auditory target) did not apply. In fact
Buchtel and Butter (1988) argue that covert orienting in audition may never
be demonstrated since there is no auditory equivalent of the fovea or the
fingertip. They argue that response times to auditory targets

cannot be

influenced by pre-cueing because the human auditory modality does not have
a "natural reflexive motor response"

that could serve to improve auditory

analysis.

In a subsequent study Butter et al. (1989) investigated whether tactile
stimuli were capable of covert shifts of attention similar to the visual modality.
They hypothesised that "the effects of cue validity on reaction times depend on
the target's sensory modality possessing a spatial acuity gradient" (p. 1238). In
this sense they expected the tactile modality to be as effective as the visual
modality since "tactile stimuli can evoke orienting movements of the hand and
other body parts in order to identify a tactile stimulus by bringing more sensitive
portions of the skin (e.g. fingertips) to
findings of their study confirmed

bear on the object"

(p. 1231). The

that tactile stimuli, unlike auditory stimuli

could produce an effect upon spatial orienting, though the effect was not as
robust as reported for visual stimuli. Butter et el. (1989) therefore support the
supposition that

the covert spatial shifts of attention can only be achieved

when the target modality is linked to an orienting system which

controls

movement (e.g. eye movement). While they accept Posner's (1980) point that
"attention is not intrinsically tied to the fovea I structure of the visual system nor
slaved to the overt movements of the eye" (p.22), Buchtel et al. argue that
while overt and covert processes may be functionally separable there is very
close relationship between them. In essence, they argue than unless the target
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modality is linked to an orienting system, spatial cueing effects cannot be
demonstrated. This is quite a plausible interpretation of their results, but it is
certainly not the whole story since some positive cueing effects in the auditory
modality have been reported.

Mazzucchi et al. (1983) reported a small cost (6 msec) for invalid verbal
auditory cues to monaural clicks, though no benefit when the same cues were
valid. Bedard et al. (1993) also reported positive findings; response times to
target tones were shortest when the visual cues were valid. They reported that
"a

benefit

using

monaural

stimulation

has

confirmed

that

lateralised

engagement of auditory attention is possible" (p.247). They attributed the
negative findings reported by others to have been induced by the use of loud
speakers instead of headphones, thereby reducing the focus of attention to
specific locations.

Spence and Driver (1994)

also report positive results for covert

orienting in audition. They comment, "it is clear that endogenous mechanisms
of spatial auditory attention must exist at some level of processing; otherwise,
we could not achieve a number of textbook feats

such as shadowing

a

message from one location while ignoring a message from a different location"
(p.556). In a series of experiments designed to investigate the sensitivity of
exogenous (an event which does not predict the target location) and
endogenous (an event which indicates the location of the target stimulus)
mechanisms to covert shifts of attention in audition, they reported that spatial
auditory cues (both uninformative and predictive) produced a validity effect on
auditory localisation responses. In contrast to the findings reported by Buchtel
et al. (1988) and Butter et al. (1989), Spence and Driver (1994) conclude that
their experiments "clearly establish that covert orienting does take place in the
human auditory system and that it can influence localisation in the exogenous
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case and both localisation and pitch discrimination in the endogenous case"
(p. 574).

There is one major shortcoming in the majority of these studies.
Researchers have measured the success or failure of covert orienting in
audition by whether the same cues capable of producing covert orienting in
vision

produce a comparable effect in audition. Buchtel and Butter (1988)

argue that their failure to elicit a cue validity effect in audition could not be
attributed to the cue since the very same cues had produced a covert orienting
effect in vision. Of course, this is a methodologically sound approach, but it
might be the case that covert orienting in audition is a cue dependent effect.
This proposition

is congruent with the findings of experiments 4 & 5. The

auditory modality appears highly sensitive to verbal cues specifying a spatial
location. This is true, irrespective of whether subjects are attending to the
spatial location or semantic

properties of the cue, although the cost and

benefit to invalid and valid trials is greater if semantic content is the attended
dimension.

A straight-forward explanation of this effect is to say that while an arrow
or sensory brightening might elicit a greater validity effect in vision, it is certain
from the findings of the current study that verbal cues (presented visually or
aurally)

elicit a more consistent cue validity effect in audition. This result,

while novel, is hardly surprising given the obvious differences underlying the
neural apparatus of these sensory systems.

Neumann (1986) makes an

interesting point which helps to explain the fragility of the phenomenon. He
comments "Visual information is already spatially sorted out on the retina: in
the ear sound is not. Visual information processing is intrinsically spatial;
spatial direction is merely one of the computable properties of auditory spatial
information" (p. 185). It is conceivable therefore, that eliciting spatial cueing
might require fundamentally different cueing properties in vision and audition.
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Yet, it might also be the case that the mechanisms responsible for the spatial
cueing effects in vision and audition are functionally different if not separate.

So far, the evidence presented highlights the fact that eliciting covert
orienting

in audition

is a delicate procedure and

is sensitive to the

characteristics of the cue. If we are to further question whether the mechanisms
are functionally separate, then we might be tempted to look at whether speed of
response in the VA & AV conditions were the same or different. This is the
subject matter of the next section in which the nature of covert orienting across
modalities is addressed.

3.18.2 THE NATURE OF CROSS MODAL PROCESSING
If it were the case that the mechanism responsible for covert orienting
across modalities was the same mechanism, irrespective of the modality of cue
or target, then we would expect response times for the AV and VA conditions to
be equivalent. This was not the finding of the current study. In fact a consistent
result which emerged from both experiments (irrespective of the dimension
being attended to) was that visual targets were significantly faster when
preceded by auditory cues, than were all other cue-target combinations.

There are a number of reasons why this robust effect emerged so
consistently throughout all of the experiments. One reason might be to say that
subjects may have ignored the cue and simply responded to the target
stimulus. In this situation the responses would resemble simple reaction time
responses and hence be faster. This is unlikely to be the case for two reasons:
(1) Experiment 2 tested this hypothesis and found that subjects attended to the
cue even in circumstances in which it was redundant;
(2) If subjects were overtly inhibiting the processing of the cue and simply
responding to the target stimulus then we would not have expected to witness
any differences in response times within that condition. In fact a significant cue
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validity effect was demonstrated, implying that subjects were (albeit covertly)
processing the cue.

Buchtel and Butter (1988) reported a similar result and explained that
"the finding may reflect a reaction time advantage when the cue modality differs
from that of the target stimulus compared to situations in which the cue and
target are in the same modality" (p.504). They go on to explain that when the
cue and target are in the same modality, subjects may first have to inhibit their
responses to the cue and wait for the target before responding; since this
inhibition may require effort and consume time, reaction times in the same
modality might actually be longer. The longer response times in the same
modality conditions might therefore reflect the limited capacity of a modality
specific channel. There may be some truth in the notion that modality-specific
capacity systems are in operation, but it is unlikely to be a sensible explanation
for the reaction time advantage observed in all AV conditions in this study. If
this were the correct explanation, we would expect to see the same type of
reaction time advantage for VA trials by comparison to same-modality
conditions (e.g. conditions W & AA).

So to what is the RT advantage elicited by the AV trials attributable? In
the context of the current study the enhanced speed of response

to visual

targets by a preceding auditory cue is thought to be produced by the
combination of the alerting effect produced by the presence of an auditory
stimulus, in addition to the possibility that modality-specific capacity channels
might exist thereby increasing the quantity of available resources for the
execution of the task. The reason why this advantage was not witnessed in the
VA conditions was because auditory targets led to
responses than visual targets overall. At

significantly slower

a practical level this result makes

intuitive sense. In the execution of common tasks, we are better practised at
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hearing a sound and looking for the source of that sound than scanning our
environment visually and waiting for a sound to occur before responding.

The clinical implication of these findings would then appear to be that
presenting patients with an auditory cue and a visual target would be more
beneficial than saying nothing and presenting all stimuli in the same modality.
At a theoretical level it is difficult to ascertain whether the current finding
provides sufficient grounds for concluding

that there

may

indeed

be

independent mechanisms for the control of attention in the visual and auditory
modalities. However, it does strengthen the argument that the visual -auditory
route and audio-visual route in cross-modal processing may functionally

be

relying on different mechanisms.

3.18.3 THE PREDICTABILITY OF THE CUE
In the introduction to this study it was hypothesised that increasing the
predictability of the cue would lead to a greater benefit to valid trials and a
greater cost to invalid trials for the attended dimension. The findings of the
present experiments certainly support this hypothesis. In fact the post-hoc
analysis of experiments 4 & 5 confirms that while a main effect for the attended
dimension was demonstrated (particularly for the semantic content versions)
the strength of the effect was greater

when the cue was more reliable in

predicting the location of the target stimulus. It might be objected that such a
hypothesis would be hard to falsify, and this in part is true. However, it ought to
be noted that one of the primary reasons for manipulating this variable was to
discover whether the increased predictability of the cue would produce any
differential effects within the different conditions. Additionally, it was to
conducted to provide sound baseline data with which to compare the data from
the clinical trials.
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3.18.4 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
At this stage of the study it appears appropriate to discuss whether the
mechanisms responsible for covert orienting within and between modalities
are functionally separate or whether the same mechanism is responsible for all
the processing effect observed. The evidence from the current studies certainly
supports the proposition that there may indeed be an independent mechanism
responsible for the control of

covert shifts of attention across modalities.

However, it would be premature to draw any firm conclusion given that covert
orienting of attention is merely one domain of attentional processing and
several other forms of attention are critical in the performance of all intelligent
behaviour. To confirm that there are independent mechanisms for the control
of attention in different modalities, several more experiments into cross modal
processing in all of the different modalities investigating all aspects of attention
would be required. Appealing as this idea is, it will not be pursued in this
current thesis and the clinical section will next be presented. The cross modal
paradigm will be re-employed with multiple sclerosis patients and a comparison
will be made between the pattern of effects as reported by normal subjects with
the results from the multiple sclerosis patients

3.18.5 SUMMARY
The combined results of experiments 4 & 5 provide clear evidence that
eliciting a cue validity effect in audition

is consequent upon providing an

appropriate cue. More specifically the findings demonstrate that while sensory
brightness changes may be sufficient to elicit a spatial cueing effect in the
visual modality, the auditory modality benefits more by the presentation of
semantically relevant cues which provide spatial information about the possible
location of the target stimulus. It was also deduced from the findings that there
may indeed be independent mechanisms for the control of attention in the
visual and auditory modalities, (as evidenced from the findings reported on the
cross modal trials) but the findings of these experiments

in isolation are
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insufficient to warrant any firm conclusions. Finally,

it was observed that the

reliability with which the cue predicts the location of the target stimulus
increases the cost and benefit in reaction to invalid and valid trials. This finding
will become more applicable to the understanding of the cognitive status of
attentional processes in multiple sclerosis as the clinical trials progress. This is
the starting point for the next set of experiments.
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THE CLINICAL SECTION

NEUROPSYCHOLGICAL ASPECTS OF ATTENTION IN
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS:
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CHAPTER 4

A Review of the Literature
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4.1 MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS: A R E V IE W
"Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease of unknown aetiology, variable
onset, problematic diagnosis, unpredictable prognosis and with no effective
treatment" (Robinson, 1988). In the UK alone, a prevalence rate of 100 per
100,000 population has been reported with an annual incidence rate of about 5
per 100,000. (Capildeo et a/., 1982). MS is recognised as the greatest cause of
neurological disability in adults under 50 years of age (Wilkinson, 1988).

One of the most striking features of the disease is it s variability and this
applies both to the clinical symptomotology and to the disease course. Some of
the initial signs include weakness in one or more limbs (40%), optic neuritis
(22%), paraesthesiae (21%), diplopia (12%), vertigo (5%) and disturbance of
micturition (5%) (Swash et a!.. 1989). Although the disease course cannot be
predicted with certainty, a classification of two types has evolved to assist
clinical and research work. In the first type, the disease pursues a malignant
course, devoid of any significant remission of symptoms

with death usually

occurring within five years. This specific form of the disease, known as the
chronic progressive type, pertains to approximately 10% of the entire MS
population. In the remaining 90%,

the disease course is characterised by

periods of successive attacks and improvements and is known as the relapsing
remitting type. In 5 to 15 % of the latter group, relapses may be 20- 25 years
apart with such patients not enduring any significant disability from initial onset.
In the advanced stages of the disease, patients are often wheelchair bound.
Spasticity, fatigue, ataxia, sensory loss and urinary incontinence are common
symptoms and patients almost invariably present with visual deficits (Swash et
al., 1989).

4.2 NEUROPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
MS is a multi-focal dem yelinobr^ disease characterised by damage to
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or loss of myelin throughout the central nervous system. Early lesions tend to
occur as an area of oedema centred on a small vein a few millimetres in
diameter with inflammation and an infiltrate of plasma cells, lymphocytes and
macrophages. Myelin is destroyed, so nerve conduction is slowed or blocked,
although axons remain relatively preserved. This early inflammatory lesion is
later replaced by a gliotic scar or plaque (Warlow, 1991). (The pathological
presence of multiple sclerotic plaques or lesions is where the name for the
disease originated).

The identification of the exact size, nature and location of lesions has
become

more accurate with the development of techniques

such

as

computerised tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
(Robinson, 1988). Common sites for these lesions include: the periventricular
white matter, the optic nerve, the pons, the medulla and the spinal cord. MS
lesions are generally confined to the white matter although lesions of the whitegrey matter junction and the grey matter have been reported (Rao, 1986).

The severity of the clinical symptoms depends at least in part on the size
and

location of each lesion. There is also evidence that not all lesions

produce symptoms of neurological dysfunction. In some patients on whom MRI
has been performed, a number of lesions are in place for which no clinical
signs were recorded during the course of the disease. Similar evidence has
also been reported following the autopsy of undiagnosed patients.

Another

peculiarity is that some patients report an almost complete recovery of function
following an acute relapse. While the mechanisms underlying this remission of
symptoms is poorly understood, it is generally believed to result from

the

resolution of oedema, thereby leading to improved conduction down the axon.
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4.3 DIAGNOSING MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
There are no

specific clinical tests for diagnosing MS. One of the

greatest difficulties is that the initial symptoms can individually or collectively
mimic other conditions. The diagnosis can therefore be seen as one of
exclusion making a neurological examination of current signs and symptoms as
well as an extensive clinical history quite crucial. The dissemination of lesions
in time and place forms the basis for the clinical diagnosis. It is now widely
recognised that MRI provides the most sensitive technique for diagnosing MS,
being positive in 70 -100% of cases (Holland, 1987).
4.4 GEOGRAPHIC
SCLEROSIS

AND

DEMOGRAPHIC

FEATURES

OF

MULTIPLE

The geographical distribution of the disease remains a puzzling feature
of MS, with the highest rates occurring in temperate zones. Kurtzke (1980) has
reported that the highest prevalence occurs in latitudes 43 to 60 degrees north
in Europe,

37 to 52 degrees north in the America's,

and 34 to 44 degrees

south in Australasia. Moderate then low prevalence rates occur both north and
south of these latitudes as the poles and the Equator are approached. This
north /south divide is also apparent within countries. While a prevalence rate of
100 per 100,000 has been reported in the UK, higher incidence rates are
reported in the north east of Scotland with 140 per 100,000 as compared with
London's 90 per 100,000. Migration studies have revealed that individuals
migrating from a high risk zone to a low risk zone will take the risk factor of the
new country if they migrate prior to reaching 15 years of age. Individuals
migrating after this critical age will carry with them the risk factor of their place
of birth.

A

low prevalence

rate among

non-Caucasians

is

an

important

demographic feature of multiple sclerosis (Robinson, 1988). Women also tend
to be more susceptible than men, with a ratio of 1.8:1 (Swash et al., 1989).
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Another important demographic feature is the age of onset of MS. Onset
generally occurs between the ages of 20 and 50 years with mean age of onset
from 29 to 33 years. Current research in Sweden is claming that pregnancy is
associated with better prognosis and a lower risk of onset in MS although this
has been hotly contested in previous research studies (Runmarker et al.,
1995).

4.5 THE AETIOLOGY OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
The cause of multiple sclerosis is unknown. Extending from

the

epidemiological factors discussed, much research has attempted to link the
aetiology of MS with environmental factors. This hypothesis has been
supported by the migration studies mentioned above. Others believe a genetic
component is responsible since the frequency of the disease is 30 times
greater among the siblings of MS sufferers. Both viral and immunological
factors are also influential variables in the bid to find the cause of MS.
However a

multi-factorial aetiology is now more generally accepted. A

genetically -induced deficiency in immune mechanisms permits the persistence
of a "slow virus" infection contracted before the age of 15 years. In adult life the
virus is activated (given exposure to specific environmental factors) leading to
myelin destruction resulting from harmful auto-immune reactions to some
product of myelin breakdown. (Matthews (1978) provides a good review of
causation).

4.6 THE NEUROPSYCHOLOGY OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
Cognitive impairments in MS have been recognised since the writings of
Charcot in 1877. In his lecture on "The diseases of the nervous system " he
said of his MS patients: "The look is vague and uncertain

There is marked

enfeeblement of the memory; conceptions are formed slowly; the intellectual
and emotional faculties are blunted in their totality" (p. 194). Since this time
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numerous studies have endeavoured to accurately estimate the prevalence of
cognitive dysfunction in the MS population. Many of these studies have
administered a wide range of intelligence tests to pre-selected groups of MS
patients. The results were inconclusive, being as much a reflection of the tests
employed and the nature of the MS patients recruited as they were a reflection
of the cognitive deficits being investigated.

Recently the

development of more sensitive neuropsychological

assessment tools has permitted more precise assessments of cognitive
dysfunction. A recent study by Grossman et al. (1994) reported intellectual
functioning to be compromised in 30% to 70% of patients with MS. This wide
range is characteristic of the marked variability which typifies all aspects of MS.
While some of the more recent studies have investigated whether the sub
groups of MS patients (relapsing - remitting (RR) and chronic progressives
(CP)) manifest distinctly different profiles of cognitive impairment, a more
general picture of the nature of cognitive impairment will be presented in the
present chapter. Incidentally, Grossman at al. (1994) reported that while the RR
and CP cohorts both show impairment on cognitive performance, the CP group
tended to be more severely affected.

In a bid to understand the nature of impaired and intact cognitive
functioning in MS, many studies have administered general tests of intellectual
functioning such as the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale Revised (WAIS-R).
While comparisons with normal matched controls, other neurologically impaired
patients and psychiatric patients have been reported, the most significant
finding to have emerged from these studies has been a consistent significant
discrepancy between Verbal IQ (VIQ) and Performance 10 (PIQ) in the majority
of MS patients. In general PIQ has been reported to be between 7 to 14 points
lower than VIQ. While lower PIQ scores are generally indicative of impaired
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visuo-spatial abilities, it has to be pointed out that the success on these
subtests depends on fine motor control and co-ordination and rapid information
processing, in addition to a heavy reliance on visual cues, all of which are likely
to be disrupted given the nature of the neuropathology in MS. Performance
tests are also timed and patients with MS can fail the subtests due to press of
time

rather than a failure to conceptualise how the

problem ought to be

solved. It is therefore not surprising that poor performance is often observed on
the Digit Symbol subtest, a test specifically designed to assess psycho-motor
speed, sustained attention, visuo-motor co-ordination and motor persistence.

In contrast to performance subtests, verbal subtests are sensitive to
attained level of education and fund of general knowledge and are generally
not timed. The verbal subtest on which MS patients

have the most difficulty

with is the Digit Span subtest. Poor performance on this measure reflects
deficits in attention/concentration and immediate memory. The common
interpretation from these studies is that MS "disrupts dynamic, novel, and
conceptual problem-solving abilities, leaving static, over-learned, routinized
skills relatively well preserved"

(Rao 1986,

p.513). The more recent

neuropsychological literature, pertaining to cognitive dysfunction in MS, has
focused on more specific aspects of cognition rather than on patterns of
general intellectual impairments.

Impairments of memory are among the most frequently reported deficits
in MS patients. While many studies have systematically investigated the nature
of the memory impairment in MS, there has been considerable variability in
findings both between studies and between patients. The source of

this

variability is twofold: investigators have used different methods for assessing
the same and different types of memory and MS patients can present with a
broad spectrum of memory impairments ranging from severe amnesia to no
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apparent dysfunction. Given the heterogeneity of any group of MS patients, it
has been difficult to extract a clear account of the nature of memory
disturbances in this disorder. In some of the earlier studies memory was
assessed on dimensions such as: short-term vs. long term memory or visual vs.
verbal memory. They used single and multi-trial learning paradigms assessing
immediate, delayed and recognition memory. The majority of studies reported
that MS patients were more impaired in their ability to learn and recall
information than matched normal controls, non- brain damaged control patients
with chronic disabling conditions and psychiatric patients. The general pattern
which emerged from these studies was that short term and recognition memory
capacity were intact, but retrieval strategies from long and short term memory
were impaired. (A review of these studies can be found in Rao, 1986).

More

recent

studies

have

attempted

to

elucidate

the

complex

mechanisms underlying impairments of memory in MS. Rao and his colleagues
(1989) assessed learning and memory using measures such as the BrownPetersen distractor task, the story recall test, the free verbal recall test and the
selective reminding test. Their results showed that disturbances of memory in
MS patients resulted from an impaired ability to access information from long
term memory while encoding and storage capacity was preserved.

A

recent study by DeLuca et al. (1994) examined whether memory

impairments in MS reflect an impairment in the initial acquisition of the
information or whether retrieval strategies were at fault as Rao at al. (1989) had
suggested. Verbal memory was assessed by using a selective reminding (SR)
task. SR is a verbal list -learning task in which the subject is asked to freely
recall

a list of 10 words over a maximum of 15 presentations.

Subjects

continued with the task until all 10 words had been learned and recalled on two
consecutive occasions. This ensured that all subjects had learned the complete
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list and were not beginning the second stage of the task (the recall stage) with
an incomplete list of words. Using this procedure DeLuca and his colleagues
reported that while MS patients required a greater number of trials to commit
the list to memory relative to normal controls, the two groups did not differ in
terms of recall and recognition. They concluded from this study that memory
disturbances in MS patients result from impaired acquisition of information in
the initial learning phase and not from impaired retrieval as Rao et al. (1989)
had suggested.

Other studies have equated the memory impairment observed in MS as
comparable to the type of memory disturbances seen in patients with frontal
lobe damage. The link is more than coincidental as MS patients also perform
poorly on tests of verbal fluency and measures of concept formation and
switching such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), both of which are
known to be sensitive to frontal impairment. Beatty at al. (1989) examined
whether the memory impairments in MS patients resembled those in frontal
lobe damaged patients where there is a failure to benefit from semantic cues
which assist learning at the encoding stage. A modification of Wicken's
paradigm assessing release from proactive interference (PI) was employed.
The result showed that even the MS patients who performed poorly on
measures of frontal dysfunction showed a normal release from PI. This meant
that

MS patients, unlike frontal lobe damaged patients, do not show

impairment in semantic encoding but rather show deficits in processing
information rapidly.

It is clear, therefore, that while memory impairments are well recognised
in MS patients, the mechanisms underlying the disturbance are still poorly
understood. Patients differ considerably in the severity of the memory problem
with which they present and this variability results in much inconsistency in the
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literature.

Deficits in conceptual reasoning are also frequently reported in patients
with MS. Patients appear to have difficulty forming new concepts, shifting set
and benefiting from environmental feedback. This has regularly been reported
on the test of verbal fluency (forming new concepts), and on assessments such
as the WCST. On tests of verbal fluency, MS patients produce less words than
normal controls. In the WCST, subjects are required to sort cards according to
a rule which they discover by trial and error on the basis of feedback from the
assessor. On this measure MS patients tend to make more preservative errors
and appear to be generally poorer at "abstracting" the correct concept than are
normal controls. While some investigators have speculated that

poor

performance on this measure might be a function of poor motivation, or
impaired attention and memory, the majority of relevant studies have not found
a

significant

correlation

between

these

variables

and

patient's

poor

performance.

Language functions are generally believed to be preserved in patients
with MS although a handful of studies have reported dysphasia in a selective
number of

cases. (Olmos-Lau, 1977). Since many MS studies are group

studies, and averages are usually calculated per MS subgroup, isolated
impairments of this kind might well go unnoticed (see Rao, 1995 for review).

4.7 ATTENTION AND MS
Given the broad range of functions thought to be impaired in patients
with MS it is rather surprising that little effort has been devoted to investigating
whether attentional mechanisms might be impaired. This might be considered
to be a grave omission given that attention is critical to the efficient
performance of all intelligent behaviour. It might, for instance, be the case that
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the prevalence of memory deficits reported in such populations is secondary to
a more fundamental impairment in attention. This is certainly plausible given
the findings of DeLuca et al. (1994) which suggest that memory impairment in
MS is caused by a deficit in the initial acquisition of information. It might also be
possible that the impaired speed of processing efficiency common to MS
patients is inextricably linked to a disruption of the fundamental processes of
an attentional system. Many studies explain deficits of cognition in MS patients
in terms of an inability to deal with information rapidly. If indeed it is the case
that attention is disturbed in MS patients then it may be worthwhile to consider
whether attentional deficits can be disentangled from information processing
deficits. It would also appear to be the case given the pathological course of
MS that attention might at the very least be expected to be compromised. Filley
at al. (1988) comment "White matter diseases, which are typically diffuse or
multi-focal, could disrupt the global attentional system at several points".
(p.249). Caltagirone (1991) comments on evidence reported from autopsy
studies "that ventricular enlargement, peri-ventricular and pre-frontal plaques
could all produce damage to fibre tracts interconnecting frontal lobes and other
cortical and sub-cortical areas of the CNS" (p. 138). In the light of Mesulam's
(1981; 1985) neuronal network of attention hypothesis linking parietal, frontal,
limbic and brain stem structures, it might be plausible to expect impairment on
a variety of attentional measures in MS.

While some studies investigating attentional impairment in MS have
been

reported,

the

findings

remain

largely

inconclusive

and

serious

methodological issues need to be addressed.

Elsass and Zeeberg (1983) compared 50 MS patients with 105 non
neurologically impaired patient controls using a continuous reaction time
paradigm. The authors reported that the MS patients had significantly delayed
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reaction times in comparison to controls and this correlated significantly with
degree of disability.

However, it is not clear from the results of the study

whether a primary motor deficit could account for patients' slowed reaction
times. One might even hypothesise that reaction times might be expected to be
slower in MS patients; the crucial point therefore being real differences
between conditions rather than between patient s.

DeLuca et al. (1995) examined attention and concentration in a group of
MS, chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) and depressed patients. In this study
attention and concentration were assessed using forward and backward digit
span tests and variations of PASAT (paced auditory serial addition tests). Their
results showed that while CFS and MS patients exhibited difficulties on
measures of information processing efficiency, MS patients were not different
from matched controls on measures of Digit Span. They interpreted these
findings as indicative of the fact that MS patients did not manifest attentional
problems. The findings of this study could be challenged on the grounds that
DeLuca

at al.

failed to provide subjective measures of fatigue, which may

have grossly affected the performance of the Chronic Fatigue group thereby
masking some of the fundamental problems known to be impaired in MS
patients.

One

serious

methodological

factor

appears

critical

to

the

interpretation of their findings. They report "The tests and questionnaires were
given in one session lasting about 150 minutes" (p.39). This translates to a
session lasting nearly 3 hours which given the characteristics of the clinical
groups employed seems extremely inappropriate.

Van den Burg at al. (1987) employed a variety of measures to
investigate attentional problems in a group of MS patients with mild physical
disability. They report that their results "did not reveal a trace of attentional
deficits in patients with MS" (p.497).
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A more recent study by Callanan et al. (1989) investigated a range of
functions including visual and auditory attention in a group of 48 patients with
clinically isolated lesions of the type seen in MS. They reported that "attention
deficits are the most prominent cognitive abnormalities in these patients"
(p.370). Visual attention was assessed by recording the time taken to cancel a
target letter from an array of mixed letters. It is hardly surprising that patients
did poorly on such a measure given the emphasis on speed of performance, a
function known to be disrupted in MS patients. Auditory attention was assessed
using a variant of the traditional

vigilance task. Five groups of letters were

read at a speed of 1 letter per second and embedded among them was the
alphabet in the conventional order. The subject's task was to signal when each
letter of the alphabet was presented. The total number of errors was recorded
as a measure of auditory attention. Callanan at al. reported the cohort to be
significantly impaired on this measure. In fact they proceed to argue that
"measures of visual and auditory attention were impaired in patients with
clinically isolated lesions whose performance on a number of other tests was
normal, suggesting that this may be one of the sensitive measures of cognitive
impairment in MS" (p.371).

Of course, the extent to which the performance of patients on single
tests of visual and auditory attention can be taken as a global index of the state
of current functioning of their entire attentional system is questionable. This of
course is a conceptual issue and is relevant to all of the studies described in
this section. There is no disputing that specific attentional measures are
impaired in these patients but one must guard against over-interpretation.
Impairments on specific measures of attention cannot be taken as an accurate
indication of the current status of their entire attentional system. Fatigue and
psychomotor slowing, characteristic consequences of MS pathology, are also
relevant variables and should be considered when interpreting performance
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scores.

Cohen and Fisher (1989) reported that MS patients showed difficulties
on measures of sustained attention, as well as a greater inconsistency across
trials than normal controls, which they attributed to fatigue. They suggest that
the deficit could not be entirely explained in terms of slowed processing as the
inter-stimulus interval was sufficiently large to allow subjects to make their
response.

Cohen adds "although the problems with sustained attention that have
been noted with MS may be partly related to psychomotor slowing, it would be
a mistake to assume that impaired psychomotor functioning indicates that
attention is intact, or that psychomotor slowing precludes the existence of a
fundamental attentional disturbance" (p.257). They continue with the argument
that psychomotor slowing may in fact reflect the basis of attentional
disturbances in MS and that perceptual-motor slowing and attentional
difficulties may reflect a common source of dysfunction.

More systematic investigation of attention is critical and has only
recently

been

undertaken

Sprengelmeyer et al.

in

other

(1995) examined the

neuro-degenerative

disorders.

pattern of attentional deficits in

Huntington's disease. They reported patients' performance to be severely
impaired on divided attention and inter-modal integration tasks. Similarly,
Bennett et al. (1995) investigated covert visual spatial attentional mechanisms
in Parkinson's disease. They concluded that while orienting attention to an
expected source of stimulation was not compromised in their population of
Parkinson's disease patients, the patients' ability to modulate their attentional
focus or manage more than one attentional task at a time was impaired.
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A further reason for suspecting attention to be impaired in MS is linked
to the idea that MS is so often classified as a sub-cortical dementia, in which
impairments in sustained attention are frequently reported. Filley et al. (1989)
administered an extensive neuropsychological battery of tests to a cohort of
patients with dementia of the Alzheimer's type (DAT) (cortical disease
classification) and MS patients (sub-cortical disease

classification). They

reported that MS patients were more impaired on measures of sustained visual
and auditory attention while DAT patients were worst on tasks exploring
memory and language functions. Filley etal. (1989) interpreted the findings as
support for the hypothesis suggesting

differential

profiles of cognitive

impairment in dementias caused by cortical (DAT) and sub-cortical (MS)
pathological changes. Others, such as Beatty et al. (1988), would dispute such
a pure distinction since they report findings which suggest that the cognitive
impairment in MS shares features common to both cortical and sub-cortical
dementias. Filley et al. (1989) nevertheless interpreted the attentional deficit
described in MS patients as resulting from

some disruption of a diffuse

attentional system arising from the brainstem structures and /or a damage to
pathways originating in the prefrontal cortex and terminating in posterior
cortical areas. This is very convincing especially in the context of Mesulam's
(1981;1985) neural network of attention hypothesis.

There is clearly one obvious reason for the paucity of research into
attentional impairments in MS. Our understanding of any impaired cognitive
process remains critically dependent upon

a properly constructed model of

processing in normals. In psychology, attention has

only recently again

become an interesting and challenging area of investigation. Unlike other
cognitive systems such as language or memory, the mechanisms underlying
attention are unclear and incomplete. For this reason no formal measures of
attention have been available and deficits of attention in other neurologically
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impaired patients have been based on measures of digit span or on measures
such as PASAT or Stroop tasks. Although these measures are sensitive to
some aspects of attentional processing, it has to be realised that enormous
advances have been achieved in the theoretical understanding of attentional
mechanisms (even since the beginning of this project four years ago), but the
application of this experimental work

to the development of more sensitive

assessment tools has lagged behind. Fortunately a test of everyday attention
(TEA) has recently been developed, (Robertson et a!., 1994) based on the
empirical findings

of Posner et al. (1990). This assessment

described in more detail in a later

tool will be

section as it is to be employed in the

remaining clinical experiments of this study.

4.8 SUMMARY
In summary,

MS patients

conceptual reasoning,

present with impairments

of memory,

sustained attention, visuo-perceptual abilities, and on

tasks requiring rapid processing

of information all within the context of

generally preserved language ability. This pattern of impairments has led some
investigators to classify MS as a sub-cortical dementia. It contrasts sharply with
dementias of the cortical gray matter which are characterised by prominent
amnesia, aphasia and agnosia (e.g. DAT).
whether such a classification is of

It is unclear from the literature

any clinical benefit

since some studies

propose that MS shows characteristics of both cortical and

sub-cortical

dementia. (See Rao et a/., 1991 for a more detailed discussion)

A

substantial number of studies have investigated the relationship

between cognitive impairment in MS and variables such as disease course,
degree of disability, duration of illness, medication usage and emotional status.
The relationship is controversial with many of the studies reporting conflicting
results. However,

the majority of investigators have found no association
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between degree of disability, duration of illness or medication usage and
cognitive dysfunction. Some studies have reported that cognitive performance
in depressed MS patients is more impaired than in non-depressed MS patients
although this discrepancy is rarely significant. Others have attempted to link
poor performance with patient's fatigue and consequent low motivation. It is
well established that low motivation can adversely affect cognitive performance,
but this is unlikely to account for all of the cognitive difficulties found in MS. As
mentioned, in the
unrelated to

majority of studies

disease course was found to be

cognitive impairment. Grossman et al. (1994) systematically

investigated whether relapsing-remitting (RR) or chronic progressive (CP) MS
patients showed significantly different patterns of cognitive impairment. In
general,

CP patients were more severely impaired than patients in the RR

group, but the overall pattern of deficits was not grossly dissimilar in the two
groups.

Finally, many studies have investigated the relation between cognitive
performance in MS patients with
imaging. As expected,

quantified lesion scores derived from MR

the extent of cerebral demyelination correlates

significantly with severity of cognitive impairment. Swirsky-Sacchetti
employed 'lesion severity variables'

(1992)

such as total lesion area (TLA),

ventricular-brain ratio and size of corpus callosum as well as ratings of lesion
site (e.g. frontal, temporal, and parieto-occipital regions) and correlated them
with performance on a broad range of neuropsychological tests. They found
neuropsychological test scores to be highly related to all measures of degree of
cerebral involvement, with TLA being the best predictor of neuropsychological
deficit. They reported mean lesion area for the cognitively impaired group to be
28.30cm^ and mean lesion area for the cognitively intact group to be 7.41 cm^.
Lesion sites also correlated significantly with impairment on specific cognitive
tests.
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4.9 THE PURPOSES OF THE CURRENT RESEARCH ARE THREEFOLD:
The first is to employ the TEA as a global index of attention and
establish the exact parameters of attention which may defective in the four MS
patients in this study. While measures of sustained attention are typical in MS
patients and have been reported in many of the studies already described, the
current study attempts to broaden the range of attentional processes
investigated in MS patients and thereby highlight the importance of examining
all aspects of attentional processing in this population.

The second purpose is to conduct some preliminary investigations into
whether MS patients show the same cueing effect on the cross modal cueing
paradigm already administered to normal controls in the first half of the study. It
is expected that while MS patient's reaction times will be slower than normal
subjects, their overall pattern of performance is likely to vary and be contingent
upon their performance on the more global measures of attention (e.g. patient's
who perform poorly on the TEA will be less likely to exhibit the same pattern of
performance as normal subjects)

The third purpose of this clinical study has a practical component. Many
of the studies conducted so far have excluded severely disabled patients. This
has largely been due to the fact that many tasks requiring motor input are likely
to be unsuitable for such a population group.

While this could create a

sampling artefact in the data it is understandable in some circumstances; for
example, the investigators may have only been interested in cognitive
impairment in mildly disabled patients. However, the reality is that the MS
patients who are most likely to be in need of amelioration for the effects of their
disorder are often those in the advanced stages of their disease. The status of
their impaired and preserved cognitive abilities are critical to their clinical
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management and the structure of their clinical programs. In the current study
all

of the patients recruited are severely disabled. The purpose is to

demonstrate that complex paradigms, (such as the one employed in the current
study) can be used with this population if appropriate caution in exercised in
conducting

the

trials

and

interpreting

the

findings.

In

conducting

neuropsychological research with severely impaired patients it is necessary to
use our skills to accommodate their disabilities rather than using their disability
as a criteria for their exclusion.
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CHAPTER 5

A Preliminary Investigation of the Neuropsychological
Aspects of Attention in Four Patients with Muitiple Sclerosis

Please Note: For clarity of presentation a single chapter will be devoted to
each individual case
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5.1 METHOD
5.1.1 SUBJECTS
Six patients with clinically diagnosed MS were initially invited to
participate in this section of the study. In the initial subject recruitment
phase, twenty three patients were selected from a population of 150 MS
patients at the Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability (RHN), London. The six
subjects then selected in the second phase from the group of twenty three
on the basis of having the upper limb dexterity necessary to conduct
successive button pressing with their preferred hand. Since many MS
patients typically present with impaired vision (frequently resulting from optic
neuritis) an additional selection criteria included subjects who regularly
participated in computerised rehabilitation programs in the hospital. In all,
one female and five male subjects agreed to participate. Ages ranged from
36-60 with a mean age of 50.

Two of the patients were long stay residents of the hospital, the
remaining four being 'Day Patients' attending the hospital on a twice weekly
basis for rehabilitation. A summary of the relevant case histories will be
presented at the beginning of each case study.

5.1.2 APPARATUS AND MATERIALS
A project proposal outlining the details of the study was submitted to
the Riverside Health Authority to seek ethical approval for the study before
the subjects were invited to participate. Following approval (and a verbal and
written description of the details of the experiments), all of the invited
patients were required to give written consent before the experimental
sessions began. All patient s were assured that they could withdraw from the
study at any time without needing to give a reason.
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The equipment used in this stage of the study was identical to that
used in experiments 4 & 5.

Modification of the software had to be

undertaken to accommodate impairments in psychomotor speed and
generalised fatigue common to MS patients. This will be described in more
detail under experimental procedure. All patients were assessed on the Test
of Everyday Attention (TEA) (Robertson et a/., 1994; A description of the
subtests can be found in appendix 11). The Expanded Disability Status
Scale (EDSS) Kurtzke (1983)

was employed to establish the level of

disability of the patients who participated in this study. The functional
systems and scoring criteria of the EDSS can be found in appendix 12.

5.1.3 DESIGN
A case by case analysis with a repeated measuredesign
employed. This clinical study replicated experiments

4& 5

was

which were

conducted with normal subjects. Unlike the normative studies where subjects
participated in only one part of each of the experiments (they attended to
either the spatial location or semantic content dimensions of the cue) MS
patients undertook both parts of each of the experiments. For example, they
attended to the spatial location dimension on one occasion and attended to
the semantic content dimension on another. As before there were four within
subject factors.

Factor 1. The modality of the cue (visual or auditory);
Factor 2. The modality of the target (visual or auditory);
Factor 3. The congruence of the spatial location of the cue ( valid or invalid);
Factor 4. The congruence of the semantic content of the cue (valid or
invalid).

Please note that from this point forward the terms Clinical Experiment
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1 (which replicates experiment 4 where the cue predictability is set at 50%
valid and 50% invalid) and Clinical Experiment 2 (which replicates
experiment 5 where the cue predictability is set to 80% valid and 20%
invalid) will be employed.

5.1.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
As with experiments 4 & 5, there were four conditions (W , VA, AV
and AA) and in each condition the cue represented one of four states (LVOV,
LICI, LICV and LVCI). A reminder of these four cue states is presented
overleaf. The presentation time for cue and target and the IS! remained
constant but the time period available in which subject had to make a
response was increased to 5 seconds. This was to ensure that subjects had
a sufficient amount of time in which a response could be made so as to
accommodate the psychomotor slowing or ataxic impairments evident in MS
patients. The software had also to be modified so that conditions could be
repeated any number of times should patients become confused about the
task requirements. To accommodate any minor visual impairments, the font
size of the cue and target were increased to double that of the normal size.

Trial numbers were markedly reduced within sessions in order

to

avoid excessive fatigue with its resultant decrement on performance. Since
requiring subjects to complete only one condition per session might
confound between-session effects with between-condition effects, subjects
were requested to complete all four conditions in each testing session. The
number of trials within each condition was reduced accordingly. Trials per
condition were reduced to 20 (hence, 80 trials per session) and each
session for each of the attended dimensions was conducted 4 times. Trial
generation in all of the conditions was random. The order of conditions
within each of the 4 sessions was in accordance with the principles of the
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Latin Square Complex Design matrix. For example, on each of the four
sessions the order of presentation for each of the conditions was as follows;

Session 1:

W

VA

AV

AA

Session 2:

VA

W

AA

AV

Session 3:

AV

AA

VA

W

Session 4:

AA

AV

W

VA

In effect, this implied that over the course of the two clinical studies
for each of the two dimensions, subjects were seen 16 times. A three month
delay was allowed between the testing of the two parts of each study to
eliminate the possibility of a negative transfer effect. Since all patients were
involved in active rehabilitation programmes it was only permissible to see
patients on a once weekly basis and the entire testing period extended over
nine months

5.1.5 PROCEDURE FOR CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 & 2
All subjects were tested individually and a testing session lasted
between 30-40 minutes. (It is remarkable that testing sessions with normals
took the same amount of time despite the number of trials being four times
that used with the

MS patients). Subjects used the index finger of their

preferred hand (typically their more functionally capable hand although this
was not always their pre-morbid dominant hand). Instructions were the same
as those given to normal subjects although these had to be repeated
frequently throughout each of the testing sessions as many of the patients
had severe memory impairments and seemed easily confused about the
specific task requirements. Before each condition in each session, patients
were given a sequence of practice trials which continued until subjects
obtained eight correct successive trials or until they felt comfortable with task
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requirements. Patients who wore spectacles were encouraged to do so in
each of the testing sessions. All other procedures were identical to those in
experiments 4 & 5.

Since an objective measure of attention was also desirable to
enhance the understanding of attentional impairments in this population the
Test Of Everyday Attention (TEA) (Robertson et a/., 1994) was conducted
with each of the patients. The test consists of 8 subtests specifically
designed to investigate aspects of sustained, selective

and attentional

switching capacities. A measure of divided attention and auditory verbal
working memory was also included in the test battery, (refer to appendix 11
for a description of the subtests). Scaled scores are arranged to have a
mean of

10 (s.d. = 3) and a range from 1-19. The TEA has been

standardised with a group of 154 normal subjects sub-divided into four age
bands. Within each of the four age bands subjects were further classified as
having an IQ above or below 100 as assessed by the National Adult
Reading Test (MART) (Nelson, 1982). The TEA was also administered in it's
standardisation to a cohort of brain injured patients consisting of 80
unilateral stroke patients.

Typically the TEA took between 2-3 sessions to complete with each of
the patients. None of the patients were able to complete the TEA within one
session due to fatigue.
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5.2 PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS
The preliminary data analysis employed with these clinical data was a
rather delicate undertaking. In accordance with the procedure applied to the
data with normal subjects, the first step was to eliminate any data +/- 2.5
s.d.'s from the mean values and conduct a multivariate analysis on subjects’
mean response times. In the current context this procedure was considered
to be an inappropriate method since subjects responses varied considerably
both within conditions and between sessions on the same conditions. For
this reason there was concern that subject^ mean response times might be
adversely

affected

by

the

presence

of

outliers

and

therefore

be

unrepresentative of their true performance. As Howell (1982) comments "an
extreme score in a set of data can make the parametric test less powerful,
because it inflates the variance, and hence the error term, as well as biasing
the mean toward the outlier" (p.557). It was, therefore, asserted that
eliminating data +/- 2.5 s.d.'s was not effective in dealing with the variance
in the data scores of this population of subjects and a less conventional
approach was necessary. The possibility of employing medians, s.d.'s or
even inter-quartile range values was tested extensively. All proved to be
ineffective in dealing with the variance problem in this group of scores.

One may be concerned
measure

was not employed

as to why a non-parametric procedure
since one of the acclaimed advantages of

employing non-parametric statistics is that the validity of the test does not
depend on a priori assumptions about the shape of the distribution. In fact, to
those who employ them, it is often this "distribution free" nature of the test
which makes them valuable. However the proposition can be defended on
two points. Firstly, non-parametric measures are

typically employed for

looking at differences between two given conditions or trends between two
or more conditions. A non-parametric procedure is therefore not applicable
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since the purpose of the current project was to assess interactions amongst
four within subject factors over 16 different conditions as a function of the
attended dimension. Secondly, there is a school of thought which believes
parametric tests to be robust enough to cope with distributions which are not
absolutely symmetrical while maintaining

higher statistical power. While

adhering to the fact that non-parametric tests are more liberal in the
assumptions they require they argue "that the assumptions normally cited as
being required of parametric tests are overly restrictive in practice and that
the parametric tests are markedly unaffected by violations of distribution
assumptions" (Howell 1982, p.557). The decision to employ a multivariate
analysis was favoured and a technique for dealing with the variance dilemma
was sought.

It was decided to start from scratch, again, and histograms of each
subject^ raw response times for each of the 16 conditions was devised. (A
sample of these histograms is provided in Appendix

13). Following much

discussion with colleagues two approaches appeared to be preferred.

5.2.1 APPROACH 1
In the first approach it was suggested that a case by case analysis
was more appropriate than a group analysis using mean response times for
each conditions for each individual subject. To comply with this approach
subjects'raw response times would have to be employed as the population of
scores. The first step suggested for dealing with the variance in the data was
to calculate an overall mean value for the entire populations of scores for
each individual subject. The next step involved adding and subtracting an
arbitrary constant to the mean and omitting any data points lying outside
these values. The approach is based on the methodology applied to dealing
with variance in the data of ’letter by letter readers' who like MS patients,
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also demonstrate high levels of variability across trials (Shallice, personal
communication).

5.2.2 APPROACH 2
In this alternative approach a preference for the case by case
analysis was also favoured. The first step in this approach was to calculate
for each individual subject, a mean response time for each condition
separately. The next step was to eliminate data +/-1.3 s.d.'s from the mean
for each individual condition and thereby concentrate any further analysis on
the central 80% of the original population of values. This approach more
closely mirrored the procedure applied to the data of normal subjects. The
obvious disadvantage with this approach by comparison with "approach 1"
was that it was likely to be a far more lengthy and time consuming
undertaking.

Following much discussion and deliberation the latter approach was
deemed the most appropriate way of dealing with the variability dilemma.
Two main reasons favoured the choice. Firstly, there was some concern
raised as to whether the method of the first approach was too arbitrary and
in principle ignored the fact that large differences between conditions (which
might be expected given the very nature of the paradigm involved) might still
bias the mean unduly. Secondly, there was also some concern
approach was not sufficiently objective (i.e. choosing an

that the

appropriate

constant to suit the data) thereby allowing the data to be "cleaned up" to the
extent of biasing, albeit unintentionally, the true effects.

In view of the purpose of this current project the second approach was
chosen as it was considered to be the most systematic and objective way of
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dealing with the variability in the data, without serving to bias the data in
favour of any of the proposed hypothesis.

5.2.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In spite of the lengthy

procedure of approach 2 the heavy editing

stage began. For each subject on each of the attended dimensions, for both
clinical experiments 1 & 2 and for each individual condition, a mean
response time was calculated. This implied that for each condition data +/1.3 s.d.'s from the mean were omitted. The percentage of values omitted
from each subject's data for both experiments is presented in table 6
overleaf.

As evident from the table only four subjects of the six patients initially
recruited

completed the study. Unfortunately one of the subjects had a

relapse and deteriorated rapidly. The other subject voluntarily withdrew
since she felt that research typically used people for its own advantage and
generally failed to be of any direct benefit to the patients involved. Since her
written consent before the project commenced assured all subjects that they
were entitled to withdraw at any time for any reason, the issue was not
pursued any further and the project continued with four patients.

For each of the four remaining subjects, a simple factorial analysis of
variance was employed. All of the analyses were also completed in a logged
form (log 10) equivalent. Since the effects observed in both experiments
were equivalent (whether raw or logged data was analysed) the effects from
the raw data analysis will be reported. The results for each subject are
presented in a case by case approach.
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TABLE 6: CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 & 2

Percentage o f scores omitted following preliminary data analysis

FG
14.68%

LW
9%

NW
10.93%

JF
14.0%

Experiment 1 Attention to Content

12.5%

13.12%

12.5%

12.18%

Experiment 2 Attention to Location

13.12%

9.6%

14.37%

14%

Experiment 2 Attention to Content

12.5%

11.25%

13.43%

11.56%

Experiment 1 Attention to Location
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CHAPTER 6

CASE FG
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6.1 CASE FG:
6.1.1 CASE HISTORY
FG is a 50 year old right handed male and has been a resident at the
Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability for nearly 10 years. While FG was unable to
accurately recall his initial symptoms, it appears that he may have been
experiencing the clinical effects of MS for approximately

3 years before

receiving a formal diagnosis 20 years ago.

According to FG's medical notes he is currently experiencing mild ataxia
with a left sided predominance. FG can still perform activities of daily living
such as washing, feeding and general grooming with some assistance.

FG falls between the relapsing-remitting and chronic progressive
classification. While he has not deteriorated rapidly since admission, senior
nursing staff report that FG is unable to do many of the tasks in which he was
fully competent on admission, 10 years previously. On the EDSS (Kurtzke,
1983) FG obtained a score of 8 (refer to appendix 12). Apart from antispasmodic medication FG's medication is unremarkable.

6.1.2 BEHAVIOUR DURING TESTING SESSIONS
FG was keen to co-operate but appeared to take much longer than any
of the other patients to understand the task requirements. He often required the
instructions to be repeated several times at the beginning of each of the
conditions. He reported that he found the paradigm

extremely complex and

often questioned the purpose of the cue when the task requirement was to
simply press the button on the side corresponding to the side of the target
stimulus. For this reason it is unclear whether FG always attended to the
relevant dimension. This might be pertinent to the interpretation of his results.
Otherwise FG enjoyed the sessions and found the variety in the TEA more of a
challenge than the reaction time paradigm.
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6.2 PERFORMANCE ON TEA
FG's scores on the TEA are tabulated below. A summary plot of FG's
scaled scores is also presented over leaf. The summary plot has been directly
extracted from the scoring sheet of the TEA.
TABLE 7: Summary Scores for TEA
CASE: FG
SUBTEST

RAW SCORE

Map Search (MS1)

PERCENTILE

14

SCALED
SCORE
4

Map Search (MS2)

32

5

3 .3 -6 .7

Elevator Counting

7

*****

*****

Elevator Counting with
Distraction (ECO)
Visual Elevator (VE1)

3

5

3 .3 - 6 7

9

10

43.5 - 56.6

Visual Elevator- Timing
Score (VE2)
Elevator Counting with
Reversal(ECR)
Telephone Search (TS)

10.41

2

0.2 - 0.6

Discontinued

*****

*****

7.7

3

0 .6 -1 .5

8.8

4

1 .5 -3 .3

10

12

69.2 - 79.8

Telephone while Counting
(TSC)
Lottery (L)

1 .5 -3 .3
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Figure 26: Case FG: Summary o f Scaled Scores on
Test o f Everyday A ttention
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6.2.1 DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE ON THE TEA
On measures of visual selective attention (map search and telephone
search) FG's performance is severely impaired. This indicates that FG's ability
to select target stimuli from a complex array of distracter items is impaired.
However, his performance may have been adversely influenced by the timed
component of both of these measures. It is remarkable that FG failed to
demonstrate any sense of urgency in completing the tasks in spite of
instructions to work as quickly as possible. FG was content to perform as
quickly (or slowly) as his motor abilities permitted.

FG's performance on the attentional switching and cognitive flexibility
subtest (visual elevator) lay within the average range, indicating a preserved
ability to change from one topic to another. On testing FG required a large
number of trials to learn the rules of the subtest, but once acquired he was
capable of manipulating the information and applying it appropriately to
complete the subtest. However, his performance on the timed element of this
same measure was severely impaired (more than 2 s.d.'s below the mean).
This strengthens the proposition that FG's poor performance on measures of
visual selective attention may have been adversely affected by his impaired
psychomotor speed.

FG performed best on measures of sustained attention (elevator
counting and lottery subtests). In addition to being able to sustain attention for
lengthy periods without being distracted, it is also

possible

that FG's high

scores occurred as a result of the tasks having but one single demand which
was easy and clearly defined. His performance on this measure also
demonstrates his ability to ignore irrelevant information (as in the lottery
subtest).

On the divided attention

measure (telephone search while counting)
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FG's performance was below the normal range. He appeared to be unable to
complete the two tasks simultaneously and virtually stopped responding to the
number of bleeps presented. A failure to sustain attention cannot explain this
deficit as his performance on measures of sustained attention were in the
average range.. This task is also considered to be a measure of sustained
attention. It is relevant to note that this task is timed and this might have
influenced FG's score on this sub-test.

FG's performance on measures of auditory-verbal working memory
(elevator counting with distraction and elevator counting with reversal) was
impaired. FG was unable to complete the elevator counting with reversal task
despite a number of repeated attempts. While FG repeated the associations
between different bleep sounds and the specified directions, he was unable to
apply them appropriately in the test situation. It appears therefore that FG's
ability to manipulate information and apply it accordingly is test specific and
might in fact critically depend on the complexity of the task. He reported being
"unable to keep up" with the speed of presentation of the bleeps and wondered
if they could be slowed down. While the authors of the TEA have reported this
particular measure to be unsuitable in some instances of brain injury, it would
be interesting to know whether FG might have been able to cope with a slower
presentation rate. His impairments on these measures point to a deficit in the
manipulation and sequencing of auditory-verbal information in working memory,
as well as auditory selective attention.

6.2.1.1 SUMMARY
In summary, FG's strengths lie on measures of sustained attention and
his ability to switch concepts efficiently also lies in the normal range for his age.
This is contrary to the findings of previous studies investigating measures of
sustained attention in MS patients. His performance on a measure of divided
attention was poor.
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FG presents with particular difficulty on measures of

auditory verbal

working memory, also indicative of a deficit of auditory selective attention. FG's
performance on measures of visual selective attention was also impaired
although

it

was considered that the timed component on both of these

measures might have adversely affected his performance.
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6.3

RESULTS - CROSS MODAL PARADIGM

All graph figures referred to in the result sections can be found at the end o f the
same section.

The analysis o f variance summary tables, for all o f the effects

presented below, can be found in appendix 14.

6.3.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
No significant interaction of cue, target, content, or location was
reported. From Figure 27 it can be seen that auditory cues led to faster reaction
times than visual cues; auditory targets yielded faster reaction times than visual
target trials; trials valid for location were faster than comparable invalid trials
and trials valid for content also yielded faster reaction times than invalid
content trials. However none of these effects reached a statistical level of
significance. This confirms that no validity effect for the attended dimension (in
this case location) was reported.

The sole significant effect in clinical experiment 1 (attention to location
version) was a significant interaction of cue x target, (F (1,256) =11.462,
p=0.001). The effect revealed an overwhelming advantage for cross modal
trials over within modality trials, although there was there was little difference in
terms of speed of response between AV and VA trials (see Figure 28). This
effect is very interesting since it appears rather uncharacteristic of the pattern
of responses reported with normal subjects. Although a significant cue x target
effect was reported throughout all of the experiments with normal subjects, the
effect presented as an advantage in favour of AV trials, and not cross modal
trials overall. This effect in normals was explained in terms of an alerting effect
produced by the presence of an auditory stimulus, which did not have a
comparable effect on VA trials. This effect will be given further consideration in
the general discussion at the end of the clinical section.
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Figure 27: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 28: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Target
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6.3.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
A main effect of target was reported (F (1, 264 ) = 12.425, p<0.001 ). The
effect revealed visual target trials to be significantly faster than auditory target
trials (see Figure 29). This effect mimics the effect reported previously with
normal subjects. It has been speculated that the general benefit witnessed in
the visual modality in this paradigm might reflect the greater experience of the
visual modality in the execution of everyday tasks (Itterah and Broota, 1983).
No further significant main effects were reported indicating that no validity
effect for the attended dimension was reported.

A significant interaction of cue x target was noted (F (1,264) = 4.076,
p<0.05). The effect primarily results from the overwhelming main effect of
target previously reported. Visual target trials were faster

than comparable

auditory target trials and this effect persisted independently of whether the
preceding cue was in the visual or auditory modality. As with subjects in the
normative study, it appears that AV trials were fastest overall (see Figure 30 ).
While unlike the findings of clinical experiment 1 (spatial location dimension)
where cross modal trials were faster overall, it is interesting to note that when
visual and auditory trials are considered separately, it can be observed that
cross modal trials yielded faster reaction times than within modality trials, (i.e.
AV trials were faster than W trials and VA trials were faster than AA trials).
This pattern of findings was also reported when FG attended to the spatial
location dimension of the cue.

Finally, a significant interaction of cue x target x location was reported (F
( 1, 264) = 5.448, p<0.025). This result is curious as FG was instructed to only
attend to the content dimension of the cue. The effect results primarily from a
different pattern of effects between cue x target depending on whether trials
were valid or invalid with respect to location (see Figures

31 and 32). It

appears that when trials are valid for location, cross modal trials are faster than
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within modality trials. However, when trials are invalid for location, this cross
modal advantage is lost. The overwhelming main effect of target (previously
discussed) persists,

making visual targets faster than auditory targets

independently of whether the preceding cue is in the visual or auditory
modality. It is interesting to note that, similar to the normative studies, AV
continue to yield the fastest response times overall.
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Figure 29: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 30: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target
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Figure 31: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target x Location (Valid)
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Figure 32: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target x Location (Invalid)
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6 .4

DISCUSSION - CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1
Clinical experiment 1

directly replicated a previous experiment

(experiment 4 - predictability of cue validity set at 50% valid 50 % invalid)
conducted with normal subjects. Unlike the experiment with normals where
subjects attended to only one of the two dimensions, all of the four MS patients
discussed in this section of the study participated in both sections of the
experiment. Hence, on one occasion they attended to the spatial location
dimension of the cue and on an other occasion they attended to the semantic
content dimension of the cue. For clarity, both sections

will be discussed

separately.

6.4.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
When FG was instructed to attended to the spatial location dimension of
the cue, no main effects of cue, target, content or location was reported. This
lack of effect cannot be explained in terms of patient fatigue since this section
of the study was conducted over four individual sessions. Nor can the lack of
effects be attributed to specific impairments of attention since it can be recalled
from his performance on the TEA that FG performed within the normal range
for his age on measures of sustained attention. Likewise, this lack of effect
cannot be explained by suggesting that FG may not have understood the
nature of the experiment since, FG was given as many practice trials as were
necessary until the experimenter was satisfied that the task requirements were
properly understood. Since a complete absence of significant main effects has
not previously been reported with normal subjects, it might be sensible to
conclude that this result might be specific to FG.

There are two possible explanations for this occurrence. The first might
argue that FG may have completely ignored the cue and waited for the target
to be presented where he would simply have pressed the appropriate key. This
is unlikely to be the case since it can be observed, from figure 26, that auditory
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cue and target trials were faster than comparable visual cue and target trials.
However, the possibility

that FG may have only attended to the specified

instruction on some of the trials cannot be entirely dismissed. Similarly, trials
valid for location and content were faster than comparable invalid trials.
However,

none of these differences

reached

statistical

Alternatively, the variance may still have been too extreme

significance.

(in spite of the

heavy editing procedures applied to the data) to have been alleviated by the
procedure applied.

One might be reminded that when this very same study was conducted
with normal subjects, main effects for target (visual target trials yielded faster
response times than auditory target trials) and

for content (trials valid for

content were faster than invalid content trials) were reported. A main effect for
the attended dimension (location) was expected, but not reported. This was
explained as being a result of the increased complexity of the paradigm
coupled with the low predictability of the cue ( 50% valid 50% invalid). It might
also be the case that the low predictability of the cue adversely influenced
PC's performance. A somewhat puzzling feature of the experiment where the
predictability of the cue was low was that many subjects including FG reported
that they felt there were far more invalid than valid trials in spite of the strict
balance of equivalent numbers of each. The possibility that subjects may have
developed internal strategies for coping with their perceived overestimate of
invalid trials and therefore tipped

the balance was considered.

This

supposition might be strengthened if a comparable lack of effect for the
attended dimension is also reported when FG was instructed to attended to
the semantic content dimension of the cue. This will be discussed in the next
section.

An significant interaction of cue x target was reported when FG was
attending to the spatial location dimension of the cue. This is a really
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interesting effect as it demonstrates rather dramatically that FG's performance
was significantly faster on the cross modality trials than on the within modality
trials. This translates quite simply to the fact that FG's response times were
significantly quicker when the cue and target were in different modalities than
when they were in the same modality. Since a similar effect has also been
reported with normal subjects, a more detailed discussion will be postponed
until the results of all four patients have been presented

6.4.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
When FG was instructed to attend to the semantic content dimension of
the cue, target trials which were presented in the visual modality (i.e. W and
AV trials) yielded significantly faster reaction times than comparable trials
presented in the auditory modality (i.e. AV and AA) trials). This is a dramatic
effect and has also been consistently reported with normal subjects. The effect
has previously been explained in terms of the practice effects of the visual
modality relative to other sensory modalities, hence making reaction times in
that modality faster (Itterah and Broota, 1983).

Consistent with the findings with normal subjects AV trials have yielded
faster response times than any of the other cue target trial combinations. The
effect has previously been explained in terms of the alerting effect produced by
an auditory cue coupled with the consistent beneficial effects of accessing two
modalities rather than one (Letourneau et al., 1986; Sanders, 1990; Keuss
1990; Buchtel et al., 1988). Unlike the previous part of this study when FG
attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue, cross modality trials were
not faster over and above trials in the within modality conditions. However, if
visual cue trials

( W and VA)

and auditory cue trials (AV and AA) are

inspected more closely then it can be observed that cross modality trials are
faster relative to their comparable within modality equivalent. It is also
interesting to consider the fragility of this effect. In the current study the
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advantage of cross modality trials was sensitive to whether trails were valid or
invalid with respect to location (even though FG was attending to the semantic
content dimension of the cue). From Figures 31 and 32 it can be observed that,
while cross modal trials were faster overall,

the effect was unique to

circumstances in which trials were valid for location and was lost when trials
were invalid for location.

It could be suggested that this 3-way interaction

merely reflected a statistical artefact produced by the overall slowness of the
auditory target trials; an effect which has already been discussed as a main
effect for target. This being the case the most relevant finding is that cross
modal processing is faster and therefore more efficient.
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6.5 RESULTS
6.5.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
A significant main effect of location was reported (F (1, 261) = 4.093,
p<0.05). Trials valid for location were significantly faster than trials invalid for
location. The finding is contrary to that found in clinical experiment 1 where no
main effect for validity was reported for the attended dimension. This pattern of
findings is characteristic of the findings observed with normal subjects. While
no main effect of location was reported in experiment 4 (cue predictability =
50% ) a main effect for location was reported when the cue predictability was
increased in experiment 5 (cue predictability = 80% =

valid 20% = invalid). No

further significant main effects were reported. From Figure 33 it appears that
there was virtually no difference between visual and auditory cue trials;
Auditory targets were faster than visual targets, and performance on trials
invalid for content were also quicker. However, none of these effects reached
a statistical level of significance.
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Figure 33: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 2 (Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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6.5.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
A main effect of target (F (1, 262) = 12.451, p<0.001) was reported.
From figure 34 it can be observed that auditory targets led to significantly faster
response times than visual targets. The results contrast markedly with those of
clinical experiment 1 and also with those of normal subjects where visual
targets consistently yielded faster reaction times than auditory targets. While
there is a possibility that FG's visual sensory deficits (while corrected in so far
as possible) may have biased the response times in favour of auditory trials, it
is unclear whether this may in fact be the correct explanation since visual
targets have previously reported to be faster than auditory targets. The
incompatibility might reflect FG's poor capacity to divide attention successfully,
as demonstrated by his poor performance on the TEA. Similarly, the result
might simply reflect the variability which is known to be typical of many MS
patients. Alternatively, it might reflect the cumulative effect of both of these
hypotheses.

A main effect for location was also reported (F (1, 262) = 10.460, p=
0.001). From Figure 34 it can be observed that trials valid for location were
significantly faster than trials invalid for location. This is a curious finding since
FG was, on this occasion, instructed to attend to the semantic content
dimension of the cue. The implication of this finding will be considered in the
discussion section of these results which follows next.

A significant interaction of target x location was also reported (F (1,262 )
= 12.239, p = 0.001). The interaction occurs primarily as a result of the main
effect of target and location just discussed. Alternatively the effect

can be

explained by suggesting that trials valid for location were faster than trials
invalid for location and this effect persisted independently of whether targets
were in the visual auditory modality (see Figure 35).
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Finally, a significant interaction of target x location x content was
reported (F (1,262) = 12.192, p=0.001). The results demonstrate a different
effect of the target x location interaction when valid and invalid trials for
location are considered in isolation (see Figure 36 and 37). The effect is
interpreted as follows: when content is valid auditory target are faster than
visual targets and this effect persists independently of whether trials are valid
or invalid with respect to location. However, when content is invalid, this effect
is reversed, especially when location is valid (visual target trials now yield
faster response times than auditory target trials).
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Figure 34: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 35; Case FG: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Target x Location
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Figure 36: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Target x Location x Content (Valid)
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Figure 37: Case FG: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Target x Location x Content
(Invalid)
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6.6

DISCUSSION- CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2
Consistent with the presentation of clinical experiment 1, the spatial

location and semantic content versions of clinical experiment 2 will

be

presented separately.

6.6.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2- SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
When FG attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue in clinical
experiment 2, an overwhelming main effect for the attended dimension was
reported. This demonstrates that when FG attended to the spatial location
dimension of the cue, all trials where location was valid (LVOV and LVCI)
yielded faster response times than comparable invalid trials (LICV and LICI).
This main effect for location when the cue predictability was increased mimics
the finding reported

with normal subjects. The effect also supports the

argument that the absence of effects for the attended dimension in clinical
experiment 1 might have been due to the low predictability with which the cue
predicted the location of the target stimulus. This being the case, FG may have
blocked out the cue entirely or developed internal decision making strategies
for dealing with the low cue predictability. Hence, when the cue predictability
was raised and there was a greater chance that the target would appear in the
location as specified by the attended dimension of the cue a main effect for
location was observed. No further significant main effects or significant
interaction amongst within subject factors were reported.

There are no clear explanations of why this might have been the case. It
can be observed from figure 32 that auditory targets were clearly faster than
visual target trials but this effect did not reach a level of statistical significance.
A significant main effect in this direction is reported when FG attends to the
semantic content dimension of the cue (clinical experiment 2). FG's poor
performance on measures of attention might explain the absence of significant
main effects. When attending to location (and a validity effect was reported)
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his performance on may other aspects of the paradigm declined.

It is

noteworthy that FG revealed a sensitivity to multiple simultaneous demands as
well as expressing a strong need to have instructions clearly defined.

6.6.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
The result obtained when FG was instructed to attend to the semantic
content dimension of the cue were markedly different to those obtained when
attending to the spatial location dimension of the cue. Auditory targets were
faster than visual targets and trials valid for location were faster than
comparable invalid trials. It might be recalled that in clinical experiment 1 visual
target trials were faster. This inconsistency makes valid interpretation difficult
and again serves to highlight the variability characteristic of MS patients. In
spite of being instructed to attend to the semantic content dimension of the cue,
no main effect for content was reported.

More interestingly, a significant interaction of target x location was also
reported, indicating that the difference between visual and auditory target trials
in terms of speed of response was more pronounced when trials were invalid
for location than when they were valid for location. This effect was further
complicated by a differential response pattern when divided for trials which
were valid or invalid with respect to content (refer to interaction of target x
location x content - figures 36 and 37). This effect reflects the fact that while
auditory target were fastest overall, this effect was somehow lost when trials
were invalid for content.

There is no clear reason why no main effect for content was found and a
significant main effect for location was reported. The rationale is based on the
supposition that FG merely failed to attend to the relevant dimension as
instructed. Alternatively,

he may have been unable to process the semantic

content properties of the cue in the allocated time and therefore a main effect
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for location was noted throughout. In previous sections the mechanisms
underlying the spatial cueing effect using semantic or spatial cues has been
discussed. It is unclear whether this could be viewed completely as an "all or
nothing" effect. It may have been the case that on some occasions he attended
and on others he may not have. It may also have been the case that FG was
unable to process the cues fast enough. His impaired speed of information
processing ability and poor performance on measures of divided attention has
already been demonstrated on the TEA.

In explaining the validity effect for location it might be the case that the
cue summoned attention to that location thereby making processing at that
location faster. This is the classic effect underlying the original covert orienting
hypothesis (Posner, 1978; 1980). While location was the irrelevant dimension
in this situation the point has to be raised that since 50% of the 80% of trials
which were valid for content were also valid for location (i.e. LVCV trials) this
might explain why a main effect for location was reported.
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6.7 POST HOC ANALYSIS (CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)
A simple factorial analysis of variance was conducted. The data was
collapsed across experiments and attended dimensions and four within subject
factors were examined. These were as follows:
1. Content (valid or invalid);
2. Location (valid or invalid);
3. Experiment (experiment 1 or experiment 2 );
4. Dimension (attention to the spatial location dimension of the cue or to the
semantic content dimension of the cue).

A main effect of experiment (F (1, 1091)= 81.844, p<0.001) was
reported. From Figure 38 it can be observed that response times for
experiment 2 (independently of the attended dimension) were faster than in
experiment 1. There is no clear explanation for this effect. It could be
suggested that response times were facilitated by the increased predictability
of the cue. It might be the case for example that FG was less hesitant about
pressing the appropriate button since invalid trials were less frequent.

A significant main effect for dimension was also reported (F (1, 1091) =
209.706, p<0.001) From Figure 38 one can see that FG's response times were
faster overall when he was attending to the semantic content version of the
cue. This is curious since no main effect of content in either of the two
experiments was reported in the individual analysis. It might be the case that
on occasions where FG attended to the content dimension of the cue, the
information was more readily processed than when he had to attend to the
spatial location dimension of the cue, but of course this need not have been
absolute. It will be interesting to know whether the performance of other MS
patients in this study present with the same pattern of effects.

Finally, a significant interaction of experiment x dimension was reported
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(F (1, 1091) = 87.796, p<0.001). It can be observed in figure 39 that while
response times to trials where FG attended to the content dimension of the cue
were faster overall. This effect results mainly from FG's considerably slow
response times when he attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue
in experiment 1,

rather than

being due to any specific advantage when

attending to content (see Figure 39). This is quite a novel finding. It implies that
when the predictability of the cue is low FG is considerably slower when he is
attending to the location dimension of the cue than when he is attending to the
semantic content variation of the cue. However when the cue predictability is
raised, there is

virtually no difference in response times between the

occasions on which FG attended to the spatial location or semantic content
version of the cue.
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Figure 38: Case FG: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2) Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 39: Case FG: Post- Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2) Experiment x Attended Dimension
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6.8 DISCUSSION - POST-HOC ANALYSIS (CLINICAL
EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)
A post hoc analysis was conducted on the data of Clinical experiments 1
and 2 to investigate any between and across experiment differences which
were not revealed in the individual analysis.

Two significant effects were reported. The first effect revealed that
responses times in experiment 2 were significantly faster than in experiment 1.
This effect occurred independently of the attended dimension. The effect is
thought to be due to the increased predictability with which the cue predicted
the location of the target stimulus, thereby reducing decision time and serving
to decrease speed of response.

Secondly it appears that FG's response times were faster overall when
FG attended to the semantic content dimension of the cue. The effect results
primarily from the exaggerated increase in response time when FG attended to
the spatial location dimension of the cue (clinical experiment 1) rather than the
effect being any specific attribute of trials valid for content. However, the
peculiarity of this result lies in the fact no individual main effects for content
were revealed in the individual analysis. Of course, there is always the
possibility that high levels of variance (in spite of arduous procedures to control
it) masked such specific effects.
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6.9 CROSS MODAL PARADIGM
SUMMARY - CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2
In summary, no main effect for the attended dimension was reported in
experiment 1 (either for the spatial location or semantic content versions). One
of the most intriguing findings to have emerged from this experiment was that
trials in cross modal conditions (VA and AV) yielded faster response times than
trials in comparable within modality conditions.

While a greater benefit in

favour of AV trials has been consistently reported throughout many of the
experiments with normal subjects, the finding of a general benefit in favour of
cross modality trials is in fact a novel one. The finding lends further support to
the hypothesis that there may be independent mechanisms for the control of
attention in vision and audition. In this context it might be considered that the
composite quantity of attentional resources in two modalities exceeds that in
each individual modality. It might be the case, for instance, that the division of
labour between modalities operates only when attention as a central system is
compromised.

This proposition is supported

by the finding

that

FG's

performance on measures of divided attention on the TEA was poor. In this
context it might be the case, that when attention is already compromised
processing in two modalities is more efficient than when one modality is
responsible for the execution of the entire task.

The results reported from experiment 2 contrasted markedly with those
of experiment 1. A main effect for location was reported when FG attended to
location. A peculiar a main effect for location was also reported when FG was
instructed to attend

to the semantic content dimension of the cue. The

possibility of a negative transfer effect induced by previous sessions on the
paradigm was dismissed on the grounds that the interval between sessions
was sufficiently large to prevent any implicit learning (i.e. 3 month interval).
Instead the finding was explained as a statistical artefact caused by the
exaggerated response times which occurred when FG attended to the spatial
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location dimension of the cue (clinical experiment 1).

The increased advantage for cross modal trials in general witnessed in
clinical experiment 1 was not evident in clinical experiment 2 although ,
consistent with the findings of normal subjects , AV trials were faster than any
other cue target combinations. It was speculated that the general advantage
entertained by cross modal trials might lend support to the hypothesis that
there may in fact be independent

mechanisms underlying the control of

attention in vision and audition. From this perspective, it might be considered
that in circumstances where attention

is compromised,

employing two

modalities for the execution of a task might be better than one. The reason why
this effect was not reported with normal subjects was because each individual
modality is fully competent and, therefore, no decrement is witnessed.

Finally, a post hoc analysis revealed trials in experiment 2 to be
significantijfaster than experiment 1. This finding was explained in the light of
literature relating to the role of expectancy in reaction time paradigms. Since
the predictability with which the cue predicted the location of the target stimulus
was increased in clinical experiment 2, it was proposed that the reduction in
reaction times might have reflected a reduction in FG's decision time as to
where the target stimulus was presented. It must also be noted that this effect
occurred independently of whether FG was attending to the spatial location or
semantic content dimension of the cue.

An additional finding was that trials were significantly faster when FG
attended to the content dimension of the cue than when he attended to the
spatial location dimension of the cue. This was a surprising finding given that
no main effect for content was reported. A closer look at the finding revealed
that the effect resulted from the exaggerated response times when FG
attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue (clinical experiment 1)
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rather than being a function of any unique properties of the content properties
of the cue.

Overall, there was no consistent pattern between the

different

dimension of the cue on both of the experiments. This in itself is significant as it
demonstrate that characteristic variability which typifies all aspects of MS as a
disease.

6.9.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Previous research investigating aspects of attention in MS have
reported that patients are consistently impaired on measures of sustained
attention (Cohen and Fisher 1989).

In the current single case study, the

results reveal quite conclusively that sustained attention is relatively well
preserved but impairment on visual selective attention, divided attention and
auditory verbal working memory are impaired (refer to summary plot of FG's
performance score on the TEA - Figure 26).

Of course, it would be premature to generalise about attentional ability
in MS on the basis of findings from one individual patient. However it is clear
that not all MS patients are impaired on measures of sustained attention and
previous group studies in this area of research may have been responsible for
this inaccurate result. The rationale for using single case methodology with
such a clinical population is being advocated in this study for this very reason,
and this point will be returned to once the results of all four cases have been
reported.

FG's performance on the cross modal paradigm bears little resemblance
to the findings reported with normal subjects. While a validity effect for the
attended dimension was reported in clinical experiment 2 (spatial location
dimension), it was thought that the effect occurred at the expense of all other
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effects and this proposition

is corroborated

by the finding that

FG's

performance on measures of divided attention is particularly poor.

One of the most interesting findings to have emerged from this case was
that

processing efficiency across modalities is often more efficient than

processing within modalities This finding lends support to the hypothesis that
there may be independent mechanisms for the control of attention in vision and
audition.
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CHAPTER 7

CASE LW
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7.1 CASE LW:
7.1.1 CASE HISTORY
LW is a 56 year old right handed male attending the day hospital ward
at the Royal hospital for Neuro-disability twice weekly. Prior to diagnosis, LW
suffered a nine month period of "bizzare physical symptoms" including
intermittent limb weakness, until a definite diagnosis of MS was made 6 years
ago. LW s pathology is classified as relapsing remitting although his condition
has slowly deteriorated and he has become increasingly disabled since his
diagnosis.

At present he retains some capacity to walk extremely short distances
with elbow crutches but completes all longer journeys in a self-propelling
wheelchair. He continues to drive an automatic car although this is currently
under review due to his deteriorating motor strength and a queried visual
disturbance. On the EDSS, LW obtained a score of 6.5 (refer to appendix 12).
LW is not on any medication.

7.1.2 BEHAVIOUR DURING TESTING SESSIONS
LW was delighted to participate in the testing sessions and saw the
study as a challenge to his current abilities. Unfortunately LW was very
distractible, and on a number of occasions the experimental conditions were re
started due his persistent interruptions (e.g. he would regularly verbalise the
nature of the cue and whether or not it accurately predicted the location of the
target stimulus). LW was also impersistent, pressing the home key repeatedly
in spite of instructions to wait for the central fixation point to appear before
pressing it. LW appeared to lose interest quickly and even volunteered some
suggestion on how the experimental paradigm could be improved to make it
more interesting for patients. On the TEA, LW

co-operated well, appeared

challenged by the variation of the subtests and even expressed a desire to
repeat the assessment if necessary.
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7.2 PERFORMANCE ON TEA
A tabulated version of LW s performance scores on the TEA is presented
below. A summary plot of LW s scaled scores is also presented over leaf. The
summary plot has been directly extracted from the scoring sheet of the TEA.

TABLE 8: Summary Scores for TEA
CASE LW:
SUBTEST
Map Search (MS1)

RAW
SCORE
33

SCALED
SCORE
10

43.4 - 56.6

Map Search (MS2)

61

9

30.9 - 43.4

Elevator Counting

7

*****

*****

Elevator Counting with
Distraction (ECO)
Visual Elevator (VE1)

10

12

69.2 -79.8

9

10

43.4 - 56.6

5.05

7

12 .2-20.2

4

9

3 0 .9 -4 3 .4

4.1

7

12.2-20.2

8

20.2 - 30.9

8

20.2 - 30.9

Visual Elevator-Timing
Score (VE2)
Elevator Counting with
Reversal(ECR)
Telephone Search (IS )

Telephone while Counting 1.64
(TSC)
Lottery (L)
9

PERCENTILE
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Figure 40: Case LW: Summary of Scaled Scores on
Test o f Everyday A ttention
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7.2.1 DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE ON THE TEA
On measures of visual selective attention (map search and telephone
search) L W ' s performance was average. As with other subjects it must be
considered that both of these sub-tests are timed and this might have
influenced their overall scoring. His performance indicates an average ability
for his age in selecting target stimuli from a complex array of irrelevant or
distracter items.

On measures of attentional switching and cognitive flexibility (visual
elevator), LW s performance was in the average range. The test is particularly
sensitive to one's ability to switch quickly from one topic to another. In this
subtest, the performance score and the timing score are calculated separately.
It is noteworthy that when the timed component of this task is taken into
consideration LW s performance drops below average. This is consistent with
earlier suggestions that in subtests where the score relies upon the subject's
speed of performance, MS patients' performance might be underestimated due
to their psycho-motor speed impairments. This is especially true in the current
subtest where LW s average performance on the subtest dropped to 1 standard
deviation below the mean on the timed component.

On measures of sustained attention (elevator counting and lottery
subtests) LW s performance was in the average range. While his performance
on the elevator subtest was normal and at ceiling, his performance on the
lottery subtest was in the low average range. It was apparent from his
performance on the lottery subtest that LW lost concentration toward the end of
the subtest indicating a sensitivity to sustained attention tasks. This is
consistent with LW s behaviour throughout the testing sessions in that he
tended to become bored easily.
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His performance on the measure of divided attention (telephone search
while counting subtest) was again in the low average range. The test is
sensitive to his ability to perform two equally important tasks simultaneously.
The ability to sustain attention is also critical in completing the task. His
performance on this subtest is therefore consistent with his performance on the
other measures of sustained attention.

On measures of auditory verbal working memory (elevator counting with
distraction and elevator counting with reversal) LW s performance lies in the
normal range for his age. Both subtests are sensitive to one's ability to hold
information in auditory verbal working memory and apply it to the task being
executed.

It is remarkable that in the entire battery LW

performed best on the

elevator counting with distraction subtest (in the high average range). This
might be explained by the fact that LW perceived the subtest as a challenge
and was therefore more motivated. This explanation would also be consistent
with his performance on the sustained attention sutests, where he appeared to
lose interest, become distracted and subsequently lose concentration.

On the elevator counting with reversal subtest, LW s performance fell in
the low average range. It is worth noting that despite LW getting many of the
elevator strings incorrect he persisted with the task until it was complete. He
even remarked on it being enjoyable and wondered if he could try it again.

This is relevant to LW s overall behaviour during testing as he appears
to enjoy tasks on which he felt particularly challenged.

This points to the

importance of LW s motivation in his performance of all of the tasks and
experiments administered.
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7.2.1.1 SUMMARY
LW s performance overall was in the average range for his age. While
on measures of visual selective attention, his performance was in the low
average range, it was considered that the timed component of this subtests
might have masked his true performance score. LW s ability to switch concepts
quickly appeared average for his age although his timed performance on this
measure fell in the borderline impaired range.

On measures of sustained attention LW s

performance was in the

average to low average range. His ability to perform two equally important
tasks simultaneously was also in the low average range.

Finally, LW s

best score was on measures of auditory verbal working

memory. One explanation offered for this preserved ability (uncharacteristic of
his performance on all previous measures) was the fact that LW may have
found the task particularly challenging and may, therefore, have been more
motivated. This would then be consistent with his poor performance on
sustained attention measures where

he was vulnerable to distraction and

therefore lost concentration.
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7.3 CROSS MODAL PARADIGM - RESULTS
AH graph figures referred to in the results sections can be found at the end of
the same section. Summary tables for all o f the effects presented below can be
found in appendix 15.

7.3.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
A main effect of cue was reported (F (1, 275) = 6.994, p<0.01). Visual
cues led to faster response times than auditory cue trials. A main effect of
location was also reported (F (1,275) = 7.603, p<0.01). The effect revealed
trials invalid for location to be significantly faster than trials which were valid
for location. This is curious since LW had been instructed to attend to the
spatial location of the cue. For this reason we might have expected trials which
were valid for location to have yielded a faster response time. It should be
noted that while this effect has not occurred with normal subjects, it has
typically been the case that no effect of location has been reported when the
cue predictability was low. The result may have been artefactual

since LW

frequently attempted to predict where the target might appear. In this respect
some of his responses may have been pre-empted and his responses

to

invalid trials were not necessarily faster. It may also have been the case that in
an attempt to compensate for unexpected or invalid trials LW erred on the side
of caution in terms of being ready to press the button contrary to that which the
cue specified. This would explain why trials invalid for location may have
resulted in a significant effect (see Figure 41 for experimental main effects).

A significant effect of target x content was also reported (F (1, 275) =
4.397, p<0.05). The interaction demonstrates a cross over effect between
visual and auditory targets trials depending on whether trials were valid or
invalid with respect to content. When trials were valid for content, visual target
trials yielded faster response times than comparable auditory targets. The
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converse applies when trials are invalid with respect to content ( i.e. auditory
target trials yielded the fastest response items). It is important to note that this
effect was not hugely significant in any case (see Figure 42).

A significant interaction of cue x target x location was also reported (F
(1, 275) = 13.392, p<0.001). The effect points to a different pattern of
interactions among cue and targets contingent upon whether trials were valid
or invalid with respect to location (see Figures 43 and 44). When trials were
valid for location, it can be observed that AV trials are significantly faster than
all other cue target combinations. When location is invalid, AV trials were no
different from W or AA trials and curiously AV trials yield the slowest response
times. The effect appears to have been the result of a main effect for location
which has already been reported. It has already been discussed that trials
invalid for location were faster. It has been considered that LW may simply
have not attended to the relevant dimension (i.e. location ) as instructed or that
he attempted to anticipate responses and subsequently over-compensated in
favour of invalid trials.

Finally, a significant interaction of cue x location x content was reported
(F (1, 275) = 8.320, p<0.005), (see Figures 45 and 46). It can be observed that
when trials were valid for content, visual cue trials yielded similar response
times irrespective of whether trials were valid or invalid with respect to location.
Auditory trials were, however, faster when location was valid than when
location was invalid. This suggests that when content was valid and location
was valid there was a greater benefit to auditory cue trials than to visual cue
trials. When content was invalid, irrespective of whether trials are valid or
invalid with respect to location, there was a greater cost to auditory cue trials
than to visual cue trials. This is a very interesting effect especially given that
LW had been instructed to attend to the spatial location dimension of the cue.
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Figure 41: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 42: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version) Target x Content
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Figure 43: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version) Cue x Target x Location (Valid)
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Figure 44: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version) Cue x Target x Location (Invalid)
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Figure 45: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Location x Content (Valid)
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Figure 46: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Location x Content (Invalid)
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7.3.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
No significant effects were reported in this study. There is no clear
reason why this might have occurred only to suggest that LW may have
ignored the cue completely and waited for the target to appear. A strategy like
this might produce a complete absence of effect such as that found in this
study. Figure 47 presents the mean values for the four within subject factors.
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Figure 47: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version):Experimental Main Effects
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7.4 DISCUSSION
7.4.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
When LW was instructed to attend to location, a main effect for cue and
location were reported. Unlike the findings reported with normal subjects, LW
responded more quickly to visual cue trials than to auditory cue trials and trials
invalid for location were faster than trials valid for location.

LW s quicker response times to auditory cues might simply be explained
by his queried visual disturbance. It can be observed from figure 39 that
auditory targets were faster than visual targets although this effect does not
reach a level of statistical significance. Like other MS patients in this study, a
peculiar benefit in favour of the auditory modality in the processing of cues and
target has been demonstrated. The findings lend support for the hypothesis
that processing in normals is often faster in the visual modality simply because
the visual modality is more practised in the execution of everyday tasks
(Ittyerah et a/., 1983). Given the reported visual sensory deficits reported in MS
patients (i.e. early demyelination of the optic nerve), it might be considered
plausible to assume that the auditory modality might undertake a compensatory
role in the execution of everyday tasks, thereby increasing the processing
efficiency in that modality overall. This proposition would then explain why so
many of the MS patients in this study were faster on the auditory cue and target
trials than on the comparable visual cue and target trials.

In a bid to explain why trials invalid for location yielded faster reaction
times than trials valid for location (in spite of spatial location being the attended
dimension for this section of the study) it is considered that LW may have been
trying to develop a strategy for predicting the potential location of the target
stimulus. The role of expectancy has previously been investigated in other
studies using an analogue of the cue validity paradigm. Downing (1988)
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reported perceptual sensitivity was enhanced when a subject expected a target
stimulus at that location and that this sensitivity decreased with increasing
distance from that location. Extending from this rationale might be the argument
that since LW may have expected more invalid than valid trials, his response
times entertained a greater benefit to invalid trials and a greater cost to valid
trials.

Additionally, it has previously been remarked that LW often lost
concentration during testing. It might be considered that since the predictability
of the cue was equal for valid and invalid trials, LW may have over
compensated for the invalid trials by pre-empting their location thereby
increasing his speed of response to invalid trials. This proposition is
corroborated by similar findings in the equivalent studies with normal subjects.
Despite an equal proportion of valid and invalid trials, subjects often reported at
the end of the experimental session that the experiment contained far more
invalid than valid trials (no formal measures were recorded).

There were three other significant interactions which were reported to be
significant. While no main effect for target was reported it can be seen in figure
42 that when trials were valid for content there was a greater benefit to visual
trials than to auditory trials. Similarly, when trials were invalid for content there
was a greater cost to visual target trials than to auditory target trials. This effect
occurred despite the instruction to attend to the spatial location dimension of
the cue.

The two remaining significant effects reported were an interaction of cue
X target x location and an interaction of cue x location x content. Both effects
merely reflect different patterns of response times as a function of whether
trials are valid or invalid with respect to location and content. It is difficult to
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detect any pattern in these findings. Instead it appears that both of these
effects

might

be

considered

statistical

artefacts

resulting

from

the

characteristic variability in the performance of MS patients on many cognitive
measures.

Despite modification of the paradigm to minimise and control for

fatigue and other psychomotor characteristic of MS it can be recalled from
LW s performance in the TEA that he often lost concentration, interrupted
sessions

and

frequently

reported

feeling

bored.

These

behavioural

characteristics cast doubt on whether many of these effects can be considered
to be true effects.

7.4.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
No significant effects were reported. As already proposed in clinical
experiment 1 - (attention to spatial location), it is strongly suspected that LW
may have failed to follow the instructions specified. Given this scenario, LW
merely pressed the right or left key

in accordance with the location of the

target stimulus, ignoring (perhaps inconsistently) the manipulations of the
independent variables and hence no true differences were reported. A strategy
like this might have been easy to implement and would most certainly have
resulted in a complete absence of effects. This is the only situation amongst
the four subjects investigated where no significant effects were reported.
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7.5 RESULTS
7.5.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
Main effects of cue and target were reported (F (1, 273) = 28.632,
p<0.001) and (F (1, 273) = 4.327 p<0.05) respectively. From Figure 48 it can
be observed that visual cues yielded faster response times than auditory cues
and auditory targets yielded faster response times than comparable visual
targets. Both of these effects contrast markedly with the effects found with
normal subjects where the advantage was placed with auditory cues and visual
target trials.

A significant interaction of cue x target x content was also reported
( F (1, 273) = 4.415, p<0.05). The effect points to a different response pattern
between cues and targets as a function of content, (see Figures 49 and 50).
When content was valid, visual cues yielded faster response times and this
occurred independently of whether the targets were in the visual or auditory
modality. When content was invalid, visual cues were also faster but this was
more pronounced when the target was visual than when it was auditory.
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Figure 48: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 49: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Target x Content (Valid)
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Figure 50: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Target x Content (Invalid)
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7.5.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
Main effects for cue (F (1, 269) = 9.173, p<0.005), target (F (1, 269) =
6.731, p<0.01), location ( F (1, 269) = 13.892 p<0.001) and content (F (1, 269)
40.742, p<0.001) were reported. From figure 51 it can be observed that visual
cues led to faster reaction times that auditory cues; visual targets produced
faster response times than auditory target trials; trials invalid for location were
faster than trials valid for location and an overwhelming main effect for validity
for the attended dimension was reported (i.e. trials valid for content were
significantly faster than trials invalid for content).

A significant effect of target x content was also reported ( F (1, 269) =
15.391, p<0.001) The interaction demonstrates a very robust effect of validity
for trials valid for content. However, the effect appears to be more pronounced
in the auditory modality, with a greater benefit to valid trials and a greater cost
to invalid trials (see Figure 52).

Finally a significant interaction of location x content was reported (F (1,
269) = 9.476 p<0.002),

(see Figure 53). Trials valid for content were

significantly faster overall. This effect occurred independently of whether
location was valid or invalid. However, when content was invalid trials valid for
location yielded the fastest response times.
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Figure 51: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 52: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Target x Content
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Figure 53: Case LW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Location x Content
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7.6 DISCUSSION
7.6.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
When LW attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue, main
effects for cue and target were reported. In contrast with the findings of LW s
performance on the equivalent dimension in clinical experiment 1, it appears
that in the current experiment, visual cues led to significantly faster response
times than did

auditory cues.

Conversely, target trials presented in the

auditory modality yielded faster response times than comparable visual target
trials. These findings contrast markedly with the findings of normal subjects
where auditory cues, and visual targets consistently yielded the fastest
response times. Since no main effect for the attended location was reported,
despite the cue predictability being increased to 80%. It might be concluded,
given L W 's performance on other sections of the paradigm that LW may not
have been attending to the specified dimension.

In the light of LW s

performance on the TEA and his general behaviour during testing, it is highly
likely that LW did not comply with the experimental instructions. Given LW s
sensitivity to continual sustained attention, it must also be emphasised that
attention to a specified dimension need not necessarily be an all or nothing
situation. It might be the case that, on some of the trials in some of the
sessions LW complied with the instruction. At other times his attention to the
specific task may have been transitory. It has also been reported that LW
regularly verbally interrupted the session. This , no doubt, seriously affected his
performance.

In the light of the issues just discussed, the significant interaction of cue
X

target x content remained difficult to interpret. From Figures 49 and 50, the

effect appears to suggest that while visual cues were faster overall, and
independent of the modality in which the target was presented, this effect was
demonstrated only on occasions when trials were also valid for content
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7.6.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
Surprisingly, a significant effects of cue, target, location and content,
were reported when LW was instructed to attend to the semantic content
dimension of the cue.

Consistent with the findings of LW s performance on the spatial location
dimension of clinical experiment 2, visual cues yielded faster reaction times
than did auditory cues. Visual targets were also faster, a findings which
contrasts with all of LW s previous performances on the cross-modal paradigm.
However it is evident from Figure 51 that the difference in terms of speed of
reaction was not hugely significant in favour of visual target trials. Trials invalid
for location were faster than valid trials. This effect was notably significant
despite the instruction to attend to the spatial location dimension of the cue.
One of the most remarkable findings to emerge from this experiment was an
overwhelming advantage of cued to uncued locations for trials valid for content.
This is the first incident of

LW s performance mimicking

subjects on the cross-modal paradigm. The most compelling

that of normal
explanation is

that the increased predictability of the cue forced LW to attend to the specified
dimension thereby leading to an overwhelming advantage of cued to uncued
location for the attended dimension (in this instance - the semantic content
dimension)

Two further interesting effects were reported.

The first indicated that

trials which were valid for content were of equal benefit in the processing of
visual and auditory targets. A definite increase in speed of response resulted
for visual and auditory target trials alike when trials were invalid for content.
The interaction of location x content is interesting. It suggests that when LW
was attending to content, trials which were valid for content were significantly
faster than comparable trials which were invalid for content independently of
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whether they were simultaneously valid or invalid with respect to location (i.e.
LVCV and LICV trials). However, when trials were no longer valid for content
the presence of a cue which was valid for location (but invalid for content ) did
not facilitate processing any more than if the trials was simultaneously invalid
for location.

The findings of this section of clinical experiment 2 demonstrate rather
dramatically, that LW is capable of attending to the specified dimension. When
he attends as instructed, the findings mimic those results reported with normal
subjects. The inconsistency in his performance on the cross modal paradigm
has therfore been attributed to his failure to attend to the specified dimension
as instructed.
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7.7 POST HOC ANALYSIS - CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2
A simple factorial analysis of variance was conducted. The data was collapsed
across experiments and attended dimensions. Four within subject factors were
examined. These were as follows:
1. Content (valid or invalid);
2. Location (valid or invalid);
3. Experiment (experiment 1 or experiment 2 );
4. Dimension (attended to spatial location dimension of the cue or semantic
content dimension of the cue).

Main effects for location (F (1, 1125) = 20.311, p<0.001 ) content (F (1, 1125) =
9.430, p<0.005) experiment (F (1, 1125) = 4.540, p<0.05) and dimension (F (1,
1125) = 9.099, p<0.005) were

reported (see Figure 54). Trials invalid for

location were faster then trials valid for location, irrespective of the dimension
attended to or the experiment being performed. Trials valid for content were
faster and again this effect resulted independently of any individual effect of
experiment or

of the attended dimension. While this effect was not hugely

significant, it appears that LW s

performance times in experiment 1 were

significantly faster than experiment 2. This contrasts with the findings of the
previous subject where faster reaction times were yielded on the clinical
experiment 2. Finally, when LW was attending to location his response times
appeared to be marginally faster than when he was attending to content
irrespective of the experiment being executed.

An interaction between dimension and location was also reported (F (1,
1125) = 5.650, p<0.025). The interaction is not a hugely significant effect and
result directly from the main effects of location and dimension already reported.
In essence, LW s response times were faster when trials were invalid for
location and this effect persisted independently of the dimension to which LW
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was attending at the time. In fact there was no difference in response times
between trials which were invalid for location when LW attended to either
location or to content. However when trials were valid for location, response
times were faster when LW was attending to location than when he was
attending to content (see Figure 55).

Finally, a significant interaction of content x experiment was reported (F
(1, 1125) = 26.335, p<0.001). Again the interaction results primarily from the
main effect of content and experiment already discussed (see Figure 56). It
appears that while a main effect for content revealed trials which were valid for
content to be faster overall, it can be observed that this is only true in
experiment 2. In experiment 1 it appears that trials which were invalid for
content were faster than trials which were valid for content irrespective of the
attended dimension.

Finally, a significant interaction of content x experiment x dimension was
reported (F (1,1125) = 16.415, p<0.001). The effect demonstrates that trials
valid for content are faster than trials invalid for content and this effect persists
across experiment 1 and 2. The extended interaction with dimension indicates,
that this effect is more pronounced when content is the attended dimension
than when LW was attending to the spatial location dimension of the cue (see
Figures 57 and 58).
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Figure 54: Case LW: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 55: Case LW: Post Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Location x Dimension
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Figure 56: Case LW: Post Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Content x Experiment
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Figure 57: Case LW: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Content x Experiment x Attended
Dimension (Location)
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Figure 58: Case LW: Post-Hoc Analyis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2) Content x Experiment x Attended
Dimension (Content)
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7,8 DISCUSSION - POST-HOC ANALYSIS
From the post-hoc analysis it can be observed that significant main
effects for location, content, experiment, and dimension was reported. The
significant main effects of location and content simply reflect results which have
already been reported in the individual analysis and so will not be pursued. The
main effects for experiment and dimension are relevant. While not a hugely
significant finding, it appears that LW s reaction times were faster on
experiment 1 than on experiment 2 . This

finding

is curious

since the

predictability of the cue was low in clinical experiment 1 and the finding
contrasts markedly with those of FG's where response times were faster on
clinical experiment 2. There is no clear reason for this. If the earlier suggestion
is correct (in that LW may not have been attending to the relevant dimension
in clinical experiment 1), then his response times would merely reflect pure
reaction time unlike clinical experiment 2 where a main effect for the attended
dimension was reported. Hence LW did attend to the specified instruction in
clinical experiment 2. This being the case, it might explain why response times
in experiment 1 were faster. The alternative explanation (albeit rather weak)
might be that LW s performance may have been a by-product of the
generalised fatigue so typically characteristic of MS patients.

Overall, it appears that when LW was attending to the spatial location
dimension of the cue, response times were faster than when he instructed to
attend to the semantic content dimension of the cue. This finding is also
contrary to the findings of FG where trials were fastest when he was attending
to semantic content. If the effect is a genuine one, then the finding would
provide evidence in favour of spatial cueing via the spatial location of the word
rather than the semantic content of the word in this specific MS patient. The
result might be indicative of the fact that LW was more efficient at processing
where the word was than what it said and this occurred in isolation of the
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specified instruction. (If this finding was consistent across all MS patients,
which unfortunately it is not, then it would surely be a very interesting finding
indeed).

The significant interaction of location and dimension and content by
experiment merely reflected effects revealed in the individual analysis and will
not be expanded further.

More importantly , a main effect for experiment x

dimension was not significant. The analysis investigated whether responses
times in either of the experiments benefited

from the manipulation of the

attended dimension. The interaction was not significant.

While a significant interaction of content x experiment x dimension was
also reported the effect merely reflected a differential pattern of interaction for
content and experiment as a function of the dimension attended to at the time.
Given the objectives of the present study it is not considered relevant to
expand

on this effect.
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7.9 CROSS MODAL PARADIGM: SUMMARY - CLINICAL
EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2 (Spatial location and Semantic Content Versions)

In summary, no main effect for the attended dimensions were reported in
Clinical experiment 1. Rather peculiarly, visual cue trials were faster than
comparable auditory cues trials, a finding which contrasts rather dramatically
with the findings of normal subjects; auditory cue trials consistently yielded
faster response times than visual cue trials. It was suggested, albeit rather
tentatively, that the enhanced benefit of the auditory modality might reflect the
compensatory role adopted by the auditory modality

given that many MS

patients are known to have visual sensory deficits. Another peculiar finding in
this experiment was that trials invalid for location were faster, rather unusually
when LW had been instructed to attend to the spatial location dimension of the
cue. It was proposed that LW may have developed internal strategies to
compensate for the low predictability of the cue. It was also considered that LW
like man^of the normal subjects might have overestimated the proportion of
invalid trials thereby anticipating responses in favour of invalid trials.

The failure to detect any significant finding when LW was instructed to
attend to the semantic content version of the cue (clinical experiment 1) was
surprising. This complete absence of effects had not been revealed in any
other aspect of this study, either with normal subjects or with MS patients. It
was suggested that LW may simply not have been attending to the specified
dimension and his poor performance on measures of sustained attention on the
TEA corroborates this suggestion.

For example,

LW s performance on

measures of sustained attention was in the low average range.

The findings of clinical experiment 2 contrast rather dramatically with
LW s performance on clinical experiment 1. While the increased predictability
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may have increased his motivation on the paradigm (this was considered to be
important for LW and has been indicated in his behaviour during testing) the
striking difference between his performance on clinical experiments 1 and 2 is
more likely to be indicative of the variability in performance characteristic of MS
pathology. While a main effect for the attended location was not reported when
LW was instructed to attend to the spatial location dimension, an overwhelming
benefit in favour of valid trials was reported when LW attended to the semantic
content

dimension of the cue.

Some main effects of cue and target were

reported, but with no consistent pattern. Again, this inconsistency reinforces the
proposition that LW s performance was highly variable. It is also likely that
LW s vulnerability to distraction was also detrimental in the execution of the
cross modal paradigm.

7.9.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
LW s performance on the TEA was in the average range. Consistent with
the findings of research on attention in MS, LW s performance on measures of
sustained attention was poor. It was reported that he was vulnerable to
distraction,

became

bored

easily and

subsequently

lost

concentration.

Additionally, his ability to divide attention was also in the low average range.
These impairments have definite implication for the interpretation of his
performance on the cross modal paradigm.

No main effect for the attended dimension was reported with the
exception of clinical experiment 2 where an overwhelming benefit in favour of
valid trials and a dramatic cost to invalid trials was demonstrated. While in
other patients or subjects , this effect might be interpreted as resulting from the
increased predictability with which the cue predicted the location of the target
stimulus, there was some concern that this may not in fact be the case on this
occasion. Indeed, the findings are thought to reinforce the argument that LW
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may not have attended to the specified dimension of the cue as instructed.
Evidence for this argument is demonstrated by the fact that no significant
effects were reported when LW attended to the semantic content dimension of
the cue in clinical experiment 1. While his failure to attend might not
necessarily fall into the all or none classification, the possibility that LW may
have attended on some occasion and not on others make the interpretation
even more difficult. While his results may shed little light on the nature of cross
modal processing in MS patients, his performance highlights the characteristic
variability which typifies all aspects of the diseases course in MS. His entire
performance is marked with inconsistencies, and few of the effects reported are
consistent either with that of

normal subjects or with any of the other MS

patients who participated in this study.
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CHAPTER 8

CASE NW
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8.1 CASE NW
8.1.1 CASE HISTORY
NW is a 37 year old right handed male attending the day hospital at
RHN on a twice weekly

basis for rehabilitation. NW recalls the onset of

initial symptoms to have occurred approximately 21 years ago. He remained
in employment until he was forced to retire 11 years ago due to increasing
fatigue. He was eventually diagnosed with MS 6 years ago.

NW walks with a crutch and is reported to be ataxic, which is more
prominent on the left side. NW is also registered as partially sighted; his
vision being more affected in the left eye. In terms of activities of daily living
NW is able to wash, dress, and feed himself but is reported to have become
more disabled since joining the hospital 3 years ago. It is unclear whether
he ought to be classified as belonging to the chronic progressive or the
relapsing form of MS. Senior nursing staff have reported a deterioration in
his physical abilities since joining the hospital. NW is currently

receiving

Vitamin B12 injections monthly, his medication is otherwise unremarkable.
On the BOSS NW obtained a score of 6 (see appendix 12).

8.1.2 BEHAVIOUR DURING TESTING SESSIONS
NW was happy to participate but appeared noticeably unmotivated.
Unlike many of the other patients who were eager to gain feedback on their
performance

and

information

about

the

project,

NW

was

largely

uninterested. This was not specific to the study as NW has been reported to
be unmotivated in many aspects of his rehabilitation. This might, in part, be
explained by his apparent denial of the seriousness and progression of his
illness.

He describes the symptoms of MS as analogous to those

experienced "when one is drunk" and for this reason appears to believe that
they might be temporary and therefore reversible.
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It was also remarkable that during testing NW appeared to define the
instructions in very concrete terms and seemed eager to complete the tasks
as fast as possible in spite of repeated instructions to ensure that he was
satisfying the task requirements. It is unclear whether NW always performed
the tasks as requested.
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8.2 PERFORMANCE ON THE TEA
NW s performance scores are tabulated below.

A summary plot of NW s

scaled scores is also presented overleaf to assist in depicting the clinical
picture of N W s performance. The summary plot has been directly extracted
from the scoring sheet of the TEA.
TABLE 9: Summary Scores fo r TEA
CASE: NW

SUBTEST

PERCENTILE

Map Search (M SI)

RAW
SCORE
12

SCALED
SCORE
<1

<0.2

Map Search (MS2)

22

2

0.2 - 0.6

Elevator Counting

7

*****

*****

Elevator Counting with
Distraction (ECD)
Visual Elevator (VE1)

2

0

<0.2

2

4

1 .5 -3 .3

Visual Elevator- Timing
Score (VE2)
Elevator Counting with
Reversal(ECR)
Telephone Search (TS)

5.666

5

3.3-67

2

7

12.2-20.2

5

4

1 .5 -3 .3

3.23

7

12.2-20.2

10

12

69.2 -79.8

Telephone
Counting (TSC)
Lottery (L)

while
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Figure 59: Case NW: Summary of Scaled Scores on
Test o f Everyday A ttention
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8.2.1 DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE ON THE TEA
On measures of visual selective attention (map search and telephone
search) NW was severely impaired. His poor performance demonstrated his
failure to extract relevant target items from an array of irrelevant or distracter
items. In fact his performance on the map search subtests was below the 1st
percentile. Since NW was the least disabled patient in the study, his
performance cannot be entirely explained as poor psychomotor

speed.

However, NW is reported to have visual sensory impairment and this may
have adversely affected his performance.

NW was impaired on measures of attentional switching and cognitive
flexibility (visual elevator subtest). While this subtest was also timed, the
performance score was calculated independently of the timing score and this
speed of processing cannot

therefore explain his poor performance.

Likewise, his visual sensory impairment is unlikely to explain the deficit since
NW was given as many practice trials as were necessary to ensure he
understood the task fully. Consistent with the common errors made on this
task, as reported by the authors, NW tended to either ignore the arrows or to
count them. Additionally, he occasionally failed to continue in the direction of
the elevator symbols and began the next line on the left end of the page.
When questioned afterwards as to whether he felt that this was the correct
procedure, he responded with the correct strategy. However, he later
repeated the same mistake and failed to adjust it accordingly.

His performance on measures of sustained attention (elevator
counting and lottery subtests) was better. On both subtests he performed at
ceiling. This is rather surprising given that the most documented impairment
of attention reported in patients with MS is impairment of sustained attention.
His performance demonstrates his ability to keep his mind on a task despite
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it being lengthy or even boring. From observation it appeared that when NW
was requested to concentrate on only one task which was clearly defined
and not likely to be interrupted by anything else, his performance was well
within the normal range.

His performance on the measure of divided

attention

(which

subsequently is thought to have a sustained attention component) was in the
low average range. This clearly means that a capacity to sustain attention for
the duration of the task cannot be offered as an explanation since NW s
performance on the sustained attention tasks was normal. His poor
performance is indicative of his difficulty in performing two equally important
tasks simultaneously.

Finally, on measures of auditory verbal working memory
counting with distraction and elevator counting with
performance was in

(elevator

reversal)

MW’s

the low average to borderline impaired range. NW

showed little distress at not being able to succeed on this measure despite
only obtaining a raw score of 2 from a maximum of 10 on both of the
measures. The auditory verbal working memory measures are sensitive to
one's ability to manipulate information for short time periods in the way we
might complete a complex arithmetic problem. The measures are also
considered be sensitive to impairments in auditory selective attention,
although the current research is speculative.

8.2.1.1 SUMMARY
Overall, N W s performance was the low average range for his age
with the exception of his performance on the sustained attention measures,
where his performance was errorless. NW s performance on measures of
visual selective attention was severely impaired. His visual sensory deficits
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were considered

in interpreting these scores. On measures of attentional

switching and cognitive flexibility, NW s performance was very poor. Despite
understanding the strategy, and being able to verbalise it, he was unable to
apply it appropriately.

NW performed at ceiling on both measures of sustained attention.
This remarkable performance is contrary to what might have been expected
given that the majority of studies report MS patients to be impaired on
measures of sustained attention. NW s performance was in the low average
range on the measure of divided attention.

Similarly, on tests of auditory

verbal working memory, NW s performance was in the low average to
borderline impaired range.
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8.3 CROSS MODAL PARADIGM - RESULTS
All graph figures referred in the result sections can be found at the end o f
the same sections. Summary tables for all o f the effects presented below
can be found in appendix 16.

8.3.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
A main effect for cue was reported (F (1, 268) = 25.485 p<0.001).
From Figure 60 it can be observed that auditory cues yielded significantly
faster reaction times than visual cue trials. In NW s case this was hardly
surprising given his visual sensory deficits. No other significant main effects
were reported.

A significant interaction of cue x target was also revealed (F (1, 268)
25.485, p<0.05). The interaction demonstrates that trials preceded by an
auditory cue were faster overall and this effect persisted irrespective of
whether the target was in the visual or auditory modality (see Figure 61).
Consistent with the findings of normal subjects, AV trials yielded the fastest
response times overall. This finding has also been reported in the case of
FG.
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Figure 60: Case NW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 61: Case NW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Target
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8.3.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
Significant main effects of cue (F (1, 262) = 33.159, p<0.001), and
target (F (1, 262) = 8.678) were reported (see Figure 62). As expected,
auditory cues led to faster response times than visual cue trials. This effect
was also reported when NW was instructed to attend to the spatial location
dimension of the cue. Likewise, auditory target trials yielded faster response
times than visual target trials. It is likely that NW s impaired vision dominated
the direction of this effect.

A significant interaction of cue x target was also reported ( F (1, 262)
= 14.745, p<0.001). The effect demonstrates that auditory cue trials were
faster and this effect persisted independently of whether the target was in
the visual or auditory modality. The same response pattern was reported
when NW attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue. Additionally,
consistent with the findings of normal subjects, AV trials yielded faster
response times than any other cue target combination (see Figure 63).

The relevance of this finding in the case of NW was that the benefit in
favour of AV trials persisted against a main effect for target in favour of
auditory targets. In the studies using normal subjects the AV interaction
operated within a main effect for auditory cues and visual targets. The
findings point unmistakably to some unique property of AV processing which
occurs independently of individual cue and target main effects.
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Figure 62: Case NW: Clinical experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Experimental Main Effects:
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Figure 63: Case NW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target
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8.4 DISCUSSION
8.4.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
A significant effect of cue indicating auditory cue trials to be
significantly faster than visual cue trials is reminiscent of previous results
with normal subjects. This result has previously been explained in terms of
the alerting effect produced by the presence of an auditory stimulus which is
not evident when a comparable visual cue is employed. No further significant
main effects were reported. This is also consistent the findings revealed with
normal subjects on this section of the paradigm.

An interaction of cue x target was also reported which indicated
benefit in favour

a

of AV trials. This finding has also been consistently

reported with normal subjects. Unlike other MS patients in this study where
a greater benefit in favour of cross modality trials by comparison to within
modality trials was reported, the current result fails to strengthen that finding
as being specific to MS patients. In fact it can be observed from Figure 61
that the overall benefit appears to be in favour of auditory stimuli (cue and
target) rather than specifically favouring cross modality processing in
general. A more general discussion of cross modal processing will be
presented once the findings of all four patients have been presented. This
will be further expanded in a later study.

8.4.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
Consistent with the findings reported in experiment 1 auditory cue
trials continue to yield faster response times than visual cue trials.
Additionally, auditory target trials also yield faster response times, a result
which contrast with those reported with normal subjects. It can be observed
from figure 62 that the benefit to auditory cues and targets is quite dramatic.
While a theoretically plausible argument might explain this effect, it is
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equally plausible that NW’s reported visual disturbances

provides the

explanation. Again, the explanation that has been provided with previous
subjects is that when one modality is impaired (and we know that visual
deficits in MS can result from optic neuritis), an alternative modality may
become more practised at tasks which might be shared,

therefore

demonstrating a greater efficiency in processing. Equally plausible is the
explanation that the auditory modality simply has an unfair advantage when
compared with a modality which has definite deficits.

A significant interaction of cue x target was also reported in this
experiment. The effect is reminiscent of the finding reported when NW was
attending to the spatial location dimension of the cue and merely enhances
the supposition that a general benefit in favour of auditory stimuli in general
is evident. From Figure 63 it is clear that AV trials are faster overall (again
consistent with the findings with normal subjects) AA trials enjoy an equal
benefit. The fact that the greatest cost was reported in W trials confirms that
the visual modality incurs more of a delay in the processing of cue and target
stimuli than the auditory modality. Again the implication of this point with be
pursued in the general discussion which will be presented once all of the
findings of all four subjects have reported.
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8.5 RESULTS
8.5.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
A main effect for location was reported (F (1, 259) = 11.244. p<0.001 ).
The effect demonstrates an overwhelming main effect of validity for the
attended dimension (see Figure 64). As in clinical experiment 1, auditory
cue trials and auditory target trials led to faster response times than visual
response times, although this effect did not reach a level of statistical
significance in this experiment. No other significant main effects were
reported.

A significant interaction of location x content was reported (F (1, 259)
= 7.173, p<0.01). It can be observed from Figure 65 that trials which were
valid for location were significantly faster overall, and the effect persisted
irrespective of whether trials were valid or invalid for content. However, from
closer inspection of Figure 65 it appears that this effect was more facilitated
when content was also valid than when trials were invalid for content.
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Figure 64: Case NW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 65: Case NW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Spatial
Location Version): Content x Location
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8.5.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
Main effects for cue (F (1, 258) = 8.162, p<0.005), target ( F (1, 258) =
11.363, p<0.001) and content (F (1, 258) = 12.034, p<0.001) were reported
(see Figure 66 for experimental main effects). Similar to NW’s previous
results, auditory cues led to faster reaction times than visual cue trials and
auditory target trials led to significantly faster response times than visual
target trials. These main effects have been previously explained as resulting
from NW’s visual sensory deficits.

An overwhelming advantage for trials valid for content was also
demonstrated in the main effect for content. This implies that NW showed an
advantage for valid trials for the attended dimension only when the cue
predictability was increased. This effect was not evident in clinical
experiment 1. A significant effect of cue x location was also reported (F (1,
258) = 4.704, p<0.05). The effect demonstrated that auditory cue trials were
faster overall, and the effect persisted independently of whether trials were
valid or invalid with respect to location. However, if trials valid and invalid for
location are considered separately, then it appears that trials invalid for
location are faster independently of whether trials are preceded by a cue in
the visual or auditory modality (see Figure 67).

Finally a significant interaction of location x content was reported (F
(1, 258) = 6.015, p<0.025), (see Figure 68). This effect replicates the same
effect reported when NW attended to the spatial location dimension of the
cue. When NW attended to content, trials valid for content were faster than
trials invalid for content. This effect was greatly facilitated when trials were
also valid for location than when trials were invalid for location (i.e. LVCV as
opposed LICV trials). The implication for these findings will be discussed in
the next section.
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Figure 66: Case NW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 67; Case NW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Location
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Figure 68: Case NW; Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Location x Content
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8.6 DISCUSSION
8.6.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
A main effect for location was reported; trials valid for location were
significantly faster than comparable invalid trials. The effect is consistent
with that reported with normal subjects and has been previously explained as
a result of the increased predictability of the cue in predicting the location of
the target stimulus. While no further main effects were reported, it is evident
from Figure 64 that auditory cues and targets were again faster than their
visual equivalent although the difference was not sufficient to merit
statistical significance.

A significant interaction of location x content revealed an interesting
result. The effect demonstrates quite dramatically that when trials are
simultaneously valid for location and content, trials are faster than other
content x location combinations ( i.e. LVCV trials yield faster results than
LVCI, LICV and LICI trials). The benefit of trials which are valid for content
(even when content was not

the attended dimension) has also been

witnessed with normal subjects. Here the effect manifested as a main effect
for content and was explained in terms of an interference effect produced by
the simultaneous processing of an incongruent cue (refer to general
discussion experiment 4 section 3.6.1). In the current setting it appears that
when NW was specifically attending to the location dimension of the cue and
the cue was simultaneously valid for content, his response times were
significantly faster. It is interesting that in the converse situation does not
produce a greater cost to response times (i.e. when trials are invalid for
location and invalid for content (LICI)). Since this effect has not been
previously reported with MS patients or indeed with NW on his performance
of clinical experiment 1, it will be interesting to consider whether the effect
was contingent upon the increased predictability of the cue. If this is the case
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then a similar interaction of location x content should be revealed when NW
was instructed to attend to the semantic content dimension of the cue. The
result from this experiment will be presented in the next section.

8.6.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
In accordance with NW s performance on all previous aspects of
clinical experiments 1 and 2, auditory cues and targets were significantly
faster than comparable visual stimuli. The effect has been explained in the
terms of the increased advantage of NW s auditory modality by comparison
to his deficient visual modality. As expected, a main effect for the attended
dimension was reported; trials valid for content were significantly faster than
comparable invalid trials The effect is a rather dramatic one (as seen in
Figure 66) and is also reminiscent of the finding with normal subjects. The
findings demonstrate quite categorically that NW attended to the specified
dimension on both aspects of clinical experiment 2. The change of effects
from his performance in clinical experiment 1 can therefore be attributed to
the increased predictability with which the attended dimension of the cue
predicted the location of the target stimulus.

An interaction of cue x location was merely a reflection of the main
effect of cue already reported. The interaction highlights that auditory cues
were faster than visual cues and this effect persisted independently of
whether trials were valid or invalid with respect to location (location being the
irrelevant dimension).

Finally, an interaction of location x content was reported. This was
also reported when NW was instructed to attend to the spatial location
dimension of the cue; trials simultaneously valid for location and content
yielded the faster response times. The finding

is not as pure when NW
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attended to the semantic content dimension of the cue. Instead it appeared
that while there was little benefit in favour of simultaneous valid location and
content trials (LVCV), there was a significant cost to response times when
trials were simultaneously invalid for content and location (i.e. LICI). In
physical terms this means, for example, that when the cue (the word RIGHT)
was again presented on the right and the target stimulus was presented on
the right there was little benefit in terms of speed of processing.

In the

converse situation, when the cue (the word RIGHT) was presented on the
right and the target came on the left there was a significant cost to response
times
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8.7 POST HOC ANALYSIS (CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)
A simple factorial analysis of variance was conducted. The data were
collapsed across experiments and attended dimensions and four within
subject factors were examined. These were as follows:
1. Content (valid or invalid);
2. Location (valid or invalid);
3. Experiment (experiment 1 or experiment 2 );
4. Dimension (attended to spatial location dimension of the cue or semantic
content dimension of the cue).

Significant main effects for experiment (F (1,1095) = 15.091, p<0.001)
and dimension (F (1,1095) = 185.590, p<0.001) were reported. From Figure
69 it can be observed that response times in experiment 2 were significantly
faster than response times in experiment 1. Additionally, NW responded
more quickly when he was attending to the semantic content dimension of
the cue than when he was attending to the spatial location dimension of the
cue. Both of these effects have also been reported with other MS patients in
this study (refer to case FG - post-hoc analysis). It is unclear why response
times in experiment 2 were significantly faster than experiment 1. The most
compelling

explanation is that the increased predictably of the cue in

experiment 2 reduced the patients uncertainty about the possible location of
the target stimulus. The rationale behind this suggestion is that the
increased predictability may have reduced decision time in detecting the
target stimulus and hence RT overall was reduced. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to measure decision time independently in these studies and so no
independent measure is available.

It is also unclear why trials were significantly faster when NW
attended to the semantic content dimension of the cue rather than the spatial
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location dimension of the cue. Previous explanations have focused on the
differential mechanisms underlying the processing of semantic and spatial
cues (see section 3.6.1). From the individual analysis, it appears to be the
case, that trials which are simultaneously valid for location and content
(when NW attended to location) yielded faster reaction times than other
alternative cue state trials. In the converse situation (i.e. when the subject
was instructed to attend to the semantic content dimension of the cue) the
benefit was not as pronounced.

A significant interaction of experiment x location was

reported (F

(1,1095) = 12.147 p=0.001). The effect results from a main effect for
experiment already discussed. It appears that, irrespective of whether trials
are valid or invalid for location, response times in experiment 2 yielded faster
response times than in experiment 1. More interesting is the fact that in both
experiments

trials invalid for location yielded faster response times than

trials valid for location. This effect occurred independently of whether NW
was attending to the spatial location dimension of the cue (see Figure 70).

A significant interaction of content x dimension was also reported ( F
(1, 1095) = 4.769, p<0.05). The effect results from a main effect of content
already reported. It can be seen in Figure 71

that the effect merely

demonstrated that while trials invalid for content were faster overall,

this

effect was even more pronounced when NW was attending to the content
dimension of the cue.

Finally, a significant interaction of content x location x dimension) was
revealed (F (1,1095) = 14.890, p<0.001). The effect demonstrated that when
NW was attending to content, response times were generally faster (this has
already been

discussed as a main effect in the individual analysis). The
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effect is also indicative of a differential response pattern between location
and content as a function of the attended dimension. From Figure 72 and 73
it can be seen that when NW was attending to

the spatial location

dimension of the cue, trials valid for location and simultaneously valid for
content yielded the fastest response times (i.e. LVCV trials were fastest). In
this sense it appears that when trials were valid for content , this facilitated
trials which were simultaneously valid for location. A similar effect was not
evident when NW attended to the semantic content dimension of the cue.
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Figure 69: Case NW: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiment 1 & 2): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 70: Case NW: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Experiment x Location
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Figure 71: Case NW: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiment 1 & 2): Content x Attended Dimension
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Figure 72: Case NW: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Content x Location (when
subjects are attending to location)
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Figure 73: Case NW: Post - Hoc Analysis (Clinical
experiments 1 & 2): Content x Location (when
subjects are attending to content)
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8.8 DISCUSSION - POST HOC ANALYSIS
The purpose of the post-hoc analysis was to determine whether any
differences between experiments for each of the attended dimensions would
be revealed,

which were not apparent in the individual analysis. The

analysis revealed trials in experiment 2 to be faster than experiment 1 and
trials to be faster when NW attended to the content dimension of the cue as
opposed to the spatial location of the cue.

The finding is consistent with those results reported in the case of
FG. The result was explained as being due to the fact that the increased
predictability of the cue in experiment 2 may have served to reduce the
hesitancy with which subjects responded (decision time), thereby decreasing
response times.

The finding that trials were faster when NW attended to content as
opposed to location remains a difficult finding to interpret. There are likely to
be two possible explanations. The first is that the mechanisms underlying the
processing of the semantic properties of a word are somewhat separate from
those underlying the spatial location of that word (what the word means and
where it is). This proposition has been extensively cited in the discussion of
experiment 4. The other possibility is likely to be linked to the fact that both
cases,

in which this result has been reported have obtained a greater

benefit in favour of the processing of auditory stimuli. This being the case,
then the increased advantage of trials valid for content (independent of
attended dimension) might be explained as

the differences in the

mechanisms underlying the processing of a spoken word from those
underlying visually reading a word (see section 3.6.1 for a discussion of the
relevant studies).
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Main effects of experiment, location, and content x dimension were
reported. Since both of these effects appear to have emerged from the
significant main effects just reported they will not be given any further
consideration. The significant interaction of location x content x dimension is
an interesting one and has already been highlighted in the individual
analysis. Basically, the finding demonstrates a differential response pattern
to the different cue states as a function of the attended dimension. The effect
demonstrates that when NW was attending to content, there was a greater
benefit to trials when they were simultaneously valid for content and location
and a greater cost to trials simultaneously invalid for content and location.
When NW was attending to location, again, a benefit in favour of trials
simultaneously valid for content and location was reported. Yet the
comparable cost to invalid trials was not as pronounced as when NW was
instructed to attend to the semantic content version. There is no clear or
obvious explanation why this occurred. However, it is worth mentioning that
this analysis was collapsed across both experiments. One can recall that a
significant effect for the attended dimension was only reported in clinical
experiment 2 and the interaction of location x content has already been
reported in the individual analysis. The implication of the findings will be
discussed in clinical discussion (this will be presented once all of the four
cases have been presented).
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8.9 CROSS MODAL PARADIGM - SUMMARY (CLINICAL
EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)
In summary, the findings of experiments 1 and 2

point to a direct

benefit in favour of auditory stimuli. Cues and targets in the auditory modality
yield faster response times than comparable visual cue and target trials. The
finding is not entirely consistent with the results reported from the analysis
with normal subjects. While auditory cues led to significantly faster reaction
times than visual cues, visual target were consistently faster than auditory
targets in the normative studies. In the case of NW, the benefit in favour of
auditory stimuli overall is explained in terms of his visual sensory deficits as
documented in his case history,

(that NW could see the visual stimuli in

order to complete the task was asserted by the compulsory performance of a
practice session by each patient on each of the conditions before every
experimental session began).

A consistent benefit in favour of AV trials is consistent with the
findings reported from the investigation with normal subjects. With normal
subjects the finding was explained in terms of the alerting effect produced by
the auditory stimuli. The finding has also been previously explained as
evidence supporting the hypothesis that the mechanisms underlying visualauditory processing and auditory-visual processing may not necessarily be
served by the same functional mechanisms (otherwise VA trials should be as
equally fast). In the current case the proposition is strengthened by the fact
the auditory stimuli in general were faster, and following this logic one might
have expected AA trials to yield the fastest response times overall. One
might wish to infer, therefore, that the evidence suggests that supramodal
processing is faster than within modality processing; that the consistent
benefit to AV trials demonstrates some unique properties of AV processing
which is characteristically different from VA processing; and finally the
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finding supports the hypothesis that the mechanisms underlying attentional
processing in vision and audition might in fact be functionally different.

In clinical experiment 2 , the most striking result was a main effect for
the attended dimension: Trials valid for content were faster than trials invalid
for content when NW was instructed to attend to the semantic content
dimension of the cue; trials valid for location were faster than comparable
invalid trials when NW was instructed to attended to the spatial location
dimension of the cue. The finding has not been reported with any of the MS
cases presented so far. This directly replicates the results described in
experiments 4 and 5 with normal subjects. The result has previously been
explained in

terms of the increased predictability with which the cue

predicted the location of the target in clinical experiment 2 as opposed to the
equal predictability of cue validity in clinical experiment 1.

Another interesting result reported from the analysis of clinical
experiment 2 was a significant interaction of location x content. The finding
demonstrated that when NW was attending to location, the presence of a
simultaneous valid content trial (LVCV) significantly enhanced processing
time. Subsequently, there was a greater cost to processing efficiency when
trials were simultaneously invalid for content and location (LICI). The effect
was not as pure when NW attended to the semantic content dimension of the
cue. While there was evidence that trials simultaneously valid for location
and content enhanced speed of processing relative to comparable cue
states, the cost to processing time was not as pronounced when trials were
simultaneously invalid for location and content. A similar finding was
reported with normal subjects in experiment 4 and 5.

A post-hoc analysis was conducted to investigate whether any
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additional effects were revealed which were not evident

in the individual

analyses. Two relevant effects were reported. The first, was that response
times in experiment 2 were significantly faster than in experiment 1. The
effect was explained in terms of the increased predictability of the cue,
leading to a reduction in decision times in detecting the target stimulus
(since the target was presented where the cue had specified on 80% of the
trials, for the attended dimension). Processing efficiency was therefore
facilitated in clinical experiment 2 and consequently reaction time was
reduced.

The final effect was the finding that reaction times were faster overall
when NW attended to the content dimension of the cue rather than the
spatial location dimension of the cue. The finding has previously been
explained in the case of FG as a result of the different mechanisms
underlying the processing of what a word says as opposed to where it is. It
seems intuitive that when one is processing for meaning the location of the
word is largely irrelevant and not likely to produce any interference.
However, when one is attempting to vocalise a word, the fact that the
semantics of the word might be incongruent with the location (the word
RIGHT on the left) is likely to interfere with processing and therefore
lengthen processing time. This appears to be the most plausible explanation.

8.9.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
NW is clearly impaired on measures of everyday attention. With the
exception of his performance on measures of sustained attention on which
he performed at ceiling, his performance on all other measures of everyday
attention (divided attention, visual selective attention, cognitive flexibility and
auditory verbal working memory) were impaired.

His visual sensory

impairment and slowed psychomotor speed were insufficient to explain all
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the findings. While FG was also reported to perform normally on measures
on sustained attention and was generally impaired on all other measures,
the finding contrasts markedly with the findings of all previous research on
attention with MS patients.

Typically MS patients are impaired on measures of sustained
attention and there are numerous studies to support this claim (see section
4.7 for a discussion of these studies). Many of these previous studies have
documented

impairments in sustained attention to be directly linked to

patients vulnerability to fatigue. The finding of the current case and the
aforementioned case fail to support this proposition, indeed it was found that
if appropriate procedures are undertaken to prevent patients becoming
fatigued during the testing session,

their performance on measures of

sustained attention is found to be preserved. However, this is unlikely to be
the entire explanation, since NW

and other MS patients performance on

measures of sustained attention was not just average, it was at ceiling.
Additionally, it is clear that they are fundamentally impaired on other aspects
of every day attention. These findings cannot be explained as resulting from
fatigue

since

this

was

readily

accommodated

in

the

experimental

procedures. It appears, therefore, that MS patients are impaired in many
aspects of attention and the reason why this is not evident from the literature
is because an appropriate and sensitive measure of attention has only
recently become available.

N W s performance on the cross modal paradigm more closely mimics
the performance of normal subjects than any of the other cases presented.
The results reported an overwhelming validity effect for the attended
dimensions in clinical experiment 2. The interactions reported between cues
and targets and between location and content also closely mimic the
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performance from the normative studies. The implications of these finding's
in the light the proposed hypothesis will be discussed in the general
discussion of all four cases.
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CHAPTER 9

CASE JF
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9.1 CASE JF
9.1.1 CASE HISTORY
JF is a 50 year old right handed male and was admitted to RHN due
to his deteriorating condition 2 years ago. His initial symptoms included
facial paraesthesiae and taste disturbances. He has had no remission since
diagnosis 1971.

JF is wheelchair bound and has left sided ataxia. He presents with a
mild dystharthria. He is reported to have full visual fields although he wears
glasses for reading. His medical notes report a pyramidal weakness in both
upper limbs and he has virtually no movement in either of his lower limbs. JF
continues to become more disabled as his condition worsens and falls into
the chronic progressive classification. On the EDSS he obtained a score of
8.0 (see appendix 12). His medication is otherwise unremarkable.

9.1.2 BEHAVIOUR DURING TESTING SESSION
JF was eager to help but suffered from extreme fatigue and often
found the testing sessions too exhausting. Where necessary, testing was
terminated whenever JF reported being too tired to continue. Being familiar
with Philadelphia he found the TEA a particularly pleasant experience. This
increased his motivation in completing the task although he still appeared to
tire as frequently as on the experimental paradigm sessions.
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9.2 PERFORMANCE ON THE TEA
A tabulated version of JF's scores on the TEA is presented below.
A summary plot of JF's scaled scores is also presented overleaf. The
summary plot has been directly extracted from the scoring sheet of the TEA.

TABLE 10: Summary Scores for TEA
CASE: JF
SUBTEST

RAW SCORE

Map Search (M SI)

PERCENTILE

7

SCALED
SCORE
<1

<0.2

Map Search (MS2)

14

<1

<0.2

Elevator Counting

7

* * * * *

* * * * *

6

6 .7 -1 2 .2

10

14

87.8 - 93.3

Visual
ElevatorTiming
Score (VE2)
Elevator
Counting
with
Reversal(ECR)
Telephone Search (TS)

7.67

2

0.2 - 0.6

3

8

20.2 - 30.9

15

<1

<0.2

Telephone
(TSC)
Lottery (L)

11.13

<4

1 .5 -3 .3

8

6

6 .7 -1 2 .2

Elevator
Counting
Distraction (ECD)
Visual Elevator (VE1)

while

with 4

Counting
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Figure 74: Case JF: Summary o f Scaled Scores cn
Test of Everyday A ttention
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9.2.1 DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE ON THE TEA
On measures of visual selective attention (map search and telephone
search), JF was severely impaired. Given JF's level of disability, this is not a
surprising result as his performance was grossly and adversely affected by
his psychomotor impairments. It was therefore difficult to extract what might
be a true measure of JF's ability to select target stimuli from an array of
potentially distracting items. However, the measure has allowed one to infer
that JF's speed of information processing was slow and this coupled with
severe motor impairment makes the execution of many manual tasks difficult.
This is particularly relevant to his performance on the experimental
paradigm.

The detrimental effect of JF's motor impairments is clarified on his
performance of the measure of cognitive flexibility and attentional switching
capacity (visual elevator). His performance was at ceiling, while his timed
score (calculated independently of his performance score) lies below the 1st
percentile. This

demonstrates rather dramatically how JF's slowed motor

abilities impair his performance in the execution of many tasks.
measure of cognitive flexibility,

As a

his performance demonstrates that JF can

switch from one topic to another in accordance with the task demands.

On measures of sustained attention (elevator counting and lottery),
JF's performance lies in the average to below average range.

On the

elevator counting task he performed at ceiling, but his performance on the
lottery subtest was below average for his age. In interpreting this result it
must be considered that JF fatigues quickly and found the lottery subtest
particularly difficult for this reason. On the day that JF was tested, the lottery
subtest the lottery subtest was the only subtest administered.
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His ability to execute two equally important tasks simultaneously, was
in the impaired range and his scaled score was two s.d.'s below the mean. It
is noteworthy that JF managed to circle all of the target stimuli but his overall
score was adversely affected by his slowed motor abilities (e.g. time per
target score = 15 (telephone search) and time per target score = 23 seconds
(telephone search while counting). It is important therefore to guard against
over-interpretation since JF appeared competent at performing the task and
therefore dividing his attention, but his impaired speed of performance
seriously affected his overall result.

On measures of auditory verbal working memory, (elevator counting
with

distraction

and

elevator

counting

with

reversal

subtests)

JF's

performance was in the low average range. Since no manual response was
required it is possible that his performance might be explained in terms of
slowed information processing. Quite simply, JF was unable to keep up with
the speed of presentation. This is relevant when one considers that JF
performed in the normal range on measures where his performance was not
contingent upon his ability to process information quickly.

9.2.1.1 SUMMARY
Overall JF's performance was in the low average range with the
exception of his cognitive flexibility

and attentional capacity which he

performed at ceiling. JF's performance was especially poor on measures of
visual selective attention and

this was explained as resulting from his

impaired psychomotor processes. On measures of sustained attention, JF's
performance was in the low average range. The fact that JF fatigues very
easily was taken in consideration when interpreting this result. JF appeared
capable of dividing his attention between two tasks, but his performance on
this measure was adversely affected by the timed component. Finally on
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measures of auditory verbal working memory, JF's performance was in the
low average range. The possibility that his performance on these measures
could be sensitive to his slowed information processing ability was
discussed.
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9.3 CROSS MODAL PARADIGM - RESULTS

AH graph figures referred to in the results sections can be found at the end
o f the same sections. Summary tables for all o f the effects presented below
can be found in appendix 17.

9.3.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
A main effect for content was reported ( F (1, 256) = 13.111,
p<0.001). This is a rather surprising effect given that JF was instructed to
attend to the location dimension of the cue. The effect revealed that trials
invalid for content were significantly faster than trials valid for content (see
Figure 75).

A significant interaction between cue and target was also documented
(F (1, 256) = 14.512, p<0.001). The effect demonstrates an overwhelming
advantage in favour of cross modality trials relative to within modality trials
(see Figure 76). This implied that AV trials were faster than W trials and VA
trials were faster than AA trials. Indeed consistent with the findings reported
with normal subjects it appears that AV trials yielded the fastest response
times overall.

Finally, a significant interaction of cue x content was reported (F (1,
256) = 11.323, p<0.001). The effect demonstrated that when the cue was in
the visual modality there was virtually no difference between trials which
were valid for content and trials which were invalid for content. However
when the cue was in the auditory modality, trials invalid for content yielded
faster reaction times than trials valid for content. The effect results primarily
from a main effect of content already discussed and points to a differential
effect of content as function of the cue type (see Figure 77).
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Figure 75: Case NW: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 76: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Target
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Figure 77: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 1 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Content
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9.3.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
Significant main effects for cue ( F (1, 264) = 11.571, p=0.001) and
location {F (1, 264) = 4.714, p<0.05) were reported. Visual cues led to faster
reaction times overall and trials valid for location were faster than
comparable invalid trials. This is very curious given that JF was instructed to
attend to the semantic content dimension of the cue (see Figure 78).

A significant interaction of cue and target was also reported (F (1,
264) = 19.327, p<0.001). This replicates the effect previously reported
(clinical experiment 1 - spatial location version) in that cross modal trials
were significantly faster than within modality trials. This is a rather dramatic
advantage and can be observed in Figure 79)

A significant interaction between target x content was also reported (F
(1, 264) = 7.892, p<0.005). The effect demonstrates a cross over effect
between visual and auditory trials as a function of whether trials were valid
or invalid with respect to content (see Figure 80). It appears that when trials
were valid for content, auditory trials led to faster response times than visual
target trials. In other words there was a greater benefit to auditory target
trials when trials were valid for content and a greater to cost to auditory
target trials when trials were invalid for content.

Finally, a significant interaction of cue x target x location
reported

was

(F (1, 264) = 3.968, p<0.05). While this effect was not hugely

significant, the benefit in favour of cross modal trials just discussed appears
to be sensitive to whether trials are valid or invalid with respect to location.
More specifically the effect demonstrates that while a benefit on favour of
cross modal trials prevails, the effect is more pronounced when trials are
valid for location than when they are invalid for location (see Figures 81 and
82).
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Figure 78: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 79: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target
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Figure 80: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Target x Content
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Figure 81: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 1 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target x Location (Valid)
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Figure 82: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target x Location (Invalid)
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9.4 DISCUSSION
9.4.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
A peculiar main effect for content was reported despite the instruction
to attend to the spatial location dimension of the cue. The result is curious,
but has been previously reported in the equivalent experiment with normal
subjects. In normal subjects trials valid

for content were faster than

equivalent invalid trials( even when instructed to attend to the spatial
location version). This effect has been explained in terms of the interference
effects produced from processing of an incongruent semantic cue coupled
with the interference effects produced from the low predictability of the cue
(refer to experiment 4 -discussion section for greater detail).

In the case of JF, it appears that trials invalid for content yielded
faster response times than trials valid for content. Indeed the same was true
for the location dimension; trials invalid for location were faster then
comparable valid trials although this effect was not statistically significant.
There is no clear explanation for why this effect occurred. One possible
explanation might be to suggest that JF may not have attended to the
specified dimension as instructed and this coupled with the low cue
predictability may have influenced his performance.

The

significant interaction of cue x content help disentangle the

effect. It appears that the benefit experienced by invalid content

trials is

quite specific to the auditory modality. In Figure 77 it can be seen that while
there is little difference between trials valid and invalid for content in the
visual modality, trials invalid for content were faster than comparable valid
trials in the auditory modality. This effect spills over from the main effect for
content already considered.
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A significant cue x target interaction was consistent with the findings
of FG and signifies a very clear advantage of cross modal trials over within
modality trials. The finding clearly suggests that when the demands of
stimulus processing increase JF responds more quickly when employing two
modalities than when one modality is responsible for all of the processing.
Consistent with the findings of normal subjects AV trials yielded the fastest
response times overall. This was an extremely interesting effect. From JF's
performance on the TEA, it was concluded that,

while he was generally

capable of executing the task, his slowed information processing capacity
often served to adversely affect his performance. While it would be
premature to draw any firm conclusions, it might be the case than when
information processing ability

is compromised, two modalities are better

than one. This suggestion would strengthen the working hypothesis of this
project that there may be independent mechanisms for the control of
attention in vision and audition. One might therefore be tempted to infer that
resource allocation

is not a supra modal commodity, but might in fact be

organised in a modality specific fashion. This being the case, the crossmodal benefit witnessed in some of these cases might reflect the cumulative
benefit of the attentional resources of two modalities rather than one. Of
course, further research would be necessary to substantiate the claim. Some
relevant suggestions will be presented in a later section.

9.4.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
Unlike the findings reported when JF attended to the spatial location
dimension of the cue, a main effect of cue and location was reported here.
Consistent with the findings of other MS patients in this study, visual cues
were faster than auditory cues. The finding contrasts markedly with the result
reported from normal subjects where auditory cue trials were consistently
reported to be faster than visual cue trials. In previous experiments in this
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study, the finding has been explained

the finding has in the past been

explained in terms of the advantage which the auditory modality has,
especially since many of the MS patients have visual sensory disturbances.
The fact that an advantage of auditory stimuli is demonstrated in some
experiments and not in others, even in the same patients,

highlights the

variability in performance which typifies all aspects of the cognitive
performance of MS.

Consistent with the findings of JF's performance on the other
dimension of clinical experiment 1 a cue x target interaction highlighted the
successful benefit of cross-modality trials over within modality trials. In the
previous section it was speculated that this finding represented the
increased benefit of the attentional resources of two modalities relative to
one. The significant interaction of cue

x target x location highlights the

fragility of the phenomenon. It appears that the significant benefit of cross
modality trials persists only when trials are valid for location (the irrelevant
dimension) and is lost when trials become invalid for location. The crossmodal benefit appears to have been over-shadowed

by the main effect of

cue (already discussed, such that visual cue trials yielded

the fastest

response times independent of the modality of the target with which it was
paired). Given the data set on this case it may be likely that this finding is
merely an artefact of a very strong main effect of cue which biased the
overall mean values.

The interaction of target x content is a relevant one since JF was
instructed to attend to the semantic content dimension of the cue. The
finding highlights that when trials are valid for content there was a greater
benefit to auditory target trials than visual target trials. Similarly, when trials
were invalid for content, there was a greater cost to auditory target trials than
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to visual target trials. This effect extends our understanding of why no main
effect for content was revealed. It appears that while trials valid for content
were faster than comparable invalid trials, the effect remained specific to the
auditory modality.
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9.5 RESULTS
9.5.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO LOCATION
No significant main effects were revealed. However, it can be
observed from Figure 83 that visual cues and target trials were faster than
auditory cue and target trials; that trials valid for location and content were
faster than comparable invalid trials. However none of these effects reached
a level of statistical significance.

A significant interaction of cue x location was reported (F (1, 258) =
7.456, p<0.01). The effect depicts a differential pattern of response times to
visual and auditory cue trials as a function of whether trials were valid or
invalid with respect to location. It can be observed from Figure 84 that when
trials were valid for location, visual cue trials yielded faster response times
than auditory cue trials. However, when trials were invalid for location this
benefit for visual cue trials was lost and auditory cue trials yielded the fastest
response times overall.
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Figure 83: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 ( Spatial
Location Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 84: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 (Spatial
Location Version): Cue x Location
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9.5.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - ATTENTION TO CONTENT
A significant main effect for target ( F (1, 268) = 16.052, p<0.001) and
content (F (1, 268) = 18.452, p<0.001) was reported. From Figure 85 it can
be observed that visual target trials yielded faster response times than
auditory target trials and trials valid for content were significantly faster than
trials invalid for content.

The effect demonstrated an overwhelming

advantage for valid over invalid trials for the attended dimension. No further
significant main effects were reported.

A significant interaction of cue x target was reported (F (1, 268) =
20.036, p<0.001). In the previous experiments the significant interaction of
cue

X

target demonstrated a greater advantage in response times for cross

modal trials when compared to within modality trials. This effect is not
directly replicated in the current study. Instead, there appears to be little
difference between W

and VA trials, but the overwhelming benefit is

observed in favour of AV trials over AA trials. This effect more closely
mirrors the effect found with normal subject. Generally , AV trials yielded the
fastest response times overall (see Figure 86).

A significant interaction of target x content was also reported (F (1,
268) = 7.582, p<0.01). The effect revealed that while trials valid for content
were significantly faster overall, this effect was more pronounced in the
auditory target trials than in the visual target trials (see Figure 87)

Finally, a significant interaction of cue x target x content was revealed
(F (1, 268) = 12.898, p<0.001), (see Figures 88 and 89). This effect
demonstrated a differential response pattern between visual and auditory
targets and visual and auditory cues as a function of whether trials were
valid or invalid with respect to content. Firstly it appears that responses
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times are considerably longer when trials are invalid for location irrespective
of the cue target combination, with the exception of AV trials which are
virtually the same. In fact it can be observed from Figures 88 and 89 that AV
trials yielded the fastest response times overall independently of whether
trials were valid or invalid with respect to content. It is also the case that this
effect is more pronounced when trials are invalid for content. For example,
there is little difference between W

and VA trials when considered

separately for trials valid or invalid for content. However, while AV trials were
considerably faster than AA trials when trials are valid for content, the effect
becomes exaggerated when trials are invalid for content. This implies that
when JF was attending to content , the effect of an invalid trials was most
detrimental to his performance in the AA condition. This will be expanded
further in a later section.
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Figure 85: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 86: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target
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Figure 87: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Target x Content
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Figure 88: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 (Semantic
Content Version): Cue x Target x Content (Valid)
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Figure 89: Case JF: Clinical Experiment 2 ( Semantic
Content Version): Cue X Target x Content (Invalid)
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9.6 DISCUSSION
9.6.1 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION
The absence of any significant main effect in this experiment is
curious. It was documented in the observations during testing section that
JF fatigues quickly.

A single significant interaction of cue x location

indicates that visual cues were faster independently of whether trials were
valid or invalid with respect to location. The lack of significance forces one
to question whether JF was indeed attending to the specified dimension on
these sessions. It might also be the case that while the preliminary data
analysis provided a satisfactory way of dealing with the data on most
occasions, in this situation the variance may have been too contaminated
and the technique applied may not have been sufficiently sensitive to deal
with the variance dilemma. This would certainly explain the absence of
effects. One might be tempted to favour the argument that JF may simply not
have been able to complete the task. This possibility is over-ruled by the
previous effects reported on other section of the study completed by JF. As
evident from the result of this section of clinical experiment 2 a range of
effects are reported when JF attended to the semantic content dimension of
the cue and the significance of their findings will be discussed next.

9.6.2 CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 - SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION
Consistent with the findings reported with normal subjects, visual
target trials were significantly faster than the equivalent visual trials and an
overwhelming main effect for the attended dimension was reported; trials
valid for content were significantly faster than comparable invalid trials. A
main effect for content has also been reported with other MS subject on this
section of the study.

A significant interaction of cue x target mimics the findings reported
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with other MS patients in this study. Also consistent with the finding of
normal subjects it appears that AV trials yielded the fastest response times
overall. While it appears that cross modal trials in general were not
significantly faster than within modality trials, it can be observed from Figure
86 that when visual target trials and auditory target trials are considered
separately, cross modal trials were faster than equivalent within modality
trials (i.e. AV trials are faster than W trials and VA are faster than AA trials).
The implication of these findings will be discussed later. The reported result
of a significant interaction of cue x target x content highlight a differential
response pattern between cue and target as a function of whether trials are
valid for invalid with respect to content. The finding reinforces the earlier
point that AV trials yielded faster response times overall, but this effect was
more pronounced when trials were invalid for content than when they were
valid for content. In fact, the significant interaction of target x content helps
to clarify the issue

The significant interaction of target x content resulted primarily from a
significant main effect of target and content which

has already been

reported as significant main effects. The effect demonstrated that the effect
of an invalid semantic cue was more pronounced in the auditory modality
than in the visual modality. This finding is reminiscent of the finding in
experiment 3 with normal subjects where it was concluded that while the
auditory modality seems capable of orienting attention covertly, the effects
of miscuing appear to be more hazardous for the auditory modality than the
visual modality. Hence it was speculated that the auditory modality may be
less efficient after engaging attention at an alternative focus once it has
been miscued than the visual modality.
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9.7 POST HOC ANALYSIS (CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)
A simple factorial analysis of variance was conducted. The data was
collapsed across experiments and attended dimensions and four within
subject factors were examined. These were as follows:
1. Content (valid or invalid);
2. Location (valid or invalid);
3. Experiment ( 1 or experiment 2 );
4. Dimension (attended to spatial location dimension of the cue or semantic
content dimension of the cue).

Significant main effects of experiment (F (1, 1094) = 6.102, p<0.025)
and dimension (F(1,1094) = 63.410, p<0.001) were reported. Like other MS
patients in this study (NW and FG) response times in experiment 2 were
significantly faster than experiment 1. Additionally, response times were
faster when JF attended to the semantic content dimension of the cue than
when he attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue. The
implications of these findings will be discussed in a later section. No other
significant main effects were reported (see Figure 90).

The interaction of location x experiment was also significant (F (1,
1094) = 2.875, p<0.01). The effects points to a different pattern of response
times between trials which are valid and invalid for location as a function of
experiment. In experiment 1,

trials valid for location took longer than

comparable invalid trials. In experiment 2, this effect was reversed and trials
valid for location yielded the fastest response times (see Figure 91).

A significant interaction of content x experiment was reported (F (1,
1094) = 22.611, p<0.001). The interaction indicates a reverse effect in the
response times to trials valid and invalid for content as a function of the
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experiment. From figure 92 it can be observed that when the cue
predictability was low (experiment 1) trials valid for content took longer than
trials invalid for content. This pattern of findings was reversed in experiment
2 (i.e. trials valid for content were significantly faster than comparable invalid
trials).

The interaction of dimension x experiment clarifies the effect (F (1, 1094) =
89.746, p<0.001). From figure 93 it can be seen that when JF attended to
location response times in experiment 2 were faster, but when JF attended
to content, response times in experiment 1 appear marginally faster. These
effects make the main effect of experiment and content clearer.

The interaction between dimension and content was also significant
(F (1, 1094) = 13.441, p<0.001). The effect indicates that when JF attended
to location, irrespective of experiment, trials valid for content took longer
than comparable invalid trials. When JF attended to content dimension of
the cue, trials valid for content

yielded faster response times than

comparable invalid trials. This interaction stems primarily from a main effect
of content already reported in the individual analysis (see figure 94).
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Figure 90: Case JF: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2 ): Experimental Main Effects
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Figure 91 : Case JF: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Location x Experiment
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Figure 92: Case JF: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Content x Experiment
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Figure 93: Case JF: Post- Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Dimension x Experiment
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Figure 94: Case JF: Post-Hoc Analysis (Clinical
Experiments 1 & 2): Dimension x Content
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9.8 DISCUSSION - POST-HOC ANALYSIS
As expected, a significant interaction of experiment and dimension
was reported. Consistent with the findings of the MS patients in this study,
response times in experiment 2 were faster than in experiment 1 and trials
where JF was instructed to attend to content was faster than when the
instruction was to attend to location. Previous explanation of these findings
have included the increased predictability with which the cue predicted the
location of the target stimulus, as responsible for the significant main effect
of experiment. Presumably, for MS patients the greater likelihood that a
target would be presented at a specified location reduced the decision times
as to where the target was presented. This may have resulted in a reduction
in hesitancy and subsequently in reaction time.

The greater benefit in favour of reaction times when subjects attended
to content have previously been explained in terms of the functionally
different mechanisms involved in processing the meaning of the word as
opposed to the location of the word (i.e. what the word meant as opposed to
where the word was presented). A significant interaction of dimension x
experiment extends this issue further. It appears that the effect may have
resulted from the exaggerated differences in experiment 1 and 2 when JF
was attending to location rather than when content was the relevant
dimension.

Further significant interaction of dimension and co nte nt, experiment x
content, and location x experiment merely result from the significant main
effects already discussed and so will not be given any further consideration.
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9.9 CROSS MODAL PARADIGM: SUMMARY (CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1
AND 2)
In summary, no main effect for the attended dimension was reported
in clinical experiment 1. The absence of a significant main effect for the
attended dimension in clinical experiment 1 is consistent with previous
reports of the MS patients,. It has previously been suggested that the low
predictability of the cue may explain this absence of significant main effects.
In some studies a cue which only

predicted the location of the target

stimulus on 50 % of the trials was often classified as a cue of no informative
value (since the chances of it accurately localising the target stimulus were
equal to it not accurately localising the location). For this reason patients
may have inhibited their attention to the location where the cue specified
(depending on the relevant dimension) and simply waited for the target to be
presented. If this was the case, then we would not expect trials valid for the
attended dimension to entertain any beneficial effect nor would we expect
any cost to invalid trials to be documented. This is precisely what the results
reported.

Perhaps the most interesting effect to be reported from clinical
experiment 1 was an overwhelming benefit in favour of cross modal trials
relative to within modality trials. It was argued that the benefit reflected a
greater access to attentional resources when employing two separate
modalities relative to when one modality was responsible for all stimulus
processing. Additionally it was speculated that the benefit in terms of the
division of labour amongst modalities might only be specific to those in
whom attention is already compromised. We already know that JF was
impaired on virtually all measures of the TEA. If this argument is accepted
then the finding of a benefit in favour of cross modal trials might be taken as
support for the hypothesis that there may in fact be

independent
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mechanisms for the control of attention in vision and audition.

In clinical experiment 2, no main effect for the attended dimension
was reported when JF attended to the spatial location dimension of the cue.
There was some doubt raised in this experiment as to whether JF had
attended to the relevant cue dimension as instructed. In striking contrast to
this experiment , when JF attended to the content dimension of a cue an
overwhelming benefit in favour of trials valid for the attended dimension was
reported. Additionally the cross modal benefit re-occurred,

strengthening

the earlier suggestion that when attention is compromised in any way,
access to two modalities is better than one. This was explained in terms of
the increasing attentional resource allocation when two modalities are
employed. This issue will be considered in the final discussion.

Finally, the analysis from the post-hoc analysis were consistent with
the equivalent analysis with the other MS patients in this study. Basically,
trials were faster when JF attended to the semantic content dimension of the
cue and trials in experiment 2 were faster than those of experiment 1. Since
these results have also been reported with all other MS subjects (with the
exception of LW) a more elaborate discussion will be postponed until the
general discussion of all four patients.

9.9.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In summary it appears that contrary to the findings of previous
research in this area JF demonstrated quite a severe impairment on many
measures of attention. Consistent with previous research in this area, he
was impaired on measures of sustained attention. This however appears to
be task specific since his performance was at ceiling on the elevator
counting task but below average on the lottery task. This demonstrates the
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vulnerability of MS patients to varying degrees of variability and reinforces
the earlier suggestion sole measures of any cognitive process cannot in
isolation be indicative of the standard of functioning in the entire system.

In terms of the cross modal paradigm, it was reported that no main
effect for the attended dimension was revealed (with the exception of clinical
experiment 2 - attention to content). From this perspective the findings only
vaguely mirrors the findings reported with normal subjects although they are
similar to many of the findings reported with other MS patients in this study.
One of the most interesting finding was that cross modality trials entertained
a major advantage over within modality trials and this effect was also
consistent with other MS patients. While previous studies with normal
subjects revealed a consistent benefit in favour of AV trials the benefit was
not entirely in favour of cross modal trials. It remains to be discussed
whether the mechanisms underlying these effects in normals and MS
patients are in fact the same. This issue will be raised in the general
discussion which is to be presented next.
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CHAPTER 10

Neuropsychological Aspects of Attention in Multipie
Sclerosis
Discussion of the Four Single Cases
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10.1 DISCUSSION
The purposes of the current research were threefold.
1. The first was to employ the TEA as a global index of attention and
to establish the exact parameters of attention disrupted in the MS patients
who participated in the study.
2. The second objective was to investigate whether MS patients
showed the same pattern of effects on the cross modal paradigm as
normals subjects.
3. The third purpose was to establish the suitability of the paradigm
for use with patients as severely disabled as those recruited in this study

10.2

THE

NATURE

OF

IMPAIRED

AND

INTACT

ATTENTIONAL

FUNCTIONS IN MS
The findings reported from previous studies investigating aspects of
attention in MS have been both ambiguous and inconclusive. While Filley et
al. (1988) reported that diseases such as MS which are diffuse and multi
focal might disrupt the global attentional system at any one of several
points, few

studies have attempted to extend our understanding of the

different aspects of attention that might be impaired in MS. Instead many of
the studies assessed

one or two aspects of attentional processing and

inferred on this basis whether the global attentional system was impaired or
preserved. In general there has been little agreement amongst the relevant
studies.

DeLuca at el. (1995) and Van den Burg at si. (1987) failed to detect
any impairment in the cohort of MS patients investigated in their studies, yet
Callanan at ai. (1989) reported that visual and auditory attention were
certainly impaired in the population they investigated. They proceeded to
argue that impairments in attention might be the most sensitive indication
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of cognitive impairment in MS patients. Similarity, Cohen and Fisher (1989)
reported that many MS patients showed severe impairment on measures of
sustained attention. It appears that the lack of integrity amongst studies is
as much as reflection of the patients recruited as the tests employed. It is
clear that attention is a highly sophisticated system and sole measures of
only one aspect of attention cannot be interpreted as a global index of the
functioning of the entire system.

In the current study, the TEA (Robertson et al., 1994) was chosen as
measures of selective, divided and sustained attention as well as measures
of cognitive flexibility and auditory verbal working memory. Since the results
of each case have already been presented, the results of all four cases will
be considered collectively from here onward.

One of the most striking findings reported from patient's performance
on the TEA was that patients were not as impaired on measures of
sustained attention as might have been expected given the findings of
Cohen and Fisher (1989) and Callanan at ai. (1989). It is even more
surprising not to have found gross impairments of sustained attention given
that all of the patients in this study were in the advanced stages of their
disease, were severely disabled (as indexed by their individual rating on the
Expanded

Disability Status Scale) and were reported to fatigue easily.

From the individual analysis it can be demonstrated that two of the patients
performed at ceiling on measures of sustained attention and the remaining
two patients performed in the average to low average range. Of these two
patients it is likely that LW performed badly on measures of sustained
attention due to his sensitivi^ to being distracted and JF most probably
due to fatigue. Of course one cannot conclude on the basis of four patients
that sustained attention is not severely disrupted in all MS patients but the
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findings highlight two critical issues.

The first, is that in a group as small as four patients with definite
MS, the pattern of findings is not absolute and this points to a clear danger
in making general inference on the basis of patients performance derived
from group studies. This issue will be addressed in more detail later.

The second issue, is that the reason why patients may not have been
severely impaired on this measure was because appropriate control
measures were undertaken to ensure that patients were not distressed or
fatigued in any way by the experimental procedure. This being the case, the
finding would support those of Cohen et a/. (1989) who attributed
impairments of sustained attention to be related to fatigue. Conversely, the
findings of the present study clarify that if fatigue is systematically
controlled, then patients may no longer be impaired on measures of
sustained attention. It is tempting to suggest that previous reports of
sustained attention being impaired in MS patients are merely a reflection of
inadequate control for variables (such as fatigue) which are typically
characteristic of the disease pathology. Hence, in studies where sustained
attention was reported to be impaired, it may be the case that mechanisms
underlying the execution of sustained attention tasks were not entirely
responsible for their impaired performance but the inadequate control of
fatigue in the experimental design which causes the decrement in their
performance. Further experimental work would be necessary to unravel
these effects.

Consistent with many of the studies which reported MS patients to be
impaired on measures of visual

selective attention, all four patients

performed in the low average range. However, it is necessary to guard
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against over interpreting these results. Both measures of visual selective
attention in the TEA were timed and patients may have performed poorly
due to press of time rather than a failure to accurately select

relevant

items from the array of potentially distracting ones. Given the importance of
the timed element on measures such as visual selective attention it is
difficult to conceptualise how one

might compensate for their obvious

psychomotor difficulties. It appears that the only way is to be cautious in
interpreting the findings.

The problems incurred as a result of

impaired psychomotor

functions is further clarified in their performance on the measure of
attentional switching and cognitive flexibility. While there was a broad range
of abilities demonstrated on this measure, all patients were reported to be
severely impaired on the timed component (calculated separately). The
finding that patients performance was generally preserved on this measures
was surprising. Previous studies have highlighted a more than coincidental
link between the performance of frontal lobe damaged patients and MS
patients on tasks such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WSCT) (Rao,
1986). The performance of the four patients in the current study failed to
support this assumption. While the performance of two of the patients was
in the average

range, another patient was impaired and the remaining

patient performed at ceiling. Of the four patients one might have expected
LW to have performed poorly on this measure since he manifested many of
the behavioural characteristics of frontal pathology (e.g. impersistence,
distractibility and a tendency to perseverate on motor tasks). In fact

he

performed in the average range for his age. The finding that JF (the most
disabled of the patients) performed at ceiling confirms that degree of
disability is not always indicative of the status of cognitive functioning. This
supports the previous findings of Grossman et al. (1994).

Again the
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considerable range in performance amongst the four patients highlights the
variability which typifies all aspects of MS pathology.

The most consistent pattern of results reported on the TEA came
from patients’ performance on measures of divided attention on which all
patients were impaired. To date no known studies have specifically
investigated divided attention in MS. Patients performed poorly

on this

measures for a number of reasons.

The most typical reason was that patients stopped to count the
bleeps, demonstrating quite clearly

a failure to perform two equally

important tasks simultaneously. Sprengelmeyer et al. (1995) also reported a
cohort of Huntington's disease patients to be impaired on measures

of

divided attention. In their study, divided attention was measured in a series
of three conditions. In the first condition subjects viewed a 4x4 matrix of
dots and were required to respond as quickly as possible whenever four
randomly presented x's superimposed on the matrix formed a square. In the
second condition, subjects listened to high and low pitched tones and had
to detect tonal regularities (i.e. when two successive tones were the same)
over a five minute period. Finally, divided attention was measured by
subject' completing both conditions simultaneously. Sprengelmeyer at si.
reported "a disproportionate increase in omissions in the divided attention
measure" (p. 151). They interpreted this finding as "a problem in allocation
of attentional resources to different modalities" (p. 151).

It may also be the case that their interpretation of the finding in terms
of a deficit in the allocation of attentional resources to different modalities
might alternatively be interpreted as support in favour of the hypothesis that
there may in fact be independent mechanisms for the control of attention in
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vision and audition. This would lend support to the assumption that visual
and auditory mechanisms might also be individually impaired. This will be
re-addressed later in the discussion of cross modal attention.

Finally, the performance of the four patients on measures of auditory
verbal working memory was highly variable ranging from low average to
normal. While the authors of the TEA (Robertson et al., 1994) have
suggested that measures of auditory working memory may be unsuitable for
some brain damaged patients, it should be noted that only one of the
patients (case FG) failed to complete this task. While those who did
complete were not entirely successful, it is difficult to understand whether
they did badly due to the speed of presentation or whether they were
unable to hold the information in memory long enough to execute the task.
Some suggestions will be made in a later section as to how this might be
experimentally investigated

It is clear that the pattern of findings are rather volatile and specific
to the patient being examined. The only conclusive finding is that all four
patients were impaired on measures of divided attention and patients were
not as impaired on measures of sustained attention as one might have
expected given previous research in this area. The fact

that the

performance of these patients was highly variable demonstrated quite
categorically

how misleading group studies of MS patients can be. In a

disease marked by unpredictability and variability it appears totally
inappropriate to classify patients purely on the basis of clinical criteria. To
do so is analogous to investigating cognitive performance in head injury
without considering the locus of the lesion and then drawing conclusions as
if all patients might manifest the same

deficits since having the same

aetiology. Baddeley and Wilson (1986) avidly capture this thought. They
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comment "Common aetiology does not guarantee equivalent cognitive
dysfunction. Equally distinct aetiology does not guarantee distinct cognitive
dysfunction" (p.235). Some suggestion as to how research in this area
might be conducted in the future will be discussed in a later section.

10.3 THE CROSS MODAL PARADIGM
The purpose of conducting the cross modal paradigm in clinical
experiments 1 and 2 was to investigate whether the four MS patients
recruited would show the same pattern of effects as normal subjects. In the
normative studies, three main issues were discussed following the results of
experiments 4 and 5. These included the cue validity effect, the nature of
cross modal processing and the influence of the cue predictability on
response times. For clarity, these issues will be re-employed to discuss the
pattern of findings reported from the MS patients. The discussion of each of
these issues will open

with a resume of the findings reported from

experiments 4 and 5.

10.3.1 TESTING THE CUE VALIDITY
One of the main issue investigated in experiments 4 and 5 was
whether a cueing effect for auditory targets could be demonstrated using
the same cues which produced an effect upon spatial orienting in the visual
modality. This issue was pursued for a number of reasons. One of the main
reasons was that many of the previous studies in the area had reported a
cost and benefit effect for invalid and valid trials, when the cues and targets
were presented in the visual modality. There was however, very little work
available on whether the same cueing effect could be produced using
auditory cues and targets, although a small number of studies had reported
some positive findings (Mazzucchi et al. 1983; Bedard et al. 1993 and
Spence and Driver 1994).
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One of the central issues being addressed in experiments 4 and 5
was whether the same visual and auditory cues which elicited a spatial
orienting effect for visual targets could be replicated using auditory targets.
The results revealed an overwhelming benefit in favour of valid trials,
although this effect was more pronounced when subjects attended to the
semantic content dimension of the cue than the spatial location dimension
of the cue. This was especially true for auditory target trials. More
interestingly, it was reported that the most impressive spatial cueing effect
for auditory targets was reported when subjects attended to the semantic
content dimension of the cue in experiment 5 (i.e. when the cue
predictability was raised from 50% to 80% valid). In contrast to previous
research in this area it was concluded from this investigation that eliciting a
spatial orienting effect in the auditory modality is possible, but is critically
dependent on the characteristic of the cue and may even be a cue
dependent effect. The findings were interpreted to imply that while a
sensory brightening or visual arrow was sufficient to command a spatial
orienting effect in vision, semantic cues identifying a spatial location were
more effective in the auditory modality.

Unfortunately,

no clear pattern

of effects emerged from the

performance of the four MS patients on the cross modal paradigm. A main
effect of validity for the attended dimension was not reported in clinical
experiments 1 and 2. This lack of significance for the attended dimension
was consistent across patients and experiments, with the exception of NW
where a main effect for the attended dimension in clinical experiment 2 was
reported. In fact NW's performance, (the least disabled of the four patients
recruited), more closely mimicked that of normal subjects than any of the
other patients. In essence this implies that unlike the studies with normal
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subjects where a validity effect for the attended dimension dominated, there
was no evidence from

the clinical experiments that patients showed a

sensitivity to precued locations in their response times to either visual or
auditory targets. Stated clearly, cueing patients to a specific location did not
increase processing efficiency at that location for the detection of other
stimuli. This pattern of findings persisted independently of the cue type or
the modality of the target.

This lack of validity effect for the attended dimension cannot be
explained in terms of a failure to adequately control for the variance, as
other interesting and significant effects were reported, especially when
examining the nature of cross modal processing, (these effect will be
discussed in the next section). Additionally, the findings cannot be
explained in terms of patient s' fatigue levels or their failure to understand
the instructions, as proper care was undertaken to control for these
variables in the experimental procedure.

A number of possibilities are

plausible in explaining these results.

Firstly, many of the patients were impaired on measures of divided
attention. While the cross modal paradigm was not a direct measure of
divided attention,

it is plausible that patients impaired ability to complete

two important events simultaneously might have adversely affected their
ability to execute the cue-target feature of the paradigm. For example,
patients were often in the situation where they

had to attend to the

specified dimension of the cue in the visual modality, while waiting to
respond

to either a correctly cued or miscued target in the auditory

modality. This would have almost certainly required a specific ability to
successfully divide attention if the task was to be completed. Given that no
main effect for valid cued trials was reported, it is possible that subjects
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either failed to comply with the instruction or their primary attentional
deficits confounded the true effects.

A dissection of the operations involved in eliciting the spatial
orienting effect might also provide some insight into why no main effect for
validity was reported. Posner (1980) suggested that covert orienting
involved directional engagement of attention, while reorienting, following
the presentation of an invalid cue involved disengagement of attention from
the miscued location,

shifting of attention and the subsequent re

engagement of attention at the target location. The lack of validity effect for
the attended dimension could imply that MS patient s’ covert orienting
system could be disrupted at any of these stages. Since previous work on
covert orienting in MS patients has not been reported it is difficult to infer,
on the basis of the current study, the locus of the disruption. It might even
be the case that all three of these operations are slowed or defective in the
performance of MS patients.

A recent study by Bennett et al. f i 995) examined covert orienting of
attention in patients with Parkinson's disease

and their results failed to

detect any difference in the performance of the patients recruited to that of
normal controls. They interpreted this finding to mean that Parkinson's
disease did not impair patient stability to orient their attention toward an
expected

source of stimulation. However when the same patients were

required to manage more than one task at a time there was a decrement in
their performance. It is noteworthy that Bennett et el. used the very basic
(and simple) cue validity paradigm involving only the visual modality. It
might be the case that the cross modal version developed for the purpose
of the current study was too complex, especially since patients were
impaired on measures of divided attention. With hindsight, it may have
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been more appropriate to employ a simpler form of the cue validity
paradigm in the first instance, and then extend the paradigm gradually to
the cross modal one employed in this study. This would certainly provide a
clearer description of the nature of covert orienting ability in MS patients.
Unfortunately, the time constraints of the current project prevented such a
lengthy approach being pursued. Additionally, the purpose of the current
project was to investigate cross modal processing with the theoretical
framework of the cue validity paradim. The objective was not specifically to
extend our understanding of the parameters of spatial cueing.

Of course, there is no way of knowing whether a specific impairment
in one of these operations

or a global impairment in all of the three

operations contributed to the findings reported. Since no previous research
of this kind with MS patients has been reported in the literature, it is not
possible to compare the findings of the current research with previous
empirical findings.

Finally, patients' impaired speed of processing, visual sensory
impairments or impaired psychomotor speed may all have contributed to
the results obtained. On the TEA, patients' performance on measures of
auditory verbal working memory was impaired and this impairment was
often explained in terms of their impaired ability to process information
rapidly, a feature known to characterise the

performance of many MS

patients. This would certainly have influenced their performance on the
cross modal paradigm as the target was presented 100msec after the
presentation of the cue. It might be the case that on some of the trials,
patients were unable to process the cue

fast enough to enhance the

mechanisms underlying covert orienting (although this need not necessarily
have been an all or nothing phenomenon).

It is unlikely that patients
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ignored the cue and simply waited for the target stimulus to be presented
since significant effects of cues and targets were reported.

Patients' impaired psychomotor speed may also have contributed to
their failure to benefit from correctly cued locations. In essence, it might be
the case that while patients' response to correctly cued locations may have
been as accurate as normals, their ability to initiate and execute the motor
response may have lengthened their reaction times. For this reason, future
research would need to separate the components of reaction time to allow a
better understanding of the interaction of attentional control and motor
behaviour.

10.3.2 THE NATURE OF CROSS MODAL PROCESSING
The second major issue pursued in the normative studies was the
nature of cross modal processing. The findings revealed visual targets to be
significantly faster when preceded by an auditory cue (AV trials) than any
other cue target combinations. Buchtel and Butter (1988) reported similar
findings and explained that the advantage might "reflect a reaction time
advantage when the cue modality differs from that of the target stimulus"
(p.504). Extending from this argument they explain that the longer reaction
times in the same modality conditions might reflect the limited capacity of
modality specific channels. This rationale provided a plausible explanation
as to why AV trials were also significantly faster than trials in the within
modality conditions in experiments 4 and 5. However, the logic of Buchtel
and Butter fails to explain why VA

did not also entertain a cross modal

advantage. In experiments 4 and 5 the advantage of AV trials was
explained in terms of the alerting effect provided by the presence of an
auditory stimulus (Letourneau et al., 1986; Sanders, 1990; Keuss et a/.,
1990) coupled with the increased availability of resources from the
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interaction of two modalities as opposed to one.

The finding that AV trials were significantly faster than VA trials
served to highlight the fact that the mechanism underlying the processing of
visual-auditory information may involve a different set of mechanisms to
those involved in the processing of auditory-visual information. The
significant advantage displayed by AV trials was taken, therefore, as
evidence in favour of the hypothesis that there may be independent
mechanisms for the control of attention in vision and audition.

In contrast to the findings reported from the normative studies where
the cross modal advantage was unique to AV trials, a dramatic benefit in
favour of cross modal trials in general (both AV and VA conditions) was
reported from the results of the MS patients. Additionally,

given the

characteristic variability in the performance of MS patients, this cross modal
advantage was a regular finding, but not an absolute result for all of the
patients across both of the dimensions, for clinical experiments 1 and 2.
However, when the finding was reported,

cross modal trials were

significantly faster than within modality trials and this finding was
considered to have implication both for theory and for practice.

Traditional cognitive models of attention make little distinction
between different modalities. The assumption is that attention is organised
in a supra-modal fashion. The allocation of attention for the execution of
any task is controlled by an executive system (such as the supervisory
attentional system of Norman and Shallice, 1980) and the modality of input
is largely irrelevant. The findings of the current study are not easily
explained within the framework of this type of model of attention. Of course
the paradigm employed is specific to spatial attention, and other aspects of
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cross modal attention within other relevant paradigms

would have to

investigated to allow inferences about the modality specific nature of
attention as a global system to be made. However, the finding points to a
clear benefit for cross modal trials and this is interpreted to mean that when
patients'

attention

overall

is compromised

(as

evidence from their

performance on the TEA) the processing of information in two modalities is
better than in one.

Consider the possibility that the attentional resources of each
modality are finite. In other words, in support of Buchtel and Butter's (1988)
rationale, there may be modality specific channels with a limited capacity.
Extending this logic, it would make intuitive sense that processing efficiency
should be better when two modalities are responsible for the execution of
the task, rather when the entire task is the responsibility of one sole
modality. But if this were true, one might then question why an overall
benefit for cross modal trials was not reported in the normative studies. The
explanation is simple. The attentional system of normal individuals is not
impaired and so the capacity channels of single modalities are sufficiently
equipped to cope with complex processing within a single modality. With
the four MS patients in the current study, specific aspects of attention are
severely impaired, and hence the attentional resources of two modalities
are better than one.

Of course, this finding would need to be extended with other
components of attention before speculation about the clinical implications of
the findings might be entertained. However, it

might be the case that

presenting information via two modalities to patients with attentional deficits
might be more manageable, rather then presenting all of the information in
one. Clinically, the general belief has been to only provide information in
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one modality at a time, so as to not to over-load patients’ information
processing system. The findings of the

current study contest this

assumption.

Given the variability in the patients' performance on the cross modal
paradigm, it is difficult to be absolutely sure whether any of the clinical
evidence provides direct support for the hypothesis that there may be
independent mechanisms for the control of attention in vision and audition.
However, the general benefit of cross modal trials over within modality trials
certainly favours the argument that vision and audition house functionally
separate capacity channels, at least in the context of the cue validity cross
modal paradigm. More extensive experimental work which employed a
range of cross modal tasks would have to be conducted with other
neurologically challenged patients, to substantiate this claim.

10.3.3 THE PREDICTABILITY OF THE CUE
Finally, the predictability of the cue was systematically investigated
in experiments 4 and 5. In the normative studies there was,

as

hypothesised, a greater benefit to valid trials and a greater cost to invalid
trials when the predictability of the cue was raised to 80% from 50%. In
essence, the strength of the validity effect was more pronounced when the
cue was more accurate in predicting the location of the target stimulus.
Additionally, this effect was more remarkable when semantic content was
the attended dimension than when spatial location was the attended
dimension

Given that, for the majority of patients, no main effect for the
attended dimension was reported in the individual analyses, a specific
analysis of whether the validity affect was more pronounced when the cue
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predictability

was increased was not possible.

However, following the

individual post-hoc analyses, it emerged quite clearly for most of the MS
patients, that response times in experiment 2 were significantly faster than
in experiment 1. Additionally, reaction times

to trials where subjects

attended to the semantic content of the cue were significantly faster than
when spatial location was the attended dimension.

Of course there was

variation in the pattern of effects for each of the patients but these have
already been discussed in the individual analysis. It might be concluded
that while the pattern of effects with MS patients mimicked that of normal
subjects, the effect for normal subjects was simply more robust and more
pronounced.

10.4 THE SUITABILITY OF THE PARADIGM FOR CLINICAL USAGE
The third objective of this clinical study was

to demonstrate that

even a paradigm as complex as this could be conducted with severely
disabled patents. As such there are mixed feelings as to whether this was
indeed the case.

Patients were able to execute the task commands and this is really
the primary issue. However, the possibility has been raised that the
absence of a validity effect for the attended dimension may have resulted
from the cue and target being presented in such rapid succession. Hence
for patients whose speed of information processing is impaired, the
paradigm

may have

been too complex. Additionally, the added cross

modal feature may have complicated matters further. This was not readily
contemplated in the initial stage of the design. In fact one of the main
reasons for employing the cue validity paradigm to investigate cross modal
processing was because the cue validity paradigm had been extensively
employed with other clinical populations such as Parkinson's disease and
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neglect patients. So, in the initial design if the project,

the simple motor

response of the cue validity paradigm was considered a great advantage.

Of course, it is necessary to guard against blaming the complexity of
the paradigm for not detecting a pattern of findings similar to those reported
with normal subjects. It has already been discussed that all of the MS
patients demonstrated impairments on the TEA and these may well have
adversely affected their performance on the cross modal paradigm.

With

hindsight it may well have been more sensible to replicate experiments 1-3
in the initial clinical trials. This would have provided a clearer picture of the
nature of covert orienting in MS. However, the limited time available to work
with these patients, in addition to the ethical obligation of avoiding over
testing patients, meant that experimental work had to proceed and it was
decided to replicate experiments 4 and 5 in the clinical studies. Other ways
of investigating cross modal attention could also have been pursued and
these will be discussed in section 10.6 of this discussion

10.5 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN THIS STUDY
In spite of attempts to conduct a balanced

and

investigation of neuropsychological aspects of attention in

systematic
MS, some

methodological considerations need to be addressed.

Critics in this area of neuropsychological

research might question

the usefulness of employing only four single cases when existing research
policies, recommend including as many patients as possible to increase the
external validity of such studies. The issue of the right patients for the right
studies has been a regularly debated issue in the literature for some time
(Shallice, 1979; Marshall et ai, 1984; Newcombe et a i, 1988; Caramazza
1984; 1986; Caramazza et al., 1989). A recent paper proposing "Guidelines
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for Neuropsychological Research in Multiple Sclerosis" (Peyser et al, 1990)
argues unequivocally in favour of large group studies so as to " advance
knowledge about the Neuropsychology of multiple sclerosis by helping to
promote sound experimental design" (p. 94). It is not being disputed that
large multi centre group studies are preferable when addressing issues
such as prevalence, disease history or correlates of disease pathology with
cognitive dysfunction. Indeed a large body of literature is already available
in this area. The next stage must, therefore, be an exploration and
explanation of the mechanisms impaired rather than a general description
of the functions thought to be disrupted in MS. On this front little advice
has been volunteered as to how such studies should proceed.

Given that MS is a disease characterised by variability

and

inconsistency, it makes little sense to group patients together simply on the
basis on having the same diagnosis. The point has already been raised that
"Common aetiology does not guarantee equivalent cognitive dysfunction.
Equally distinct aetiology does not guarantee distinct cognitive dysfunction"
(Baddeley and Wilson, 1986, p.235). To circumvent this problem, Peyser et
al. (1990) suggest subdividing patients into categories based on disease
activity

and

severity,

classification

(relapsing

remitting

or

chronic

progressive), and levels of neurological impairment and physical handicap.
Unfortunately, this does not help the situation since we know from exiting
literature that the relationship between cognitive impairments and MS with
variables such as disease course, degree of disability, duration of illness,
medication usage or emotional status is far from pure (Grossman et a!.,
1994). In fact to classify patients using these criteria does not address the
problem of variability and fails entirely in any effort

to make the group

more homogenous.
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Additionally we know from the current study that even with four
patients

a consistent pattern of findings failed to emerge. From this

perspective, a group analysis would have failed to identify individual traits
which can now be taken on board to extend the current

investigation.

Indeed, the very fact that attentional dysfunction has not been accurately
detected in previous group studies strengthens the proposition that group
studies may not always be the most appropriate way to refine our
understanding of the mixture of impaired and intact function in MS. Wilson
(1987) clarifies this point in a paper supporting the use of single case
studies in rehabilitation research. She comments "If, for example, the large
sample is heterogeneous, then the findings are unlikely to have any
relevance for an individual because the average response for such a group
is unlikely to represent any one person within the group." (p. 541). Given
the rare possibility of establishing homogeneity
patients it therefore appears that the

within a cohort of MS

most appropriate strategy is to

analyse each patient's responses on its own merit. This was the approach
adopted in the present study. This allows a clear account of the patients'
performance on a specific measures to be documented and by-passes the
problem of ironing out individual traits by employing typical measures of
central tendency in group analyses.

Caramazza et al. (1989) clarify this point

succinctly.

They

comment:
"The basic unit o f analyses in cognitive neuropsychology must be the
individual patient. This follows directly from the observation that
brain damaged subjects are experiments of nature in which we do
not know the experimental conditions that were manipulated, but
must infer these from the individual patient's performance. In other
words, the starting premise is that brain damaged patients have
unknown transformations to the cognitive system which we will
attempt to identify through an investigation o f the individual's
performance " (p. 259)
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Of course it is not being suggested that the case study approach
traditional in cognitive neuropsychology is the chosen path. Given the
variability in MS it would still be necessary to sample large numbers of
subjects if we are to make any inferences about the general profile of
cognitive abilities in MS. The suggestion being proposed is that the method
of analysis should be presented in a case by case approach using large
subject numbers. In this way, a group analysis could always be applied in
the later stages if it were necessary. In fact, in rehabilitation the group
performance is not always the most informative commodity to be derived
from any research project. As Wilson (1987) comments " Workers in
rehabilitation are interested in the individual process rather than the group
processes

Findings should therefore be meaningful at an individual

level" (p.528).
Also, please refer to page 393(a)
In the current study it would have been preferable to use more than
four patients. Indeed the initial subject pool involved 23 MS patients.
However given the necessary physical abilities critical to executing the
cross modal task, many of the initial patients recruited had to be excluded.
Given

a large number of individual case studies, sub-groups of patients

might be selected on the basis of their

performance on an extensive

neuropsychological battery, such that their membership within any sub
group depended on their cognitive assets rather than their clinical
disabilities. Such an approach might increase group homogeneity and allow
questions about their impaired and intact abilities to be addressed more
sensibly. Kujula et al. (1995) reach similar conclusions. In their study on the
sensitivity of attention as an indicator of cognitive decline in MS they
suggest that "The present study indicates the importance of dividing the
cognitively heterogeneous multiple sclerosis group into more homogenous
subgroups to evaluate the possible mechanisms of cognitive decline in
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In addition to employing more than four subjects for further research in this
area, there may be some concern over the suitability of the subjects of the
normative section as appropriately matched controls (in terms of mean age)
for the subjects employed in the clinical section. However, it could be argued
that the purpose of the normative section was to refine our understanding of
the basic processes involved in covert orienting of attention in audition and
cross modal processing, and to date there is no evidence that these
processes might change throughout adult life (i.e. 18- 60 years). Hence, while
response times were greatly slowed in the MS population relative to the
normal subjects, (and reasons for this have already been discussed), there is
simply no evidence that the different patterns of performance between the
non-neurologically

impaired

subjects

and

MS

subjects

resulted

from

differences of age.
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multiple sclerosis" (p.81)

10.6 CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
It is certainly the case that the current study has raised far more
questions about neuropsychological aspects of attention in MS than it has
managed to answer. Nevertheless, this clinical section has at least
highlighted the importance of investigating attention in MS. Additionally, the
characteristic heterogeneity

of MS populations in typical group studies

sparked a discussion on how studies such as this ought to be conducted so
as to maximise group homogeneity and enhance the external validity of the
study. Finally the performance of patients on the cross modal paradigm
inspired a "more the m errier hypothesis. This hypothesis suggested that
when attention is generally compromised in individuals, performance may
be facilitated by input from two modalities as opposed to one. Given the
finite amount of time available to conduct this work, no further experiments
will be presented. However, some suggestions for future research will be
proposed

A very interesting direction for future research might be to extend the
investigation of specific

aspects of attention. This might proceed by

recruiting additional patients from a broader population cohort and
examining their performance

on the TEA. In the current study the

conclusive finding was that all four patients were impaired on measures of
divided attention and not as impaired on measures of sustained attention as
might have been expected on the bases of previous empirical work. The
next stage might be to sub-divide patients on the bases of their
performance on the TEA and investigate the exact mechanism underlying
their impairments. More specifically it would be very interesting to
investigate whether patients can be differentially characterised on other
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aspects of cognitive performance on the basis of their performance on
specific measures of attention.

As already mentioned, the findings from this section of the study
were that patients were not as impaired on measures of sustained attention
as might have been expected. It was proposed that this finding may have
been the result of previous studies failing to adequately control for fatigue.
In the current study specific measures were undertaken to minimise the
potential for fatigue during the testing sessions. Following logically from this
finding, the next stage might be to test whether patients impaired on
measures of sustained attention are the same patients who demonstrate
raised fatigue scores. If this were the case one might be tempted to
conclude that

impairments of sustained attention merely reflect patients

fatigue levels and not (as advocated in previous research studies) a
breakdown in the fundamental mechanism responsible for the ability to
sustain attention.

An alternative suggestion is that the ecologically valid context in the
TEA (the hypothetical lottery scenario) raised patients* motivation and
interest in the task thereby reducing their vulnerability to fatigue quickly.
This might be investigated by examining sustained attention in a "context"
and "context free" condition and comparing such performance scores. In the
current literature, a failure to sustain attention is often volunteered as
explanation of why patients may have performed so poorly. Similarly, in
rehabilitation MS patients are often excused from memory groups, for
example, on the condition that they are known to be impaired on measures
of sustained attention.

It follows that if it can be demonstrated that

impairments of sustained attention are merely a context specific effect then
sensible measures can be undertaken to enhance subjects* performance.
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A further possibility for future research might concentrate on the
mechanism underlying patients*performance on measures of auditory verbal
working memory. While the four patients in the current study performed in
the low average to impaired range, it is not necessarily that the case that all
patients did poorly for the same reason. A dissection of the measures would
therefore be an interesting study to pursue. A suggestion might be to begin
with a slow rate of presentation and then gradually increase the speed of
presentation. This would allow performance to be investigated (perhaps in
terms of errors and omissions) against the speed of presentation.
Subsequently, this would allow patients to be differentiated on the basis of
those whose information processing speed was slowed from those who
conceptualisation of the task was impaired.

A final suggestion for future research in this area
cross modal paradigm. Of course this might need to
conjunction with experimental work with normal

is to extend the
be conducted in

subjects.Inthe meantime

some consideration for how best to proceed with MSpatients will be
presented. One of the main problems of investigating the performance of
patients on this type of paradigm is that we are considerably disadvantaged
for three main reasons.

The first is that there is a general paucity of research investigating
specific aspects of attention in MS (some possible reasons have already
been proposed in an earlier section). The second is also a general lack of
understanding of the factors

which influence voluntary motor behaviour

(especially within the context of a motor system which is already
compromised by the disease pathology). Thirdly, there is a specific need to
increase

our understanding

of how these

two

very

complex

and
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sophisticated systems interact, both in normals individuals and in patients
with brain disease. This need is more clearly exemplified by the cases of
MS where the performance of any patient might reflect impaired motor
behaviour, a defective attention system or an arbitrary combination of the
two. One is therefore faced with a difficult dilemma when interpreting the
findings of studies where reaction time

is employed

as the

sole

chronometric measure. The next section discusses how this dilemma might
be resolved in future experiments.

Karayanidis (1989) comments "Reaction time is a cumulative
measure of stimulus processing, formation of response set, initiation of
motor response and in some cases movement time" (p. 160). In this sense,
reaction time is a generic term for a number of sequential mental events
preceding the actual manual response.

One of the problems in the current research was the fact the reaction
times were used as the sole dependent variable. Of course this was not a
problem in the normative studies but it created a dilemma for the
interpretation of scores in the clinical trials. Variations in reaction time could
not be traced as no independent record of their individual components of
reaction time was recorded.

Some previous clinical experimental work with other neurologically
impaired patients (Nakamura, 1977; Jordan, 1992) divided reaction time
into two components: pre-motor time (PMT) as measured from the initial
presentation of the stimulus to the beginning of the EMG activity of prime
motor muscles; and motor time (MT) measured in terms of the time which
elapses between the EMG onset and the mechanical response, (Nakamura,
1977, p. 845).
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Of course, it was contemplated when these experiments were first
being designed that PMT and MT ought to be individually assessed. Hence,
in the current study, PMT would correspond to the time the target stimulus
was presented to the time that patients lifted their finger from the home key.
MT would correspond to the time from the home key was released to the
right or left key being pressed. But there would have been problems with
this approach. Patients did not always keep their finger depressed on the
home key. They often took breaks and waited for the central fixation point to
appear before pressing the home key. If PMT

and MT had been

individually recorded, it is likely that there would have been many redundant
trials. Given the already lengthy number of trials in these experiments,
such an approach would have been completely unsuitable both for the
patients, the paradigm and the design of this experimental work. Also, the
fact that patients might need to be tested for longer than was minimally
necessary would have raised some ethical concerns.

If this research were to be extended, two additional features would
complement the design. The first might be to employ independent measures
of psychomotor speed. Karayanidis (1989) cite a number of studies which
employed the finger tapping test, the Purdue pegboard test and the pursuit
tracking task as independent measures of psychomotor speed with
Parkinson's

disease

patients.

While this

is still

a

crude

form

of

measurement, it would allow distinctions to be made between patients in
whom psycho-motor speed was severely impaired from those in whom it
was scarcely compromised. Of course, a more sophisticated strategy would
be to employ electrophysiological measures and correlate them with more
behavioural measures. McCarthy and Donchin (1981) report that "the P300
component of the sensory evoked potential is now considered as capable of
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reflecting stimulus evaluation time" (p. 160). Ragot (1984) provides a useful
review of the relevant variables which must be considered if research of this
kind is conducted.

10.7 SUMMARY
Three main objectives relating to the clinical studies were discussed
in this section. Firstly, specific

aspects of attention based on patients'

performance on the TEA were discussed. While the pattern of findings often
reflected the specific patient being investigated, it was concluded that
patients were often impaired on measures of divided attention and not as
impaired on measures of sustained attention as might have been expected.
These conclusions contrasted with much of the empirical work already
reported on neuropsychological aspects of attention in MS.

The

second objective was to investigate whether the MS patients

who participated in this study would demonstrate the

same pattern of

effects as normal subjects on the cross modal paradigm. Three specific
issues were raised.
(a)Testing the cue validity - Unlike the findings reported from

the

normative studies where a cue validity effect for the attended dimension
was reported, there was no evidence that pre-cueing patients to a specific
location increased processing efficiency at that location or caused a cost to
processing efficiency when patients were miscued. A number of reasons
were proposed to accommodate this finding.

(b) The nature of cross modal processing - In the normative studies a
cross modal benefit specific to AV trials was consistently reported. With MS
patients, a consistent benefit in favour of cross modal trials in general was
revealed. The finding was explained in terms of the increase of attentional
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resources when two modalities were responsible for the execution of a
particular ask as opposed to delegating the entire responsible to only one
modality.

(c)

Investigating the cue predictability - It was hypothesised that the

increased predictability of the cue would lead to a greater benefit to valid
trials and a greater cost to invalid trials. This was supported in the
normative studies, especially when subjects attended to the semantic
content dimension of the cue. A similar pattern of effects was reported in
the clinical studies, as detected by the results from the individual post-hoc
analyses. However, the effect was more robust in the normative studies.

The third objective was to investigate the suitability of the paradigm
for use with such severely disabled patients. There were mixed feelings as
to whether

the paradigm was in fact appropriate. While patients were

capable of executing the cue target tasks, there was some concern that the
inter-stimulus interval (ISI) may have been too short (100msec), and
patients may

not have had sufficient time to process the attended

dimension of the cue. This was one of the reasons offered as to why no
main effect for the attended dimension was reported. To increase the ISI
may have violated the premise underlying the spatial cueing effect (i.e.
Posner 1980, reported the greater benefit for spatial cueing to occur in the
first 150msec after the cue is presented).

Finally, some of the methodological issues pertinent to the design of
the clinical studies and some suggestions for future direction in this area of
research were presented.
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CHAPTER 11

Cross Modal Aspects of Attention in Normal
Individuals and in Those with Muitipie Sclerosis
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11.1 CROSS MODAL ASPECTS OF ATTENTION IN NORMAL
INDIVIDUALS AND IN THOSE WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS:

AN OVERVIEW
A number of issues were addressed in this thesis: For

clarity the

normative and clinical sections will be individually presented.

11.2 THE NORMATIVE SECTION
In the normative section, five experiments were conducted with
normal subjects to investigate the nature of cross modal processing, using a
replication and extension of Posner's (1978; 1980) cue validity paradigm. It
was of additional interest to investigate whether the auditory modality was
capable of covert shifts of attention in a manner similar to that of the visual
modality. The working hypothesis stated that

there were functionally

independent mechanisms for the control of attention in vision and audition.
A number of interesting findings were reported.

11.2.1

CROSS

MODAL

ASPECTS

OF

ATTENTION

IN

NORMAL

SUBJECTS
It was concluded from the experiments conducted (specifically from
experiments 4 and 5) that

the mechanisms underlying visual-auditory

processing and auditory visual processing must at some level be served by
functionally different mechanisms. This conclusion was derived from the fact
that response times to AV trials were significantly faster than response times
to VA trials. While a number of hypotheses were proposed to explain why
AV trials entertained a greater advantage over all other cue - target trial
combinations, the fact remains that response times to VA trials and AV trials
were significantly different and this difference was interpreted in favour of
the hypothesis that the mechanisms underlying them might be functionally
different. Tables 11(a) - 11(b) are presented at the end of this section to
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support this argument, (Tables 11 (a) - 1 1(b) have been constructed from the
mean tables

already presented in experiments 4 and 5;

the shaded

columns represent the cross modal trials and the unshaded columns
represent the within modality conditions).

It can be observed, (by considering Tables 11(a) - 11(b) in turn for
each respective cue state) that AV trials were significantly faster than any
other cue target combinations. This effect persisted independently of the
dimension attended to or the predictability of the cue.

If it were the case that this cross modal advantage resulted from the
combined input from two modalities rather than one single modality, then we
might have expected VA trials to be as equally fast as AV trials. This was
certainly not the case. Perhaps one might argue that subjects could have
ignored the cue and simply waited for the target to appear in the AV
conditions.

This might, perhaps,

have been easier to achieve (for some

unknown reason) in the performance of the AV trials than on VA trials. But,
this is unlikely to have been the case for two main reasons. The first is that
it has already been established in experiment 2 that subjects attended to the
cue even in circumstances where the cue was strictly redundant. Additionally
covert orienting takes place independently of conscious control of attention.
Secondly, if it were the case that subjects may have ignored the cue and
simply waited to respond to the target stimulus then we would hardly have
obtained a validity effect in the AV trials. It was evident that valid trials were
faster than

invalid trials

in a manner similar to other cue- target

combinations.

What is remarkable therefore is that AV trials and VA trials are
different. The response times are significantly faster in the AV conditions and
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this clearly points to the fact that the control of attention in the processing
of auditory-visual information and visual-auditory information

might be

relying on functionally different (although not anatomically separate)
mechanisms. The results have therefore been interpreted as preliminary
evidence in favour of the hypothesis that there may be independent
mechanisms for the control of attention in vision and audition.
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EXPERIMENT 4
TABLE 11(a): SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION

LVOV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
500
528
515
514

VA
499
638
514
515................

AV
440
457
465
472

AA
548
549
540
553

AV
415
446
417
450

AA
521
526
522
573

AV
403
480
439
430

AA
491
547
508
547

AV
388
474
390
491

AA
486
545
474
616

TABLE 11(b): SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
507
524
451
536

VA
434
514
462
502

EXPERIMENTS
TABLE 11(C): SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
427
622
582
507

VA

455

TABLE 11(d): SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
476
547
440
555

VA
439
527
451
525

Shaded Columns = Cross Modal Trials
Unshaded Columns = Within Modality Trials
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11.2.2 COVERT ORIENTING IN AUDITION
It was concluded from the experiments conducted with normal
subjects that the auditory modality is capable of covert shifts of attention.
W hile some positive findings have also been reported by other investigators,
a parallel number of studies have failed to produce an effect upon spatial
orienting in audition. Indeed, this ambiguity amongst findings highlights the
fragility of the phenomenon.

In the current investigation it was concluded that

demonstrating

covert shifts of attention in audition appears to be sensitive to both the cue
type and cue predictability. This conclusion developed primarily from the
findings of experiments 4 and 5. Consider Tables 12(a) - 12(b) presented at
the end of this section. (Tables 12(a) - 12(b) have been constructed from
the mean tables already presented in experiment 4 and 5; the shaded rows
represent the trials which were valid for the attended dimension on that
occasion: Conversely the unshaded rows represent invalid trials for the
attended dimension).

Consider Table 12(a), (experiment 4 - spatial location version). It can
be observed that when subjects attended to the spatial location dimension of
the cue that there was very little difference between valid and invalid trials
irrespective of the cue type. In Table 12(b),

(experiment 4 - semantic

content version) valid trials certainly appear to be faster when the cue is
visual, and while auditory cue trials which were valid were also faster than
comparable invalid trials, the difference does not appear to be so robust. In
Table 12(c), (experiment 5 - spatial location version)

valid trials yielded

faster response times than invalid trials but this effect appears to more
pronounced in the visual modality trials than in the auditory modality trials.
Finally in Table 12(d),

(experiment 5 - semantic content version) it is
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strikingly clear that valid trials are significantly faster than invalid trials and
this is

true both for trials in the visual and

auditory modalities. It was

concluded therefore that while a sensory brightening or central arrow may be
sufficient to shift attention covertly in the visual modality,

semantic cues

appear to be more effective in facilitating covert shifts of attention in audition:
furthermore, this effect is more pronounced when the predictability of the cue
is high.
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EXPERIMENT 4
TABLE 12(a): SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
500
528
515
514

VA
499
538
514
515

AV
440
457
455
472

AA
548
549
540
553

AV
415
446
417
450

AA
521
526
522
573

AV
403
480
439
430

AA
491
547
508
547

AV
388
474
390
491

AA
486
545
474
616

TABLE 12(b): SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
507
524
451
536

VA
434
514
502

EXPERIMENTS
TABLE 12(c): SPATIAL LOCATION VERSION

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
427
622
582

VA
438
531
530
455

TABLE 12(d): SEMANTIC CONTENT VERSION

LVCV
LICI
LICV
LVCl

W
476
547
440
555

VA
527
451
525

Shaded Rows = Valid Trials
Unshaded Rows = Invalid trials
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11.3 THE CLINICAL SECTION
In the clinical section one of the primary objectives was to establish
the nature of impaired and intact attentional abilities in four patients with MS.
The TEA (Robertson et al., 1994) was employed as a sensitive measure of
attentional processes.

Additionally experiments 4 and 5 conducted with

normal subjects were replicated to investigate whether the pattern of
performance in the four MS patients would mirror that of normal controls.

11.3.1 ATTENTION IN MS
An accurate conceptualisation of the nature of attentional processes
in MS was lacking in the literature. In neuropsychology, it is a serious error
to assume that because an impairment of a specific function has not been
reported or detected, that it must therefore be intact. Nevertheless few
studies have addressed issues regarding the nature of impaired and
preserved attentional abilities in MS. (A number of reasons to explain this
paucity of interest have already been proposed in section 4.7) In the current
study the TEA was employed as a sensitive measure of specific components
of attention.

The results were both astonishing and unexpected. Contrary to
popular belief,

it was reported that

sustained attention might in fact be

preserved in MS patients while their ability to complete two equally important
tasks simultaneously was often impaired.

It has been suggested elsewhere,

that one of the reasons why previous studies have consistently reported
impairments on measures of sustained attention in MS patients might their
failure to adequately control for patients' fatigue levels. It has also been
suggested that the ecological context of the TEA may have raised patients'
interest and

motivation to complete the task unlike many traditional
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measures of sustained attention which tend to be lengthy, context free and
uninteresting.

As expected all four patients were impaired on measures of visual
selective attention. However, it was suggested that caution should be
exercised when interpreting these results since subjects may have been
unsuccessful due to press of time rather than a failure to accurately select
relevant items from an array of potentially distracting ones. On measures of
cognitive flexibility and auditory verbal working memory, the performance of
the four patients involved was highly variable. Some reasons have already
been proposed in section 10.2 to explain this pattern of findings.

Of course one cannot generalise on the bases of the performance
from only four patients to the entire MS population. The TEA needs to be
administered to many more MS patients before one can be confident about
the impact of MS on the attentional abilities of such patients. Nevertheless
the is clinical section highlights the importance of conducting a systematic
investigation of attentional impairment in patients with neuro-degenerative
diseases such as MS. The implications of these findings both in terms of the
practical management of attentional problems in MS and indeed how
attention ought to be theoretically conceptualised in MS will be addressed in
a later section.

11.3.2 CROSS MODAL PROCESSING AND COVERT

ORIENTING OF

ATTENTION IN MS
Clinical experiments 1 and 2 were conducted to investigate whether
the pattern of performance on the cross modal paradigm would mimic that of
normal subjects. For reasons already discussed, the performance of all four
patients were analysed case by case and so a tabulated version of their
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overall mean performance will not be presented as it was in the case of the
normative section.

It is perhaps fair to conclude that a consistent pattern in the
performance of the four patients on the cross modal paradigm failed to
emerge.

Indeed there was considerable variability both between sessions

and within sessions even for the same patient. This posed quite a statistical
challenge and some arduous procedures were undertaken to deal with the
variability in the data. But in spite of this effort, it was not clear from the
findings reported that the MS patients in this study were capable of shifting
attention covertly, either in the visual or the auditory modality. This failure to
detect a pattern of benefits and costs for invalid and valid trials is open to
numerous explanations and some of these have already been presented in
section 10.4.

The findings regarding the nature of cross modal processing in MS
are very interesting. A consistent benefit in terms of speed of response to
cross modal trials by comparison to within modality trials was reported.
This cross modal advantage was extremely curious especially since an
overall advantage for bi-modal trials had not been observed with normal
subjects. This cross modal advantage was explained by the benefit incurred
when two modalities were recruited for the execution of particular task in a
system which was already compromised.

The benefit is therefore explained in terms of the greater amount of
resources available when two modalities are employed by comparison with
the finite amount of resources of one modality for the execution of the task. A
more elaborate discussion of these results has already been presented in
section 10.3.2.
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11.4 CROSS MODAL ASPECTS OF ATTENTION IN THE 90 S:
AN UPDATE
It is only recently that cross modal aspects of attention has witnessed
a resurgence of interest in the psychological literature. Traditionally, the
general focus of interest has been on trying to understand how information
is integrated across sensory modalities rather than how individual modalities
might operate in isolation.

This direction in research has largely

been

influenced by the perception literature.

In their book "The Merging of Senses" Stein and Meredith (1993)
comment, "that evolution should have favoured the development of multiple
sensory channels by which so many species monitor their external
environments hardly seems serendipitous"

(p. ix).

Of course,

it is

recognised that the perceptual experience of each individual modality is
quite unique to that modality. Stein et al. (1993) give the example that "the
perception of hue is unique to the visual modality, the perception of pitch is
unique to the auditory modality, and the perception of tickle is unique to the
somatosensory system" (p. ix). But despite these differences, and clear
boundaries, our sensory modalities operate

together, in harmony,

and

without much conscious effort.

In the perception literature,
centred on how

the compelling interest is therefore

information is integrated across our sensory modalities.

More specifically, how the input of information

from

one modality

complements and integrates with information input from an alternative
modality. (For example, watching television provides visual and auditory
information simultaneously, but this experience is unified across both
sensory modalities and perceived as an integrated experience).
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The convergence of information from multiple sensory inputs may also
be disrupted. When the neural mechanisms underlying sensory convergence
break down a disorder known as synaesthesia may result. Cytowic (1993)
describes the unusual case of an artist who tasted shapes. (For example, on
tasting the food he was cooking for dinner he remarked that there were too
many points on the chicken). Hence, much of perceptual literature has
focused on trying to understand the mechanism underlying the integration
rather than separation of information in multi-modal processing.

For this

reason a full specification of the mechanisms underlying modality specific
aspects of our senses has almost been taken for granted. In recognising
their uniqueness, we have presupposed that little else about the nature of
their functioning needs to be discovered.

There is another reason why modality specific aspects of attention
have been neglected in cognitive and subsequently, in neuropsychological
research.

Much of neuropsychological research in the last two decades has
been motivated and inspired by the clinical signs and symptoms presented
by the neurological patient. It has been established that the mechanisms
underlying

visual and verbal memory are functionally separate because

patients may be impaired on measures of one memory function and not on
the other. Additionally,

it is known that the ability to read can be doubly

dissociated from the ability to recognise familiar faces. We know this simply
because patients with prosapagnosia do not generally present with reading
deficits and vice versa. Extending from this logic is the possibility that since
patients do not

present clinically

with modality specific attentional

impairments, that we have pre-supposed that attention must be organised
in a supra modal manner.
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It might also be the case that the reason why modality specific
impairments of attention have not been reported is because they have not
been systematically searched for. This is particularly evident in the case of
unilateral neglect where
neglect, with

standard assessment

tools

examine

visual

little regard for whether a patient may also have neglect in

other sensory modalities. This is certainly not the fault of the clinician since
an extensive body of literature is available

which has been specifically

designed to understand the parameters of visual neglect and only a handful
of papers on auditory neglect are available.

This preponderance of interest in visual neglect rather than auditory
neglect is not without reason. The auditory modality is not as neatly
lateralised as the visual modality and hence auditory neglect has been more
difficult to define and subsequently to diagnose. The ultimate result is that it
is still unclear whether the attention is a supra modal function or whether
attention is organised in a modality specific way.

If we were to consider a hypothetical situation where some form of
neurological injury would allow us to establish

whether the mechanism

underlying attention were supra- modal or modality specific what might that
situation be?

One suggestion might be to investigate differences in uni-

modal and cross modal extinction. Extinction is common following unilateral
brain injury. In a typical situation, the patient may fail to detect stimuli in the
contralesional

hemispace

when

there

is

a

simultaneous

stimulus

presentation in the ipsilesional hemi-space, despite the fact that the patient
can correctly identify and localise isolated

unilateral stimuli

presented in

either hemi-space. This is often regularly tested in the visual, auditory and
tactile modalities, especially in neglect patients. While a debate has evolved
in the literature as to whether

extinction is a more attenuated form of
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neglect, the recent findings of Barbieri et al. (1989) tip the balance of the
controversy. They reported one patient with visual neglect

but

not with

extinction, and three other patients with extinction in all modalities but with
no reported signs of neglect.

In the current discussion what would be important would be to
investigate whether or not patients who demonstrate extinction

in all

modalities might also demonstrate extinction across modalities. In other
words, whether a stimulus in the visual modality might serve to extinguish
the presentation of a simultaneous stimulus in the auditory modality.
Theoretically, the implication of cross modal extinction might be that if stimuli
in one modality were extinguished in an alternative modality then we might
conclude that both modalities might be served by the same mechanism and
the extinction might have been caused by the competition for resources. If,
however, patients who demonstrated extinction

within

the visual and

auditory modalities did not extinguish under conditions of

cross modal

simultaneous presentation, then this evidence might be crucial in supporting
the hypothesis that there may in fact be independent mechanisms for the
control of attention in vision and audition.

In a recent literature search only one study

had been published

which has systematically examined bi-modal and cross modal extinction.
Inhoff et el.

(1992)

examined three patients with unilateral neurological

injury. All three patients

showed a preserved ability to detect unilateral

stimuli in both hemi-fields, but consistently extinguished contralesional
stimuli under conditions of double simultaneous presentation in the visual
and tactile modalities. None of the three patients had primary sensory
deficits.
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Cross modal extinction was examined in the following way: the
examining neurologist used his left hand to orient visual attention to the
right visual hemi-field and his right hand to deliver a simultaneous tactile
stimulus to the patients’ right or left hand. This procedure was applied on
half of the trials and on the other half the procedure was switched and the
examining neurologist used his right hand, (of course the presentation of the
tactile stimuli was not visible to the patient).

The results

were as follows: all three of the patients successfully

reported unilateral visual and tactile stimuli presented in either hemi-field;
consistently extinguished when ipsilesional and contralesional stimuli were
simultaneously applied; and finally none of the three patients showed a
pattern of extinction in the cross modal examination. Inhoff et al. (1992)
reported, "this lack of cross modal extinction was symmetrical in that
orienting attention to the ipsilesional right hand via touch did not prevent the
detection of the visual stimulus (finger wiggle) in the contralesional left visual
field in all three patients" (p. 38).

As an extension of this work the activity of two examiners was co
ordinated to

investigate whether

unilateral

presentation in the patient's

contralesional hemi-field might result in the detection of contralateral tactile
stimuli presented under double simultaneous presentation.

Inhoff at si.

(1992) reported that "orienting visuo-spatial attention to the contralesional
hemi-space did not affect the patient's extinction in the tactile modality: all
patients reported all ipsilesional touch

stimulation but no contralesional

touch stimulation" (p. 38)

To date, there has not

been any study which has systematically

examined cross modal extinction in the visual and auditory modalities. This
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would of course provide the critical evidence necessary

in the current

project to establish whether the mechanisms responsible for the control of
attention in the visual and auditory modalities has a modality specific origin.
Inhoff et al. (1992)

conclude

that the "lack of cross modal extinction

together with reliable and persistent intra-modal extinction indicate that
functionally autonomous (modality specific) types of spatial attention control
the processing of sensory input from tactile and visual modalities" (p.38).

However, the findings of Farah at si. (1989) challenge these results.
They reported on the basis of a simple reaction time task conducted with
patients with parietal lobe injury that response times to invalid visual target
stimuli preceded by lateralised, non-predictive visual or auditory cue stimuli
were disproportionalty slower when the target was presented on the
contralesional side than when it was presented on the ipsilesional side. They
interpreted this slowness as resulting from the patient being

unable to

disengage attention from the ipsilesional side of space. The equivalent
finding for visual and auditory cues led Farah at a/, to conclude that "parietal
lobe mechanisms allocate attention to a type of representation that included
the location of both visual and auditory stimuli, that is, a supra modal
representation of space" (p.470).

Finally, since this thesis commenced,

cross modal aspects of

attention have also attracted the efforts of other researchers.

Spence and

Driver (in press) have conducted extensive work into aspects of

covert

orienting in audition and cross modal aspects of attention. Some of their
work has already been presented in the discussion of covert orienting of
attention in normal subjects, (section 3.18.1). In the context of the current
discussion, they take a mixed view on the modality specificity of spatial
attention. Following

a series of experiments on audio-visual links in
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endogenous covert spatial attention they concluded that there are strong
spatial links between visual and auditory attention, but that endogenous
covert attention does not operate exclusively within a supra modal system.

11.5 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In spite of the fact that every attempt was made to conduct a balanced
and systematic investigation into cross modal aspects of attention, there are
some

methodological

issues

which

need

to

be

addressed.

The

methodological issues relevant to the clinical section (the right subjects for
the right studies, issues of design and the complexity of the paradigm) have
already been discussed in section 10.6 and will not be repeated here.
Some specific issues relevant to the paradigm need to be highlighted.

One of the primary concerns related to the cross modal paradigm
which has been developed in this study regard the equivalence of cues in
the visual and auditory modalities. When the cross modal paradigm was
designed, considerable thought was invested in determining the type of cue
which might best fit the needs and objectives of the paradigm. Other workers
in this area have used auditory bleep tones (as auditory cues) and looked at
their effect on visual and auditory targets. They then selected visual sensory
changes or directional arrows as the visual cues and again systematically
analysed response times to visual and auditory target stimuli. One of the
obvious

problems with this approach is that visual and auditory cues are

not equivalent and this has implications for the interpretation of the results.

One of the objectives in this current study was to ensure that the
same cues employed in the visual modality

would be re-employed in

investigating covert shifts of attention in the auditory modality. Since it was
not directly obvious what the auditory equivalent of a directional arrow might
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be, it was decided to use words which specified a

spatial position. This

allowed for the same type of cue to be employed irrespective of the modality
of cue or target. To ensure that semantically relevant and spatially relevant
cues could produce an effect upon spatial orienting in the visual modality
(since the theoretical framework surrounding the cue validity paradigm was
almost entirely specific to vision) experiments 1 and 3 were conducted.

However, in spite of the search for cues which would be equivalent in
the visual and auditory modalities, some issues relating to the nature of the
cue remained problematic. With hindsight, it has been considered that the
use of

relevant words specifying a spatial location may have required

subjects to allocate conscious or directed attention in the processing of the
word. It is therefore not clear whether the orienting effect elicited was entirely
covert. While covert orienting of attention takes place independently of head
and eye movement, it is unclear from the existing studies whether patients or
subjects may have moved their head and eyes to process the attended
dimension of the cue. One way of ensuring that this did not occur would be
to independently measure eye movement. Unfortunately, the resources for
this were not available and crude measures such as watching the person's
eyes on each trial would not have been appropriate given the large number
of trials executed.

Of course it has to be pointed out that there is no suggestion that this
did in fact occur. Indeed, the very fact the cost and benefit for invalid and
valid trials were reported, in that way that might have been expected, point
to the fact that it is unlikely that subjects oriented their heads and eyes in
response to the direction of the cue. All subjects were instructed to maintain
a central fixation at all times and it is highly likely that they would have
adhered to this instruction. However, the point is being raised merely to
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highlight the methodological limitation of using words as spatially relevant
cues in the visual and auditory modalities. If this work were to extended or
indeed reproduced then it would definitely be necessary to include some
objective measures of head and eye movements.

The only other methodological issue to be raised at this point
concerns the use of the paradigm with patients as severely disabled as
those participating in this study. While some suggestions have already been
made in section 10.6 regarding the division of reaction time

as a

chronometric measure into relevant components (i.e. decision times and
movement time) there is still some concern that this might not necessarily be
sensitive enough.

The very fact that patients had to make a movement response may
have confounded and masked their true response times. Take for example
the situation where MS patients are required to perform a simple detection
task. This would simply involve pressing a button in response to a defined
visual or auditory

target stimulus.

With non-neurologically impaired

subjects, response times over 20 trials would be very similar and one would
expect the standard

deviation (or equivalent measure) to be very small.

With patients as disabled as those in this study it is likely that even with a
simple detection task, there would be considerable variability in the data
purely as a result of the response mode employed. Therefore, there is a
clear problem in using manual reaction time with this population. This was
certainly

not anticipated when this thesis began. In fact the cue validity

paradigm was selected as Posner (1978; 1980) had advocated the ease in
which the paradigm could be employed with clinical populations, because of
the simple reaction time response mode involved. With hindsight, a more
sensitive measure might have been more appropriate.
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For example, in measuring reaction time it may be more appropriate
to use a hand held reaction time button which subjects can simply press in
response to the target stimulus. In this sense movement time would be
almost by-passed and a more accurate

measure of the subject's true

response time would result. This would of course need careful development.

There is

currently some research being conducted (at the Royal

Hospital for Neuro-disability ) into the use of eye blink responses for use in
communication with patients who are paraplegic. If this work were to be
extended then it might be possible to use an analogue version of this work to
measure patients' response times.
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11.6 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY FOR THEORY AND PRACTICE

11.6.1 NORMATIVE SECTION:
11.6.1.1 THEORETICAL / RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
Much of the findings reported from the current project have been
presented

in a ratherspeculative way. The results of

the experiments

conducted

with normal subjects formed the basis of what might be

considered the beginning of amore extensive investigation into the
organisation of attention. Nevertheless, the findings present

have clear

implications for current theories of attention. The findings demonstrate the
existing models of attention may have underestimated the sophistication with
which attention is organised.

Additionally, the finding that the auditory modality is capable of covert
shifts of attention suggests that issues about the representation of space in
the visual modality can now also begin to be addressed in the

auditory

modality.

11.6.1.2 CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
The results of the normative studies may also have clinical
implications. They demonstrate (albeit in a preliminary way) that the
assessment of attention in one modality should not always be regarded as
an accurate account of the functioning of the entire system. Instead modality
specific aspects of attention should be assessed

more systematically.

Indeed, if this was already the current practice there might scarcely have
been any need to conduct such a study. In other words it would be already
established whether patients with neurological injury present with modality
specific attentional problems.
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11.6.2 CLINICAL SECTION
11.6.2.1 THEORETICAL / RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
The findings reported from the clinical section of this thesis also have
theoretical implications for how cognitive impairment is conceptualised in
MS, (even though it might be considered over ambitious on the basis of
findings from only four patients). It is considered that the findings reported
highlight that the current literature paints an inaccurate picture of the nature
of impaired and preserved cognitive ability in MS. The greatest investment of
effort has been devoted to investigating the nature of memory impairments
in MS and this has resulted in an inaccurate picture of MS patients' overall
level of cognitive impairment. None of the studies that have been reviewed
for this project have considered that memory deficits could be secondary to a
more fundamental impairment in attention.

The studies that have investigated general attentional abilities in MS
have been mixed and inconclusive. It is felt that this ambiguity in findings
most probably reflects the mixture of tests employed to assess attention. For
this reason, the TEA provides an accurate and sensitive assessment tool for
measuring specific components of attention.

Indeed it would be very

interesting to collect norms for the performance of MS patients on the TEA.

The results reported from the clinical section have further research
implications. The clinical sections demonstrate the difficulty of working with
patients whose disease pathology is as inconsistent and unpredictable as
MS.

More specifically the clinical section demonstrates the problems of

variability within this clinical population, the benefit of carrying out multiple
single case studies

as opposed to large group studies, and finally, the

statistical decisions which have to be dealt with, when working with this
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population. All of these

issues have implication for further studies of

cognitive impairment in MS.

11.6.2.2 CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
The

findings of the clinical section have clear implication for how

patients might be managed in rehabilitation. On the basis of the patient's
performance on the TEA, it has been reported that patients are not as
impaired on measures of sustained attention as might have been expected
on the basis of the existing literature and that all four of the patients were
impaired on measures of divided attention. This has clear implications for
how their performance ought to be interpreted on other neuropsychological
measures. Patients’ performance on some cognitive assessments might be
explained as an impairment of sustained attention, when systematic
assessment of sustained attention fails to be impaired. Patients' may often
be excused from rehabilitation groups as they are considered to be unable to
sustain their attention.

The fact that patients were impaired on measures of divided attention
implies that care should be exercised not to require them to complete two
equally demanding tasks simultaneously. This is not just relevant to the
neuropsychologist but to all therapists who work in the management and
rehabilitation of these patients. Of course further experimental investigation
is necessary to establish the exact nature of their attentional impairments.
Additionally, it cannot be assumed on the basfs

of

the four patients

investigated in this study that all MS patients would be the same. Indeed the
variability among patients implies that all MS patients need to have their
attentional abilities properly assessed as part of their neuropsychological
assessment, and the TEA provides a sensitive tool for this purpose.
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11.7 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The potential for further research
Unfortunately,

time

constraints

have

in this

limited

a

area
more

is enormous.
sophisticated

understanding of the organisation of attention in the normal brain and the
nature of impaired and intact attentional abilities in those with multiple
sclerosis. Nevertheless this thesis has been worthwhile for two main
reasons.

The first

is that the experimental work with normal subjects

has

challenged the traditional view of attention as a supra-modal system. While
others have recently been attracted to this area of work,

the idea to

investigate the modality specificity of attention was novel and original at the
time when this thesis began. Secondly, the clinical work conducted in this
thesis has also challenged the current understanding of attentional abilities
in MS. While the clinical work needs to be replicated with other patients to
enhance the generalisability of the work, the findings have clear implications
for how the attentional abilities in MS ought to be managed, (this has been
discussed in an earlier section).
Also, please refer to page 425(a)
Further research in both normative and clinical populations is critical if
we are to refine our understanding of cross modal aspects of attention.
Specific aspects of the paradigm also need further

development. It is

necessary to establish the precise contribution made by the predictability of
the cue and indeed the nature of the cue type in facilitating covert shifts of
attention in audition. As an extension it would be interesting to examine the
role of expectancy in the cue validity paradigm as a whole.

If we are to support a modality specific view of attention, then it will be
necessary to extend the experimental work outside of the cue validity
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One of the problems with this project was that time constraints imposed by
the very nature of the thesis prevented some very relevant issues being
pursued in more detail. While a more refined understanding of the nature of
cross modal processing and the nature of covert orienting in audition with
normal subjects would be desirable, specific funding for this type of research
was not available and the project would not be funded unless the work was
extended to a clinical population resident at the Royal Hospital for Neurodisabiltiy. Of course this created problems regarding the amount of research
which could be conducted within any one section and unfortunately
contributed to the ambiguity in the findings reported from the clinical trials.
Future research would be best directed at pursing a more longitudinal type
design allowing many of the variables which appeared to have contaminated
the results of the clinical section to be systematically investigated.
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paradigm and indeed outside of the visual and auditory modalities. As such
the current study only allows speculation about the modality specificity of
spatial attention in vision and audition. Spatial attention is after all only one
domain of a complex and sophisticated attentional system. If we are to fully
understand the organisation of attention then there is a need to develop
multiple paradigms which are unique in the components of attention which
they address and

are specific in their manipulation of processing skills

across modalities.

An accurate conceptualisation of attention is critically dependent on
more extensive experimental work with normal subjects. In neuropsychology,
our potential to provide sensible guidelines for the assessment and
rehabilitation of cognitive dysfunction, heavily relies upon an accurate
conceptualisation of how that function is organised in the normal brain. With
a topic such as attention, achieving this is even more difficult. Attention
cannot be fractionated in the same way that the processes underlying
reading, writing or object recognition can be. It is not strikingly obvious how
specific components of attention might be boxed in a traditional cognitive
model of attention. For this reason, a more refined

specification of the

organisation of attention relies on the creativity of the investigator

to

develop relevant hypotheses to test with normal subjects.

The clinical part of this thesis has enormous potential for expansion.
While some specific suggestions have already been proposed in the clinical
discussion (section 10.6) there is also potential for research outside this
clinical population. One possibility is to extend

the work on cross modal

extinction with patients who have suffered brain injury (especially those with
unilateral lesions). To extend the work on cross modal extinction both in the
visual and auditory modalities and indeed in other modalities might provide
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the critical evidence in favour or perhaps against

the proposition that

aspects of attention might be organised in a modality specific way.

Indeed, if it is the case that attention is organised in a modality
specific way then a more

applied approach would be relevant in

rehabilitation.

impairment

For

example

in

one

modality

complemented by capitalising on the intact capacities of

might

be

an alternative

modality. This is a tentative suggestion of course and would need a lot of
single cases to substantiate the proposal.

Ultimately, it must be remembered that like other cognitive systems,
attention is certainly more than the sum of its parts. To identify

those

specific parts is only one part of the equation. It is the interaction between
those individual parts and the intersection of attention into the boundaries of
other cognitive systems which holds the most promise for research on
attention in the future.

11.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
When this thesis began the author had a mission. The mission was to
conduct an investigation which would answer all the questions: about the
organisation of attention; about the nature of covert orienting in audition;
about the mechanisms underlying cross modal processing; about the status
of impaired and intact attentional abilities in MS as well as the possibility of
providing some suggestions for the amelioration of attentional deficits in
patients with MS and even perhaps with other kinds of brain injury.

Sadly, it appears with hindsight,

that such a mission was over-

ambitious and merely reflected the enthusiasm of an avid researcher.

To

answer all these questions might take a lifetime. But in this search for a
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theory for everything some specific aspects of the aforementioned questions
have been addressed and some interesting findings have been reported.

Allport (1992) provides a critical review of research on attention and
ponders on whether we have been asking the wrong questions for the last
twenty five years. He comments that,

"there can be no simple theory of

attention, any more than there can be a simple theory of thought" (p.206).
He suggests that the task for researchers in attention for the next twenty five
yeas "will be to characterise, in cognitive neurobiological terms, as much as
possible of this great diversity of attentional function" (p.206)

In conclusion, it might therefore be appropriate at this point of the
thesis, not to feel that the end is in sight but rather to feel that the first step of
a much a longer journey has just been completed.
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Appendices Relevant To The Normative Section
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Appendix 1
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 1
1. VALIDITY - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Validity

SS
0.06
0.08

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.08

F

Sig of F

36.69

0.001

F

Sig of F

9.95

0.004

F

Sig of F

36.62

0.001

F

Sig of F

11.84

0.002

2. TARGET TYPE - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target

3.

SS
0.09
0.03

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.03

CUE TYPE - Within Subject Effect

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue

SS
0.07
0.09

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.09

4. TARGET X VALIDITY - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Validity

SS
0.03
0.01

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.01
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Appendix 2
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 2
1. VALIDITY - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Validity

SS
0.06
0.42

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.42

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.14

F

Sig of F

212.71

0.001

F

Sig of F

67.86

0.001

F

Sig of F

29.97

0.001

F

Sig of F

4.31

0.05

F

Sig of F

20.30

0.001

2. TARGET - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target

SS
0.06
0.14

3. TARGET X VALIDITY - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Validity

SS
0.04
0.04

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.04

4.C U EX VALIDITY-• Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Validity

SS
0.02
0.00

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.00

5.CUE X TARGET X VALIDITY - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Target by
Validity

SS
0.03
0.02

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.02
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6 (a) TARGET X VALIDITY X (VISUAL CUES) - Within Subject effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Validity

SS
0.02
0.00

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.00

F

Sig of F

1.97

1.171

6(b) TARGET X VALIDITY X (AUDITORY CUES) - Within subject effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Validity

SS
0.05
0.05

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.05

F

Sig of F

34.76

0.001

7(a) CUE X VALIDITY X (VISUAL TARGETS) - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Validity

SS
0.03
0.02

DF
31
1

MS
0.00
0.02

F

Sig of F

21.59

0.001

7(b) CUE X VALIDITY X (AUDITORY TARGETS) - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Validity

SS
0.02
0.00

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.00

F

Sig of F

4.64

0.039
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Appendix 3
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 3
1. VALIDITY - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Validity

SS
0.05
0.01

DF
30
1

F

Sig of F

7.50

0.01

MS
0.00
0.05

F

Sig of F

16.43

0.001

MS
0.00
0.14

F

Sig of F

35.55

0.001

MS
0.00
0.01

2. TARGET T Y P E - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target

SS
0.09
0.05

DF
30
1

3. CUE TYPE - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue

SS
0.12
0.14

DF
30
1

4. CUE X VALIDITY - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Validity

SS
0.04
0.03

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.03

F

Sig of F

25.93

0.001

F

Sig of F

7.20

0.012

5. CUE X TARGET - Within Subject Effect
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Target

SS
0.10
0.02

DF
30
1

MS
0.00
0.02
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Appendix 4
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 4
(Spatial Location Version)
(1 ) Tests involving TARGET' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target

SS
0.28
0.13

DF
19
1

MS
0.01
0.13

F

Sig of F

9.07

0.007

F

Sig of F

20.69

0.001

(2) Tests involving 'CONTENT Within-•Subject Effect.
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Content

(3)

SS
0.01
0.01

DF
19
1

MS
0.00
0.01

Tests involving •TARGET BY CUE ' Within-Subject Effect

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue

SS
0.13
0.12

DF
19
1

MS
0.01
0.12

F

Sig of F

17.25

0.001
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Appendix 5
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 4
(Semantic Content Version)
(1)

Tests involving 'CONTENT Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Content

(2)

SS
0.11
0.12

DF
19
1

MS
0.01
0.12

F

Sig of F

20.67

0.001

Tests involving 'TARGET BY CUE' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue

SS
0.18
0.27

DF
19
1

MS
0.01
0.27

F

Sig of F

29.07

0.001
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Appendix 6
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 5 (Spatial
Location Version)
(1 )

Tests involving 'LOCATION' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Location

SS
0.17
0.24

DF
19
1

MS
0.01
0.24

F

Sig of F

26.37

0.001

(2) Tests involving 'CONTENT' Within-■Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Content

SS
0.07
0.05

DF
19
1

MS
0.00
0.05

F

Sig of F

14.00

0.001

F

Sig of F

8.52

0.009

(3) Tests involving 'CUE' Within -Subject Effect.
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue

SS
0.22
0.10

DF
19
1

MS
0.01
0.10

Tests involving 'TARGET BY CUE' Within-Subject Effect.
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue

SS
0.16
0.28

DF
19
1

MS
0.01
0.28

F

Sig of F

34.30

0.001

Tests involving 'CUE BY LOCATION' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Location

SS
0.09
0.04

DF
19
1

MS
0.00
0.04

F

Sig of F

8.86

0.008
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Appendix 7
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 5
(Semantic Content Version)
(1)

Tests involving 'CONTENT Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Content

(2)

MS
0.01
0.54

F

Sig of F

46.08

0.001

SS
0.29
0.10

DF
19
1

MS
0.02
0.10

F

Sig of F

6.20

0.022

Tests involving 'TARGET BY CUE' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue

(4)

DF
19
1

Tests involving 'TARGET Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target

(3)

SS
0.22
0.54

SS
0.17
0.21

DF MS
19 0.01
1
0.21

F

Sig of F

23.56

0.001

Tests involving 'TARGET BY CUE BY LOCATION' Within -Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue by
Location

SS
0.05
0.01

DF MS
19 0.00
0.01
1

F

Sig of F

6.14

0.23

Tests involving 'CUE BY LOCATION BY CONTENT Within-Subject Effect.
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Location by
Content

SS
0.02
0.01

DF
19
1

MS
0.00
0.01

F

Sig of F

6.62

0.19
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Appendix 8
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiment 5 : Post Hoc Analysis: (Spatial Location and Semantic Content Versions
Combined)
(1 )

Tests involving TARGET' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target
Cond by Target

SS
0.53
0.09
0.02

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.09
0.02

F

Sig of F

6.23
1.49

0.017
0.230

F

Sig of F

7.76
1.57

0.008
0.218

(2) Tests involving 'CUE' Within--Subject Effect.
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue
Cond by Cue

(3)

SS
0.46
0.09
0.02

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.09
0.02

Tests involving 'LOCATION' Within-Subject Effect.

Tests of Significance for T4 using UNIQUE sums of squares
F Sig of F
Source of Variation
DF
MS
SS
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Location
Cond by Location

(4)

SS
0.24
0.07
0.18

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.07
0.18

F

Sig of F

11.25
29.71

0.002
0.001

Tests involving 'CONTENT' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Content
Cond by Content

SS
0.29
0.46
0.13

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.46
0.13

F

Sig of F

60.08
17.47

0.001
0.001
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(5)

Tests involving TARGET BY CUE' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue
Cond by Target by
Cue

(6)

SS
0.32
0.48
0.00

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.48
0.00

F

Sig of F

57.17
0.34

0.001
0.561

Tests involving 'CUE BY LOCATION' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Location
Cond X Cue by
Location

SS
0.16
0.03
0.01

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.00
0.03
0.01

F

Sig of F

7.98
2.58

0.007
0.117
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Appendix 9

Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiments 4 & 5
Post-Hoc Analysis (Spatial Location Version)
(1)

Tests involving 'CUE'Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue
Exp X Cue

(2)

F

Sig of F

7.51
1.57

0.009
0.218

SS
0.51
0.11
0.03

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.11
0.03

F

Sig of F

8.23
2.49

0.007
0.123

SS
0.23
0.15
0.10

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.15
0.10

F

Sig of F

23.96
15.53

0.001
0.001

Tests involving 'CONTENT' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Content
Exp by Content

(5)

MS
0.01
0.09
0.02

Tests involving LOCATION' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Location
Exp by Location

(4)

DF
38
1
1

Tests involving TARG ET Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target
Exp by Target

(3)

SS
0.17
0.09
0.02

SS
0.08
0.06
0.01

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.00
0.06
0.01

F

Sig of F

27.09
2.89

0.001
0.97

Tests involving 'TARGET BY CUE' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue
Exp by Target by
Cue

SS
0.29
0.39
0.02

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.39
0.02

F

Sig of F

50.68
2.18

0.01
0.148
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(6)

Tests involving 'CUE BY LOCATION' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Cue by Location
Exp by Cue by
Location

SS
0.12
0.04
0.01

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.00
0.04
0.01

F

Sig of F

12.72
2.71

0.001
0.108
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Appendix 10

Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Experiments 4 & 5
Post-Hoc Analysis (Semantic Content Version)

(1 )

Tests involving TARGET* Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target
Exp X Target

(2)

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.02
0.19
0.00

F

Sig of F

10.05
0.00

0.003
0.977

Tests involving1'CONTENT' Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Content
Exp by Content

(3)

SS
0.73
0.19
0.00

SS
0.33
0.58
0.08

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.58
0.08

F

Sig of F

66.73
8.80

0.001
0.005

Tests involving 'TARGET BY CUE* Within-Subject Effect.

Within Cells
Target by Cue
Exp by Target by
Cue

SS
0.34
0.47
0.00

DF
38
1
1

MS
0.01
0.47
0.00

F

Sig of F

52.56
0.24

0.001
0.628

(4)
Tests involving 'TARGET BY CUE BY LOCATION' Within-Subject
Effect.
Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue by
Location
Exp by Target by
Cue by Location

SS
0.14
0.04

DF
38
1

MS
0.00
0.04

F

Sig of F

6.69

0.004

0.00

1

0.00

0.07

0.786
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(5)

Tests involving 'Target X CUE X CONTENT'
Within-Subject Effect.

Source of Variation
Within Cells
Target by Cue by
Content
Exp by Target by
Cue by Content

SS
0.08
0.01

DF
38
1

MS
0.00
0.01

F

Sig of F

6.65

0.014

0.00

1

0.00

0.03

0.868
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Appendices Relevant To The Clinical Section
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Appendix 11
A Description Of The Subtests Of The TEA
Overview of the Test of Everyday Attention
(Robertson et a i, 1994)

The eight subtests described below have been extracted from the TEA manual
(pages 4-5).
1.

Map Search (visual selective attention)
In this subtest, subjects have to search for symbols, (e.g. for a knife and
fork sign representing eating facilities) on a colour map of the
Philadelphia area. The score is the number out of 80 found in 2
minutes. This is an age-sensitive subtest which is usable with almost all
brain-damaged patients, including many Alzheimer’s patients. This
subtest loads on the same factor as the Stroop Test and the d2
cancellation test for an explanation of Factor structure. A small
proportion of patients may not be able to do this subtest because of
visual acuity problems, but this can easily be assisted in preliminary
fashion using the subtest map itself prior to embarking on the full testing.
This subtest loads on the selective attention factor in the factor analysis
of normal subject data.

2.

Elevator Counting {sustained attention)
This subtest is based on the procedure devised by Wilkins that was
validated as a measure of right-frontal lobe-based sustained attention by
Wilkins. Shallice and McCarthy (Wilkins et a i, 1987). The version used
in the TEA is a variation of the Wilkins task devised by Broks et a i
(1988). In this subtest, subjects are asked to pretend they are in an
elevator whose door-indicator is not functioning. They therefore have to
establish which ‘floor’ they have arrived at by counting a series of tapepresented tones. This is an established measure of sustained attention
sensitive to right frontal lesions and loads of the sustained attention
factor of the factor analysis of normal subject data.

Elevator Counting with Distraction (auditory selective attention)
Subtjects have to count the low tones in the pretend elevator while
ignoring the high tones. This has been designed as a subtest of
auditory selective attentions and loads on a factor of auditoryverbal working memory.
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Visual Elevator (attention switching and cognitive flexibility)
Here, subjects have to count up and down as they follow a series of
visually presented ‘floors’ in the elevator. This reversal task is a
measure of attentional switching, and hence of cognitive flexibility. It is
self-paced and the number correct score loads on the same factor as the
number of categories on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, namely the
attentional switching factor. There is also a time per switch measure
derived from this subtest.

Elevator Counting with Reversal (auditory verbal working memory)
This subject is the same as the visual elevator subtest except that it is
presented at a fixed speed on audio-tape It loads on the auditory-verbal
working memory actor.

6.

Telephone Search (visual selective attention)
Here subjects must look for key symbols while searching through pages
in a simulated telephone directory. This subtest loads on the selective
attention factor.

Telephone Search While Counting (divided attention)
In this task, the subject must again search in the telephone directory
while simultaneously counting strings of tones presented on audio-tape.
Subtest 7 performance, combined with subtest 6 performance, gives a
measure of divided attention - a ‘dual task decrement’. This task loads
on the sustained attention factor.

8.

Lottery (sustained attention)
In this subtest, the subjects have to listen for their winning number,
which they know ends in ‘55’ (or ‘88’ or 33’). To do this, they must listen
to a 10 minute series of audio-tape-presented numbers of the form
‘BC143’, ‘LD967’, etc. The task is to write down the two letter preceding
all numbers ending in 55, of which there are 10. This loads on the
sustained attention factor.
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Appendix 12
The Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale
The functional systems and disability status sclae presented below have been
extracted from Kurtzke (1983) (pp. 1450-1452).

Functional Systems
Pyramidal Functions
0.
Normal
1.
Abnormal signs without disability
2.
Minimal disability
3.
Mild or moderate paraparesis or hemiparesis;
severe monoparesis.
4.
Marked paraparesis or hemiparesis; modern quadriparesis;
or monoplegia.
5.
Paraplegia, hemiplegia, or marked quadriparesis
6.
Quadriplegia
V.
Unknown

Cerebellar
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
V.
X.

Brain Stem
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
V.

Functions
Normal
Abnormal signs without disability
Mild ataxia
Moderate trunkal or limb ataxia
Severe ataxia, all limb
Unable to perform co-ordinated movements due to ataxia.
Unknown
Is used throughout after each number when weakness (grade 3 or
more on pyramidal) interferes with testing.

Functions
Normal
Signs only
Moderate nystagmus or other mild disability
Severe nystagmus, marked extraocular weakness or moderate
disability of other cranial nerves.
Marked dysarthria or other marked disability
Inability to swallow or speak
Unknown.

Sensory Functions (revised 1982)
0.
Normal
1.
Vibration or figure-writing decrease only, in one or two limbs.
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2

3.

4.

5.

6.
V.

Bowel and
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
V.

Mild decrease in touch or pain or position sense, and/or moderate
decrease in vibration in one or two limbs; or vibratory (c/s figure
writing) decrease alone in three or four limbs.
Moderate decrease in touch or pain or position sense, and/or
essentially lost vibration in one or two limbs; or mild decrease in
touch or pain and/or moderate decrease in all proprioceptive
tests in three or four limbs.
Marked decrease in touch or pain or loss of proprioception , alone
or combined, in one or two limbs; or moderate decrease in touch
or pain and/or severe proprioceptive decrease in more than two
limbs.
Loss (essentially) of sensation in one or two limbs; or moderate
decrease in touch or pain and/or loss of proprioception for most of
the body below the head.
Sensation essentially lost below the head.
Unknown.

Bladder Functions (revised 1982)
Normal
Mild urinary hesitancy, urgency, or retention
Moderate hesitancy, urgency, retention of bowel or bladder, rare
urinary incontinence.
Frequeny urinary incontinence
In need of almost constant catheterisation
Loss of bladder function
Loss of bowel and bladder function
Unknown

Visual (or Optic) Functions
0.
Normal
1.
Scotoma with visual acuity (corrected) better than 20//30
2.
Worse eye withs cotoma with maximal visual acuity (corrected) of
20//30 to 20/99
3.
Worse eye with large scotoma, or moderate decrease in fields,
but with maximal visual acuity (corrected) of 20/60 to 20/99.
4.
Worse eye with marked decrease of fields and maximal visual
acquity (corrected) less than 20/200; grade 4 plus maximal acuity
of better eye of 20/60 or less.
5.
Worse eye with maximal visual acuity (corrected) less than
20//200; grade 4 plus maximal acuity of better eye of 20.60 or
less.
V.
Unknown
X.
Is added to grades 0 to 6 for presence of temporal pallor.

Cerebral (or Mental) Functions
0.
Normal
1.
Mood alteration only (Does not affect DSS score)
2.
Mild decrease in mentation
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3.
4.
5.
V.

Moderate decrease in mentation
Marked decrease in mentation (chronic brain syndrome moderate).
Dementia or chronic brain syndrome - severe or incompetent.
Unknown.

Other Functions
0.
None
1.
Any otherneurologic findings attributed to MS (specify)
V.
Unknown

Expanded Disability Status Scale
(BOSS)
0.

= Normal neurologic exam (all grade 0 in Functional Systems (FS)
Cerebral grade 1 acceptable).

1.0 = No disability, minimal signs in one FS (ie, grade 1 excluding Cerebral
grade 1).
1.5 = No disability minimal signs in more than one FS (more than one grade 1
excluding Cerebral grade 1)
2.0 = Minimal disability in one FS (one FS grade 2. Others 0 or 1.
2.5 = Minimal disability in two FS (two FS grade 2, others 0 or 1).
3.0 = Moderate disability in one FS (one FS grade 3, other 0 or I) or mild
disability in three or four FS (three/four FS grade 2, others 0 or I)
though fully ambulatory.
3.5 = Fully ambulatory but with moderate disability in one FS (one grade3)
and one or two FS grade 2; or two FS grade 3; or five FS grade 2
(others 0 or 1).
4.0 = Fully ambulatory without aid, self-sufficient, up and about some 12 hours
a day despite relatively severe disability consistingof one FS grade 4
(other 0 or 1), or combinations of lesser grades exceeding limits of
previous steps. Able to walk without aid or rest some 500 meters.
4.5 = Fully ambulatory without aid, up and about much of the day, able to work
a full day, may otherwise have some limitation of full activity or require
minimal assistance; characterized by relatively severe disability, usually
consisting of one FS grade 4 (others 0 or 1) or combinations of lesser
grades exceeding limits of previous steps. Able to walk without aid or
rest for some 300 meters.
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5.0 = Ambulatory without aid or rest for about 200 metres; disability severe
enough to impair full daily activities (e.g. to work full day without special
provisions). (Usual FS equivalents are one grade 5 alone, others 0 or 1,
or combinations of lesser grades usually exceeding specifications for
step 4.0.)
5.5 = Ambulatory without aid of rest for about 100 metres; disablity severe
enough to preclude full daily activities. (Usual FS equivalents are one
grade 5 alone, others 0 or I; or combinations of lesser grades usually
exceeding those for step 4.0).
6.0 = Intermittent or unilateral constant assistance (cane, crutch, or brace)
required to walk about 100 metres with or without resting. (Usual FS
equivalents are combinations with more than two FS grade 3 +.)
6.5 = Constant bilateral assistance (canes, crutches, or braces) required to
talk about 20 meters without resting. (Usual FS equivalents are
combinations with more than two FS grade 3 +.)
7.0 = Unable to walk beyond about 5 meters even with aid, essentially
restricted to wheelchair; wheels self in standard wheelchair and
transfers alone; up and about in w/c some 12 hours a day. (Usual FS
eqivalents are combinations with more than one FS grade 4 +; very
rarely, pyramidal grade 5 alone.)
7.5 = Unable to take more than a few steps; restricted to wheelchair; may
need aid in transfer; wheels self but cannot carry on in standard
wheelchair a full day; may require motorized wheelchair. (Usual FS
equivalents are combinations with more than one FS grade 4 +.)
8.0 = Essentially restricted to bed or chair or perambulated in wheelchair, but
may be out of bed itself much of the day; retains many self-care
functions; generally has effective use of arms. (Usual FS equivalents
are combinations, generally grade 4 + in several systems.)
8.5 = Essentially restricted to bed much of the day; has some effective use of
arm(s); retains some self-care functions. (Usual FS equivalents are
combinations, generally 4 + in several systems.)
9.0 = Helpless bed patient; can communicate and eat.
equivalents are combinations mostly grade 4 +.)

(Usual FS

9.5 = Totally helpless bed patient; unable to communicate effectively or
eat/swallow. (Usual FS equivalents are combinations, almost all grade 4
+.)

10 = Death due to MS.
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Appendix 13
Sample Of Histograms From The Preliminary Analysis Of The
Clinical Raw Data
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Appendix 14
Case FG: Summary Tables For Analysis Of Varlancce For
Clinical Experiments 1 & 2 (Spatial Location And Semantic
Content Versions)

CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention To Location)

CASE FG:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

F

Sig
of F

33485.034
13160.195
12240.756
88360.755
21913.004

.601
.236
.220
1.586
.393

.662
.627
.640
.209
.531

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

138915.780
638730.375
14794.530
37669.958
23854.482
19469.748
84899.510

2.493
11.462
.265
.676
.428
.349
1.524

.023
.001
.607
.412
.514
.555
.218

85556
64221
1400
905
19847

4
1
1
1
1

21388.995
64221.250
1400.084
904.940
19847.174

.384
1.152
.025
.016
.356

.820
.284
.874
.899
.551

78641
78641

1
1

78641.469
78641.469

1.411
1.411

.236
.236

1128041

15

75202.751

1.350

.173

Residual

14265512

256

55724.655

Total

15393553

271

56802.778

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

133940
13160
12241
88361
21913

4
1
1
1
1

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

833495
638730
14795
37670
23854
19470
84900

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

LOCATION

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

320 cases were processed.
48 cases (15.0 pet) were missing.
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CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention to Content)

CASE FG:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sig
of F

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

1627840
187661
1289033
63630
85735

4
1
1
1
1

406959.952
187660.883
1289032.940
63630.018
85734.926

3.923
1.809
12.425
.613
.826

.004
.180
.001
.434
.364

937792
422900
29465
24485
300832
88541
110168

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

156298.621
422900.184
29464.847
24484.550
300832.328
88541.251
110168.252

1.507
4.076
.284
.236
2.900
.853
1.062

.176
.044
.595
.628
.090
.356
.304

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

609398
565167
45171
1207
7014

4
1
1
1
1

152349.474
565167.205
45171.415
1206.989
7014.079

1.468
5.448
.435
.012
.068

.212
.020
.510
.914
.795

LOCATION

2079
2079

1
1

2079.451
2079.451

.020
.020

.888
.888

3261298

15

217419.895

2.096

.010

Residual

27388973

264

103746.109

Total

30650271

279

109857.602

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CONTENT
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION CONTENT
3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
4-Way Interactions
TARGET
CUE
CONTENT
Explained

F

320 cases were processed.
40 cases (12.5 pet) were missing.
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CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 (Attention To Location)

CASE FG:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

F

Sig
of F

86951.635
17610.845
110976.658
186927.058
30763.011

1.904
.386
2.430
4.093
.674

.110
.535
.120
.044
.413

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

26720.551
46615.503
47274.896
44208.199
4568.935
3114.658
16318.038

.585
1.021
1.035
.968
.100
.068
.357

.742
.313
.310
.326
.752
.794
.551

166091
43205
103456
9218
9472

4
1
1
1
1

41522.740
43204.721
103456.240
9218.242
9471.935

.909
.946
2.266
.202
.207

.459
.332
.133
.654
.649

48920
48920

1
1

48920.016
48920.016

1.071
1.071

.302
.302

711147

15

47409.825

1.038

.416

Residual

11918726

261

45665.615

Total

12629873

276

45760.409

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

347807
17611
110977
186927
30763

4
1
1
1
1

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

160323
46616
47275
44208
4569
3115
16318

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

LOCATION

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

320 cases were processed.
43 cases (13.4 pet) were missing.
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CASE FG: Clinical Experiment 2 (Attention to Content)
Analysis of Variance
Summary Tables

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

416035.116
78.383
200816.550
168711.600
34286.288

4
1
1
1
1

104008.779
78.383
200816.550
168711.600
34286.288

6.449
.005
12.451
10.460
2.126

.001
.944
.001
.001
.146

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION CONTENT

261345.614
117.344
32954.110
496.149
197402.939
20155.340
1298.091

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

43557.602
117.344
32954.110
496.149
197402.939
20155.340
1298.091

2.701
.007
2.043
.031
12.239
1.250
.080

.015
.932
.154
.861
.001
.265
.777

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

214362.650
118.089
335.586
18555.886
196633.671

4
1
1
1
1

53590.662
118.089
335.586
18555.886
196633.671

3.323
.007
.021
1.150
12.192

.011
.932
.885
.284
.001

LOCATION

18648.718
18648.718

1
1

18648.718
18648.718

1.156
1.156

.283
.283

Explained

1210084.288

15

80672.286

5.002

.001

Residual

4225687.295

262

16128.577

Total

5435771.583

277

19623.724

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
TARGET
CUE
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
TARGET
CUE
CONTENT

Sig
of F

F

320 cases were processed.
42 cases (13.1 pet) were missing.
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POST-HOC ANALYSIS

CASE FG:

(CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXP
DIMEN
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sig
of F

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

18578778
226146
47172
4731666
12123710

4
1
1
1
1

4644694.476
226146.165
47172.428
4731665.650
12123710.456

80.340
3.912
.816
81.844
209.706

.01
.048
.367
.001
.001

6865882
13546
205840
59792
33670
92926
5075723

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

1144313.665
13546.413
205840.308
59792.046
33670.001
92926.200
5075722.637

19.793
.234
3.560
1.034
.582
1.607
87.796

.01
.628
.059
.309
.446
.205
.001

EXP
DIMEN
DIMEN
DIMEN

178101
4884
41898
62129
24727

4
1
1
1
1

44525.311
4883.935
41898.143
62129.099
24726.737

.770
.084
.725
1.075
.428

.545
.771
.395
.300
.513

EXP

129334
129334

1
1

129333.667
129333.667

2.237
2.237

.135
.135

Explained

30097516

15

2006501.099

34.707

.01

Residual

63073851

1091

57812.879

Total

93171367

1106

84241.743

Source of Variation
Main Effects
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXP
DIMEN
2-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXP
LOCATION DIMEN
CONTENT
EXP
CONTENT
DIMEN
EXP
DIMEN
3-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXP
CONTENT
EXP
4-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
DIMEN

F

1280 cases were processed.
173 cases (13.5 pet) were missing.
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Appendix 15
Case LW: Summary Tables For Analysis Of Varlancce For
Clinical Experiments 1 & 2 (Spatial Location And Semantic
Content Versions)

CASE LW:

CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention To Location)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

420718.298
172698.226
67221.102
187722.636
9.123

4
1
1
1
1

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

247589.072
406.127
36297.188
63649.266
10769.522
108571.479
26914.440

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

LOCATION

F

Sig
of F

105179.575
172698.226
67221.102
187722.636
9.123

4.260
6.994
2.722
7.603
.000

.002
.009
.100
.006
.985

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

41264.845
406.127
36297.188
63649.266
10769.522
108571.479
26914.440

1.671
.016
1.470
2.578
.436
4.397
1.090

.128
.898
.226
.110
.510
.037
.297

568192.138
330676.312
4181.717
205440.459
10514.926

4
1
1
1
1

142048.034
330676.312
4181.717
205440.459
10514.926

5.753
13.392
.169
8.320
.426

.000
.000
.681
.004
.515

47599.856
47599.856

1
1

47599.856
47599.856

1.928
1.928

.166
.166

Explained

1302776.650

15

86851.777

3.517

.000

Residual

6790188.986

275

24691.596

Total

8092965.636

290

27906.778

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT

320 cases were processed.
29 cases (9.1 pet) were missing.
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CASE LW:

CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention To Content)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

F

Sig
of F

4719019.060
3867749.148
3292276.040
6195807.708
5666562.561

1.219
.999
.850
1.600
1.463

.303
.319
.357
.207
.227

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

4002917.161
3889093.608
2900406.342
4725461.956
4672309.873
3639078.146
4370483.493

1.034
1.004
.749
1.220
1.207
.940
1.129

.404
.317
.388
.270
.273
.333
.289

17148877
3861508
4321024
4873841
4314022

4
1
1
1
1

4287219.267
3861507.888
4321024.297
4873841.091
4314021.872

1.107
.997
1.116
1.259
1.114

.354
.319
.292
.263
.292

4457240
4457240

1
1

4457239.648
4457239.648

1.151
1.151

.284
.284

60892943

15

4059529.519

1.048

.406

Residual

1006757163

260

3872142.933

Total

1067650105

275

3882364.020

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

18876076
3867749
3292276
6195808
5666563

4
1
1
1
1

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

24017503
3889094
2900406
4725462
4672310
3639078
4370483

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

LOCATION

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

320 cases were processed.
44 cases (13.8 pet) were missing.
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CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2

CASE LW:

(Attention To Location)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUMMARY TABLE:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sig
of F

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

563020.432
455873.742
68897.547
240.416
26975.305

4
1
1
1
1

140755.108
455873.742
68897.547
240.416
26975.305

8.840
28.632
4.327
.015
1.694

.001
.001
.038
.902
.194

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

135067.344
52965.494
11556.249
22560.797
25438.190
20996.884
745.079

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

22511.224
52965.494
11556.249
22560.797
25438.190
20996.884
745.079

1.414
3.327
.726
1.417
1.598
1.319
.047

.209
.069
.395
.235
.207
.252
.829

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

96325.938
.157
70301.129
15104.318
6764.229

4
1
1
1
1

24081.484
.157
70301.129
15104.318
6764.229

1.512
.000
4.415
.949
.425

.199
.997
.037
.331
.515

LOCATION

7186.227
7186.227

1
1

7186.227
7186.227

.451
.451

.502
.502

Explained

1301227.700

15

86748.513

5.448

.001

Residual

4346714.861

273

15922.032

Total

5647942.561

288

19610.912

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT

F

320 cases were processed.
31 cases (9.7 pet) were missing,
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CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 (Attention To Content)

CASE LW:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLE:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sig
of F

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

2366385
307350
225532
465461
1365145

4
1
1
1
1

591596.175
307349.575
225531.751
465461.480
1365144.990

17.656
9.173
6.731
13.892
40.742

.01
.003
.010
.001
.001

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

1157091
111386
96675
6092
110396
515696
317507

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

192848.514
111386.245
96674.591
6092.432
110395.936
515696.055
317507.492

5.756
3.324
2.885
.182
3.295
15.391
9.476

.001
.069
.091
.670
.071
.000
.002

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

257552
8240
89221
3364
156825

4
1
1
1
1

64388.107
8240.215
89221.347
3364.115
156825.027

1.922
.246
2.663
.100
4.680

.107
.620
.104
.752
.031

LOCATION

812
812

1
1

811.644
811.644

.024
.024

.876
.876

Explained

3237797

15

215853.122

6.442

.01

Residual

9013321

269

33506.770

12251118

284

43137.739

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT

Total

F

320 cases were processed.
35 cases (10.9 pet) were missing.
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CASE LW:

POST-HOC ANALYSIS

(Clinical Experiments 1 and 2)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUMMARY TABLE:

by

RT
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXPER
DIMEN
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXPER
DIMEN

1286224
671970
312000
150216
301026

4
1
1
1
1

321555.910
671969.629
311999.535
150215.643
301026.361

9.719
20.311
9.430
4.540
9.099

.001
.001
.002
.033
.003

2-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXPER
LOCATION DIMEN
CONTENT
EXPER
CONTENT
DIMEN
EXPER
DIMEN

1297668
23755
2832
186939
871299
122037
128268

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

216277.997
23755.103
2831.768
186939.110
871298.666
122037.110
128267.667

6.537
.718
.086
5.650
26.335
3.689
3.877

.001
.397
.770
.018
.000
.055
.049

EXPER
DIMEN
DIMEN
DIMEN

897324
170798
122683
97326
543099

4
1
1
1
1

224331.053
170798.299
122683.200
97326.137
543099.082

6.781
5.162
3.708
2 .942
16.415

.001
.023
.054
.087
.001

EXPER

103654
103654

1
1

103654.286
103654.286

3.133
3.133

.077
.077

2662891

15

177526.089

5.366

.001

Residual

37220250

1125

33084.666

Total

39883141

1140

34985.211

3-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXPER
CONTENT
EXPER
4-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
DIMEN
Explained

F

Sig
of F

1280 cases were processed.
139 cases (10.9 pet) were missing.
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Appendix 16
Case NW: Summary Tables For Analysis Of Variancce For
Clinical Experiments 1 & 2 (Spatial Location And Semantic
Content Versions)

CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention to Location)

CASE NW:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sig
of F

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

543663.226
525051.060
1582.628
16663.703
3495.482

4
1
1
1
1

135915.806
525051.060
1582.628
16663.703
3495.482

6.597
25.485
.077
.809
.170

.001
.001
.782
.369
.681

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

250455.945
93500.743
46267.242
28130.388
4610.156
330.643
78698.956

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

41742.657
93500.743
46267.242
28130.388
4610.156
330.643
78698.956

2.026
4.538
2.246
1.365
.224
.016
3.820

.062
.034
.135
.244
.637
.899
.052

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

85202.085
33072.750
969.344
28414.058
22441.029

4
1
1
1
1

21300.521
33072.750
969.344
28414.058
22441.029

1.034
1.605
.047
1.379
1.089

.390
.206
.828
.241
.298

LOCATION

15956.944
15956.944

1
1

15956.944
15956.944

.775
.775

.380
.380

882752.836

15

58850.189

2.856

.001

Residual

5521490.473

268

20602.576

Total

6404243.310

283

22629.835

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

F

320 cases were processed.
36 cases (11.3 pet) were missing.
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CASE NW:

CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention To Content)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

707002.140
539840.811
141288.196
17810.313
8832.375

4
1
1
1
1

176750.535
539840.811
141288.196
17810.313
8832.375

10.857
33.159
8.678
1.094
.543

.001
.001
.004
.297
.462

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

250172.670
240052.039
922.092
510.033
34.956
6942.037
3907.059

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

41695.445
240052.039
922.092
510.033
34.956
6942.037
3907.059

2.561
14.745
.057
.031
.002
.426
.240

.020
.001
.812
.860
.963
.514
.625

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

53137.139
954.410
1690.631
15138.910
34721.979

4
1
1
1
1

13284.285
954.410
1690.631
15138.910
34721.979

.816
.059
.104
.930
2.133

.516
.809
.748
.336
.145

LOCATION

208.684
208.684

1
1

208.684
208.684

.013
.013

.910
.910

Explained

1019371.147

15

67958.076

4.174

.001

Residual

4265516.622

262

16280.598

Total

5284887.770

277

19079.017

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT

Sig
of F

F

320 cases were processed.
42 cases (13.1 pet) were missing.
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CASE NW: Clinical Experiment 2 (Attention to Location)
Analysis of Variance
Summary Tables

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

508447.258
63328.184
120169.543
306316.518
6029.457

4
1
1
1
1

127111.814
63328.184
120169.543
306316.518
6029.457

4 .666
2.325
4.411
11.244
.221

.001
.129
.037
.001
.638

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

233469.763
27926.122
11299.935
1672.052
544.611
1882.844
195416.892

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

38911.627
27926.122
11299.935
1672.052
544.611
1882.844
195416.892

1.428
1.025
.415
.061
.020
.069
7.173

.204
.312
.520
.805
.888
.793
.008

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

66429.107
13562.047
22829.318
21274.648
7720.065

4
1
1
1
1

16607.277
13562.047
22829.318
21274.648
7720.065

.610
.498
.838
.781
.283

.656
.481
.361
.378
.595

LOCATION

25356.211
25356.211

1
1

25356.211
25356.211

.931
.931

.336
.336

916671.029

15

61111.402

2.243

.006

Residual

7055601.698

259

27241.705

Total

7972272.727

274

29095.886

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

F

Sig
of F

320 cases were processed.
45 cases (14.1 pet) were missing.
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CASE NW:

CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 (Attention To Content)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUMMARY TABLE:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

412884.476
103810.324
144516.281
19480.134
153057.582

4
1
1
1
1

103221.119
103810.324
144516.281
19480.134
153057.582

8.116
8.162
11.363
1.532
12.034

.001
.005
.001
.217
.001

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

192337.493
17052.597
59827.638
16012.542
17.502
16139.969
76499.113

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

32056.249
17052.597
59827.638
16012.542
17.502
16139.969
7 6499.113

2.520
1.341
4.704
1.259
.001
1.269
6.015

.022
.248
.031
.263
.970
.261
.015

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

35063.993
12063.487
879.255
22445.912
78.182

4
1
1
1
1

8765.998
12063.487
879.255
22445.912
78.182

.689
.948
.069
1.765
.006

.600
.331
.793
.185
.938

LOCATION

44774.561
44774.561

1
1

44774.561
44774.561

3.520
3.520

.062
.062

989652.133

15

65976.809

5.187

.001

Residual

3281409.546

258

12718.642

Total

4271061.679

273

15644.915

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

Sig
of F

F

320 cases were processed.
46 cases (14.4 pet) were missing.

468

POST-HOC ANALYSIS

CASE NW:

(Clnical Experiments 1 and 2)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXPER
DIMEN
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXPER
DIMEN

4710191
80424
32374
317463
3904237

4
1
1
1
1

1177547.778
80424.028
32374.316
317462.685
3904237.092

55.975
3.823
1.539
15.091
185.590

.01
.051
.215
.001
.001

482146
28890
255545
52044
27032
100334
11584

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

80357.636
28889.934
255545.275
52044.272
27032.015
100333.951
11583.868

3.820
1.373
12.147
2.474
1.285
4.769
.551

.001
.242
.001
.116
.257
.029
.458

EXPER
DIMEN
DIMEN
DIMEN

426602
56
313248
43099
37905

4
1
1
1
1

106650.396
55.693
313248 .223
43099.240
37904.946

5.070
.003
14.890
2.049
1.802

.001
.959
.001
.153
.180

EXPER

60973
60973

1
1

60973.158
60973.158

2.898
2.898

.089
.089

6712918

15

447527.871

21.273

.01

Residual

23035378

1095

21036.875

Total

29748296

1110

26800.267

2-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXPER
LOCATION DIMEN
CONTENT
EXPER
CONTENT
DIMEN
EXPER
DIMEN
3-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXPER
CONTENT
EXPER
4-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
DIMEN
Explained

Sig
of F

F

1280 cases were processed.
169 cases (13.2 pet) were missing
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Appendix 17
Case JF: Summary Tables For Analysis Of Varlancce For
Clinical Experiments 1 & 2 (Spatial Location And Semantic
Content Versions)
CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention to Location)

CASE JF:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sig
of F

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

3428845
186450
463575
16408
2781565

4
1
1
1
1

857211.140
186450.127
463575.427
16408.114
2781564.801

4.040
.879
2.185
.077
13.111

.003
.349
.141
.781
.000

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

6629299
3078836
608 66
2402185
539318
581670
28095

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

1104883.240
3078836.290
60865.980
2402184.584
539318.201
581669.522
28094.575

5.208
14.512
.287
11.323
2.542
2.742
.132

.001
.001
.593
.001
.112
.099
.716

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

690025
15060
604112
9463
59879

4
1
1
1
1

172506.353
15059.862
604111.804
9462.687
59879.101

.813
.071
2.847
.045
.282

.518
.790
.093
.833
.596

LOCATION

26102
26102

1
1

26102.342
26102.342

.123
.123

.726
.726

Explained

10698299

15

713219.914

3.362

.001

Residual

54312689

256

212158.942

Total

65010988

271

239892.944

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT

F

320 cases were processed.
48 cases (15.0 pet) were missing.
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CASE

:JF

CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 1 (Attention to Content)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE :
SUMMAR TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

1159260
827146
986
336972
3319

4
1
1
1
1

289815.119
827145.655
985.533
336972.104
3319.156

4.054
11.571
.014
4.714
.046

.003
.001
.907
.031
.830

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

2167064
1381562
168116
13137
30954
564123
27162

1
1
1
1
1
1

361177.396
1381561.711
168115.881
13137.348
30953.732
564123.131
27162.024

5.053
19.327
2.352
.184
.433
7.892
.380

.001
.001
.126
.668
.511
.005
.538

615491
283681
23843
181962
124351

4
1
1
1
1

153872.724
283680.701
23842.694
181962.186
124350.706

2.153
3.968
.334
2.546
1.740

.075
.047
.564
.112
.188

46068
46068

1
1

46068.279
46068.279

.644
.644

.423
.423

3997810

15

266520.684

3.728

.001

Residual

18871729

264

71483.823

Total

22869540

279

81969.676

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

LOCATION

Explained

F

Sig
of F

320 cases were processed.
40 cases (12.5 pet) were missing
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CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 (Attention to Location)

CASE JF:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLES:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

F

Sig
of F

121969.252
232267.369
106391.943
57.955
139128.280

1.200
2.286
1.047
.001
1.369

.311
.132
.307
.981
.243

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

230020.239
213713.273
757674.205
269306.639
66696.973
32558.363
29702.227

2.264
2.103
7.456
2.650
.656
.320
.292

.038
.148
.007
.105
.419
.572
.589

575522
67643
14742
229343
263295

4
1
1
1
1

143880.593
67643.256
14741.978
229342.562
263295.188

1.416
.666
.145
2.257
2.591

.229
.415
.704
.134
.109

866
866

1
1

866.312
866.312

.009
.009

.927
.927

4439913

15

295994.176

2.913

.001

Residual

26217358

258

101617.666

Total

30657270

273

112297.694

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

487877
232267
106392
58
139128

4
1
1
1
1

1380121
213713
757674
269307
66697
32558
29702

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

LOCATION

Source of Variation
Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT
3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

320 cases were processed.
4 6 cases (14.4 pet) were missing.
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CLINICAL EXPERIMENT 2 (Attention To Content)

CASE JF:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLE:

by

RT
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
CUE
TARGET
LOCATION
CONTENT

4778183
271850
1894008
227031
2177132

4
1
1
1
1

1194545.738
271849.771
1894008.328
227030.651
2177132.271

10.124
2.304
16.052
1.924
18.452

.001
.130
.001
.167
.001

2-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
CUE
CONTENT
TARGET
LOCATION
TARGET
CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT

4257984
2364041
75951
317184
126146
894592
229539

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

709663.948
2364041.232
75950.622
317183.812
126146.289
894592.061
229539.017

6.015
20.036
.644
2 .688
1.069
7.582
1.945

.001
.001
.423
.102
.302
.006
.164

LOCATION
CONTENT
CONTENT
CONTENT

2794521
98262
1521860
436758
618971

4
1
1
1
1

698630.146
98262.500
1521860.384
436757.934
618970.653

5.921
.833
12.898
3.702
5.246

.001
.362
.000
.055
.023

LOCATION

336398
336398

1
1

336398.217
336398.217

2.851
2.851

.092
.092

9566414

15

637760.965

5.405

.001

Residual

31621032

268

117988.925

Total

41187446

283

145538.680

3-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CUE
TARGET
CUE
LOCATION
TARGET
LOCATION
4-Way Interactions
CUE
TARGET
CONTENT
Explained

F

Sig
of F

320 cases were processed.
36 cases (11.3 pet) were missing.
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CASE JF:

POST-HOC ANALYSIS

(CLINICAL EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
SUMMARY TABLE:

by

RT
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXPER
DIMEN
UNIQUE sums of squares
All effects entered simultaneously

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

Main Effects
LOCATION
CONTENT
EXPER
DIMEN

11065756
4007
116427
855983
8894470

4
1
1
1
1

2766438.882
4006.915
116426.980
855983.163
8894469.865

19.722
.029
.830
6.102
63.410

.01
.866
.362
.014
.001

2-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXPER
LOCATION DIMEN
CONTENT
EXPER
CONTENT
DIMEN
EXPER
DIMEN

16617640
137084
403302
8168
3171577
1885426
12588670

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

2769606.657
137083.589
403301.880
8168.048
3171577.064
1885425.632
12588670.440

19.745
.977
2.875
.058
22.611
13.441
89.746

.01
.323
.090
.809
.001
.001
.001

EXPER
DIMEN
DIMEN
DIMEN

373690
7469
194708
216505
6989

4
1
1
1
1

93422.473
7469.152
194708.030
216504.539
6989.295

.666
.053
1.388
1.543
.050

.616
.818
.239
.214
.823

EXPER

135411
135411

1
1

135410.794
135410.794

.965
.965

.326
.326

36832517

15

2455501.147

17.506

.01

Residual

153455232

1094

140269.865

Total

190287750

1109

171584.986

Source of Variation

3-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION CONTENT
LOCATION EXPER
CONTENT
EXPER
4-Way Interactions
LOCATION CONTENT
DIMEN
Explained

F

Sig
of F

1280 cases were processed.
170 cases (13.3 pet) were missing.
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